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WILLIAM JOHN MARSHALL 

THE INFLUENCE OF THE SIZE OF A SECONDARY SCHOOL ON ITS 
ORGANISATION 9 ITS TEACHERS AND THE ACADEMIC AND PERSONAL 
DEVELOPMENT OF ITS PUPILS 

ABSTRACT 

The issue of seconda~y school size has been of 
inte~est th~oughout my teaching ca~ee~ 9 in which I have 
worked in schools ranging f~om 435 to 1 9 450 pupils" The 
ea~ly 1970's 9 we~e a period of expansion and comp~ehensive 
~eo~ganisation. By the mid 1980's most schools we~e 
expe~iencing falling rollsa Many we~e faced with closure 
and some LEA's p~oposed to phase out t~aditional sixth fo~m 
teaching in schools" 

Although school size is f~equently discussed in 
educafional lite~atu~e 9 little attention has been paid to 
the influence of size on the outcomes of the school" There 
is no general ag~eement as to the optimum size fo~ a 
seconda~y school 9 and this lack of consensus p~ompted my 
choice of resea~ch topic. 

It may be said that five identifiable g~oups a~e 
involved in education~ politicians, administrators 9 

teache~s 9 pa~ents and pupils" Some individuals 9 mainly 
parents 9 a~e membe~s of more than one catego~y 9 but 
nevertheless each g~oup has its own p~io~ities. As with 

them to ~ega~d the question of school size diffe~entlya 

Th~oughout this thesis ~eference is made to the 
views and expe~iences of all five "subsets" 9 though no 
attempt is made to use these divisions as a framewo~k" 

Howeve~ Chapte~ 2 9 on costs 9 is conce~ned with politicians 
and administ~ators 9 whilst Chapter 7 deals with teachers' 
views. Academic issues a~e discussed in Chapte~s 3 and 4 9 

with pasto~al ca~e and extra cu~~icul~ provision being the 
themes of Chapte~s 5 and 6. Although much mate~ial studied 
was w~itten du~ing the period of expansion 9 the resea~ch 
was unde~taken du~ing cont~action 9 and Chapter 8 deals with 
the implications fo~ schools of falling rolls" Chapter 9 
summa~ises the relevant lite~ature 9 leading to the 
conclusion that the size of a seconda~y school has little 
quantifiable influence on its outcomes . 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

L 1 Opening_ c9~~~12!_~ 

Tho influence of sizG on the performance of 

secondary schools has attracted much comment~ both informed 

and otherwise 9 during the past thirty years or so. When 

comprehensive schools were being planned from the mid 

1950's it was generally believed that they would be 

considerably larger than the grammar 9 technical and modern 

schools they were to replace. Some schools of 2 9 000 pupils 

or more were established 9 the highest roll being that of 

Exmouth Comprehensive 9 Devon 9 with 2 9 582 pupils in 1979-80 

( 1) c Much of the educational debate since the Second World 

War was conducted in a period of population growth. 

Since the mid 1970's however 9 the situation has 

been markedly different; the birth rate has been lower than 

anticipated and the number of pupils receiving secondary 

education is expected to fall by 40 per cent between 1975 

and 1991. At the same time local education authorities 

have had to become more cost conscious than for many years 9 

and there is now considerable pressure from the Secretary 

of State to reduce the number of schools in an attempt to 

finance education more effectively. The debate on the 

re-organisation of education on comprehensive lines in the 

1960's and 1970's to some extent centred on the issue of 

13 



Xarga schools~ whilst the problem of falling rolls in the 

primary and middle as woll as secondary~ which are 

thno)21\:Un0o1 with c].o<c..iuf·o. 

Despite 9 almost. by impllicat.:~on 9 t.he nu.menica!.. 

background! to the debate oul school s:i.ze 9 there has been 

surprisingly little research on the influence of size 9 and 

only part of that has been of quantitative rather than 

quallitative nature. The object. of thd. s thes:i. s Ji. s to assess 

the influence of size 9 as distinct from other variables 9 on 

the performance of secondary schoolso 

Much of the published material has been written from 

a biased angle 9 to 'prove' the merits of either large or 

small schools 9 and statements by one writer are often 

diametrically opposed! to those by dliiULht:!ro 

there is numerical data available conclusions are rarely 

statistically significant 9 and disagreements on the 

validity or otherwise of statistical techniques go beyond 

the scope of this thesis. 

Table lol shows the distribution of comprehensive 

schools by size in January 1985. 

14 



Table 1.1 Number of School~ ~ith the following numbers of 
f~~:R (cime pu'pllls on fhe r-2gister-s. 

Janua\r-y 1985 

~ 

Up to 161 Up. to iS 
·-

Numfoeli"' Number % Nun}.beii'" % 
0~ of of 
Pupils Schools Schools 

.. 

ULQ> 'tCil 200 9 0.7 9 0.5 
20l - ~00 5~ 4.5 35 1. 8 
~01 - 600 222 18.5 !42 7.3 
60l - 800 35~ 29.5 329 16.9 

.· 801. - 1000 318 26.5 505 26.Q. 
1001 - 1200 1S9 11.3,3 392 2()~2 
f201 - 1500 69 5.8 384 19.7 
1501 - 2000 1~ 1.2 138 7.1 
2001 and oveli"' 0 o.o 10 0.5 

~ 1199 100.0 1944 100.0 

Mean size c800 Pupils c1020 Pupils 

Souurce:~ Department of Education and Science. Statistics of 
Edl.ncation :l Schools !985 Taken from Schools by 
Size and Type; Table A3/8~ 9 p23. 

This survey is chie~ly concerned with maintained 

scnoo.ll.s 1n -cne Unl!.'teci i<1ngciom 9 ou'i: reference wiii i:Je ma.cie 9 

wher'e appropr i at2 9 to i npepelident schools and schools in 

other countries. In his forward to Big and B~autiful 9 

Williams says "Size is not a charge levelled against 

distinguished institutions like Eton <1240) 9 Manchester 

Grammar School <1440> or George Watson's School 9 Edinburgh 

<1 9 100 boys and 950 girls" (2). 

However 9 in 1985 there were only 8 independent 

schools (0.3 per cent> with over 1 9 200 pupils comp~red with 

15 



630 in the maintained sector <2.6 per cent>. (3) The 

contrast is propably even more marked 9 since the figures 

for--some inaepenaent sChools -w1TI- :fnclude chfldrem from 9,. 

or even 5 upwards 9 whilst it is most unlikely that ariy of 

the maintained schools will cover such wide age ranges. 

1.2 Definition of Size 

A major problem is that terms such as 'large' and 

'small' are purely relative 9 and it is not clear from all 

writers how they define their categc:Jri·E;!s of size. James 

(4) for e>:.:\mple'i defines a large school as having over 

1~200 pupJls whilst noting th~t the average size of the 

French Lycee is between 1 9 700 and 2 9 000. In the United 

States high schools of 2 9 000 are quite commonplace. Some 

Chicago schools have over 5 9 000 pupils. At the same time 9 

however 9 some of the American Studies re.ferred to in 

subsequent chapters of this thesis show that many schools 

in the United States are ~onsiderably smaller than occur 

frequently in Britain. 

Also definitions of size vary over time. In the 

1920's a school of 250 to 300 pupils was considered to be 

large. By the 1950's the average size of modern schools 

was around 300 whilst grammar schools had between 300 and 

500. (5) Even by 1965 (see Fig 1.2) over three quarters of 

secondary schools had fewer than 600 pupils 9 with hardly 3 

per cent having over 1 9 000. By 1986 under one quarter were 

16 
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...... I ..... 

Table 1. 2 •.Numbers of maintained secondary schools by size range 1965-1986 

Size 
Range 

under 200 

201-400 

401-600 

601-800 

801-1000 

1001-1500 

over 1500 

Source: 

. 
1965 1970 1975 1983 

no % 1 n ::> % no % no % 

422 6.? 216 4.1 99 lo5 44 L1 

2081 32.9 1 303 24.? 4 76 10.4 206 5.3 

2229 35.2 1 83 7 34.8 1025 22.5 562 14.4 

1064 16.8 1 094 20.? 1085 23.8 839 2L5 

328 5.2 BB 8.'3 723 15.8 901 23.0 

204 3. 2 
316 6.0 962 21.1 113 5 29.1 

76 lo4 222 4.9 218 5.6 

~ ~ -
6328 100.0 I 5 280 100.0 4562 100.0 3908 100.0 

= - ~ 

----
-~--

---- --~------

Department of Education and Science. Statistics 
of Education : Schools (HMSO). compiled from various 
tables relating to the appropriate years. 

1986 
no % 

33 LO 

185 5.1 

573 15.6 

879 24.0 

850 23.2 

1013 2?.6 

130 3.5 

= 

3663 100.0 

-

= 
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und®r 600 and almost one thi~d over li~000 9 this latte~ 

p~opo~tion being sma!le~ than in ~ecent yea~s because of 

fa:~ll!.ing ~olls. 

Few w~ite~s give actu&l definitions of size 9 though 

Rutte~ et al (6) ~ega~d a la~ge school as having a:~ 7 to 12 

fo~M ent~y. Bu~gess 9 w~iting of the g~owth of Bishop 

McG~ego~ School 9 London 9 says that by 1973 7 when the school 

~oll was 1~269 9 it qualified fa~ the desc~iption of a la~ge 

comp~ehensive school "Fo~ the head the c~itica! point was 

~eached in 1972 when we had ove~ 1 7 000 pupils. He sta~ted 

his ent~y in the school log boo!( with the wo~ds "The beast 

has e:hanged". (7) Pedley 9 in simil!.a~ vein 9 says that 

schools ~eaching 1~000 pupils we~e the "educational 

equivalent of the sound ba~~ie~" (8} 

An anonymous a~ticle in 'Comp~ehensive Education' 

(9) 9 written du~ing the pe~iod of expansion 9 begins by 

commenting on the difficulty of defining 'big". The 

autho~ 9 who defines 've~y la~ge' as being ove~ 1 9 400 pupils 

says the~e is a need to find if the~e a~e diffe~ent deg~ees 

of success between size ~anges 700 to 900 and 900 to 1,100 7 

which cove~ed most of the 1 7 800 comp~ehensive schools in 

1973. Whilst I ag~ee with this obse~vation, it would seem 

wo~thwhile to extend the analysis to cover schools of 

between 500 and 1 7 500 o~ even 1 9 700 pupils. 

18 



The ~~~icle also asse~ts that th2 p~oblems faced by 

la~ger schools a~ise because th@y are mor@ likely ~o be 

found i~ d~teriorating inner city situations 9 and we~e 

fo~mally seconda~y mode~n schools. Both these a~guments 

are gene~alisa~ions and the~e must be many cases whe~e ~hey 

would not stand up to c~itical examination. 

Neithe~ the government no~ local education 

authorities have rigid definitions of what constitutes a 

'la~ge' or 'small' seconda~y school. Circular 10/65 C10) 

suggested 6 o~ 7 fo~ms of entry as being the smallest 

desirable size and the latest gove~nment proposals (11) 

also'suggest a minimum of 6 fo~ms <These sizes will give 11 

to 16 schools of a~ound 1 9 000 with up to 1 9 200 if the 

school has a sixth form). Howeve~ throughout the last 

twenty years o~ so many smalle~ schools have been allowed 

to ope~ate because of pa~ticula~ circumstances. 

The size ~anges used in recent issues of the 

Department of Education and Science Statistical Bulletins 

<12>, and the latest HMI report (13) for 11 to 18 schools, 

are 1 to 600i 601 to 900 9 901 to 1200 and 1201+ 7 suggesting 

that the first and the last catego~ies could be regarded as 

'small' and 'la~ge' respectively. However the Audit 

Commission use a different grouping in thei~ report on 

surplus capacity. The repo~t (14> uses a different 

grouping~ 1 to 400 9 401 to 800 9 801 to 1500 and 1500+. In 
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~n 2arliie~ war~~ BatesC!5) cuts ac~oss both these 

cliassific~tions~ defining a schooli with between 750 and 

1~250 pupils as 'medium size'= P~esumably he considers 

schools of below 750 'small· and abovs 1 9 250 'larg~·. 

~.3 Size and geographical location 

It is widely assumed that smalle~ secondary schools 

ar~ to be found in rural areas and larger schools in towns. 

Indeed more than one writeF has seen fit to equate the 

problems of the la~ge school with those of the inner city. 

Benn and Simon (16> found in their survey that the average 

size of comprehensive schools in rural areas was much 

smaller than in cities and towns and Ross et a! (17> also 

observed that school size was linked to geographical 

situation. 

However 9 this generalisation cannot be considered 

statistically me~ningful; the Exmouth school 9 situated in a 

seaside town with a population of only 27 9 000 9 is perhaps an 

extreme exception. Comparison between local education 

authorities is difficult; some 9 for example Essex 9 Dorset 

and Lancashire contain both C~~s~l~ and densely populated 

areas. The following table is for illustrative purposes 

only 9 giving figures for some of the extremes in terms of 

population density of local education authorities in 

England and Wales with' significant numbers of 11-18 

comprehensive schools. 

20 
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Table 1.3 Populatio~ cle~sity a~d school size i~ sel~ct~d local 
education authorities 

PerSOII"llS (per Ill-IS Schools ([l::])) 

,_EA hectcnne Ca~) No. Mea1111 Size IL&rgest Sm&llest 

Pol'!l?ys 0.2 12 726 ll230 390 
Cumbria 0.7 26 1005 ll850 150 
Norfol~ 1.3 12 1031 1380 780 

1icl . 
~hefhelldl 14.6 23 ll.l59 lll800 7"0 
llkom:n.~ey ll9.4 23 18175 1200' 370 

!Br-ent 56.8 118 804 11700 260 
IILIEA D:h v. 1 ll02.0 15 773 1470 3180 

Sources: (a) Offic~e of Populatio1111 Ce1111suses &ll"lld Su!fveys.Cell"llsus 1981v 
Prelnmill"lla~y report <H~SOv11981> 

(b) Educatio1111 Authorities Directory !986. (Th~e School 
Goverll"llmellll~ Puil::DI~shing Comp&ny !Ltd 1918lbJ 

~ate. ILEA IDiv.l cove~red HaMmersmith 9 1Fullhai'Jil 9 ~<e1111sim;~Jto1111 &ll"lld Chell.s~e&. 

I 
I 
I 



The above autho~ities we~e selected mo~e o~ less at 

r&ndom 9 except that Powys is th~ most spa~sely populated 

locaR education autho~ity and Hamm~~smith 9 Fu1ham 9 

Kensington and Chelsea the most heavily populateda It may 

b~ a~gued that the existence o~ single sex schools in some 

u~ban a~eas ~educes the mean size 9 but the fact that the 

~elevant autho~ities have9 to date9 not chosen to 

amalgamate schools (thus inc~easing the mean size) does not 

wea~en the suggestion that schools in towns and cities are 

not significantly bigge~ than in count~y a~eas. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL ASPECTS OF SXZE 

2on In~~o~uctio~ 

~ ~~cu~~in~ them~ of thi§ thesis is ~h~t th~ 

mea~u~ement of th~ output of a school is difficult 9 if not 

impossibleo Fa~ the pu~pose of this section 9 however 9 we 

wiAl assume that the output of a school is the number of 

pupiAs on ~o!l in a year 9 in the same way that we might 

consider the output of a coal mine the number of tonnes 

produced in a yearo No importance is attached to the 

quality of education 9 its implications fa~ the pupils and 

the benefi~s 9 o~ otherwise 9 fo~ th~ community as a wholeo 

The p~ovision of any good or se~vice involves costs 

being incurredo Costs may be classified as fixed 9 ie costs 

which do no~ vary with output 9 or variable 9 which are costs 

which increase as output inc~easeso In the long run 9 which 

may be regarded as an indeterminate number of years 9 all 

costs become variable 9 but we may assume that capital and 

maintenance costs 9 together with some salaries are fixed 9 

whilst stationery 9 textbooks and running costs (eg 

electricity> are examples of variable expenditurea 

Teachers· sala~ies 9 which are of course 9 the major cost are 

to some extent both fixed and variable 9 and it is the 

existence of this "grey area" which poses considerable 
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p~oblems 9 ~o~ ~he adminis~~a~o~s of both ~he p~ivate and 

m~int~in~d secto~s o~ education" 

2e2 Economic Theo~y 

Xn conventional econoMic thso~y ave~age ~ixed costs 

<AFC» fall continuously as output inc~eases 9 whilst average 

va~iabl~ costs <AVC> fall &t fi~st but begin to rise beyond 

& ce~tain pointe The ave~age total costs curve <ATC) 9 

whic~ is the ve~tical sum of th~ AFC and AVC curves is 

shown belo~e (fige 2e1) 

Th~ op~imum level of output is defined as that level 

o~ o~put at which average to~al cost is a minimum9 in 

educational terms this is th~ number of pupils in a school 

which can be taugh~ ~o~ lowest average cost to the local 

education authoritye 

Even if it is possible to obtain an optimum size ~or 

a school 9 given its geographical situation and educational 

objec~ives 9 there is no ~eason why educational 

effectiveness should be maximised a~ the same sizee This 

is also true in the world of business and commerce ~ only 

under conditions of perfect competition <which can never 

remotely be considered to apply in the maintained education 

sector> is the profit maximising output co-incident with 

the level of output which minimises average total coste In 

practice the profit maximising output fo~ a firm is below 
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no~ ~® su~p~ising i~ ~ simil~~ si~u~tion should exis~ in 

ec!luc<l1tiona However- it should ib<S?~borrn® li.n minol~th~t p~ofit 

COSTS 
(£) 

0 

Shor~ rrun cost currves 

ATC. 

OPTIMUM OUTPUT 

The short run ~verage cost curves are invarriably "U" 
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COSTS 
(£) 

0 

.· 

OPTIMUM OUTPUT · 

However no~ all economists accept that the principle 

of the "U" shapeol long run averag~e cost curve is valid 9 

claiming that it is not supported by empirical evidence. 

Silbertson <1> argues th&t as the size of an organisation 

increases capital costs per unit may not rise 

proportionately whilst operating <variable> costs per unit 

may fall. 

Because increased size facilitates greater 

specialization of factors of production 9 this allows for 

more efficient use of equipment. Silbertson therefore 

suggests that curve is "L" shaped. 
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STS 
(£) 

0 

A~ outlined earlier 9 ATC falls initially as the 

schoolis 9 th~~~ i~ ~ minimum ~fficient scale CMES) a~ whic~ 

costs p~~ pupil a~~ at their lowest 9 beyond which th~r~ are 

neither economic advantages nor disadvantages of sxpansion. 

Fig 2.3 "L" shaped long run average total cost curve 

.,. 
I 

OUTPUT 

Unpublished studies carried out for the Department 

of Education in Northern Ireland produced somewhat 

tentative results 9 partly because records are not kept in 

such a way as to identify accurately all costs incurred by 

individual schools. (2) In the short run it may be that the 

ATC curve is "U" shaped because of the need 9 as pupil 

numbers increase 9 to use more expensive mobile classrooms. 

It is also possible that management diseconomies of scale 
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However- li.n tb~ ! ong_ i""Uii"ll th<E? IZ2Vi dence~ -sugges~ that 

tho ~T\6 cu!fv~ il.s "L'• 5hapeol9 tlh~r-~ li.s <IDn (Elem2nt oil= fixeo1 

cos~~ tog~~lhe~ with var-il.~bl~ ~osts which ar-e then 

pr-o~or-til.on~l ~o pupil numbers. 

Th~ preceding two paragr-aphs must be qualified il.n 

light oil= th~ observation that costs differ between schools 

of th~ sam~ size~ i~ that not all schools ar-e on ~he 

What is obs2r-ved is not so much 

differ-ences in costs 9 but in the operation of the financial 

alloc~tion systemo 

It is questionable as to th~ degree which economic 

theory c&n usefully be applied to the operation of schoolsa 

Although schools 9 like firms 9 take a set of "inputs" 

(teachers' time 9 books and equipment 9 the use of buildings> 

knowledge 9 socialisation) 9 compar-ison between business and 

schools 9 especially in the maintained sector 9 is of limited 

valueo Measurement of output is extremely complex (see 

Chapter 9). True it is possible to evaluate the costs of 

providing educational services in school 9 though there is 

disagreement amongst economists as to which costs should be 

included. 
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Xt would be easier~ perhaps~ to study the 

independent sector 9 in which only 6 percent of our 

second~_r-y pupi l_s -~r~ educated 9 _andL r:-ef-er:-ence W-ill-- be made -

to the wor~ of Bee and Dolton (3) and Watt (4)a However it 

is false to deduce that independent school fees can be 

ta~en as an accurate measure of the costs of providing 

education a Some schools ar~ more generously endowed than 

others 9 standards of attainment and provision of facilities 

vary widely in the fee paying sector as in state schoolsa 

A particular problem when attempting to calculate 

the average cost of educating a child is that costs vary 

becpuse of circumstances <location 9 age and type of 

buildings 9 previous patterns of education and so on>. 

Fixing price equal to marginal cost <MC> is a feature of 

the financial policy of many of the public corporations 

resposible for our nationalised industries (Marginal cost 

is de~ined as the extra cost incur~ed in the prdvision of 

one addi.tional unit of output> a Perhaps this might be an 

appr6priate consideratLon 9 though the empir{c~ evidence 

suggests otherwisea 

The smooth curves in fig 2a1 imply a smooth 

marginal cost curve with marginal cost increasing as the 

size of the school increasesa <Fig 2a4l 
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COSTS 
(£) 

0 

ATC 

OUTPUT 

Howeve~ this is not so. The additional capitation 

allowance for"" one pr-e "A" lev12l student in CambFidgeshire 

was only £80 in !985-6 9 (5) an insignificant figure if only 

u••~ ••ew c:nl. .1!. OJ 1 s added to ths li'"'oll 9 but shoul c1 numbers rise 

by 9 say 9 20 this would entail the employment of an 

additional teacher- 9 extFa capital equipment and possibly 

the acquisition of an additional classr-oom. 

Ther-e is much disagr-eement between economists about 

educational costso Merrett (6) 9 in putting forward the 

case for ratepayer-s exercising gr-eater- control over 

spending on education claims that a greater rate of return 
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subsequen~ article disagrees 9 sug~esting that "the who!~ 

point o{= public ·Hnanc~_Qf §!j;luc:a~b.oo is thad: t.hay [ie 

~~ue&tion~! institu~ions] cannot yi~!d a~ comme~cial re~urn 

in th~ n~rro~ sense that h~ CM~rr~tt] conceives ita To 

a~gu~ th&t ~ r~~@ of return 9 correctly c&lculated 9 is 

~elevant and interesting is one thinga To s~y that it is 

to b2 the only criterion is commercial technocracy gone 

mad" o 

2o3 American studies of school costs 

Two of the major studies of the economic 

implications of school size were undertaken by Riew and 

Osburn in the 1960's 9 both in the United Statesa 

Rie~ <B> studied 109 high schools in Wisconsin and 

deduced that the roll which minimised average total cost 

He aom1~s ~hat it is difficult to 

evaluate educational qualities 9 but statesg "based on what 

may be considered as reasonable assumptions 9 the study of 

Wisconsin high schools suggests that economies of scale at 

this level of public education are very important''a (9) 

However the table below suggests that the difference 

in average cost per pupil between the largest range of 

school sizes (1 9 601 to 2 9 400 pupils> and the next largest 
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b~ consid~~~d ove~~h~lmingo Th~ rnos~ no~ice~ble economies 

inc~e~ses f~om b~low 200 pupils 9 ~ size ~hich is ~~~ely 

foun~ in B~i~ish seconda~y schools. No~ only is 

expenditu~e pe~ pupil conside~ably ~educed! as the school 

inc~e~ses in size 9 but 9 as will be discussed in Chapte~ 4 

ther~ a..-e decisive advantages in cur-~iculum p~ovision andl 

teache~ specialisation" Riew found that only 18 pe~cent of 

va~~ation in pe~ pupil oper-ating expenditu~e is explainable 

in te~ms of va~iation in en~olment.(!Q) 

Table 2.1 Opeli'"ating Expenditu~e andl Size of School 

No a of schools Ave~agie dC!ily Ope~ating expenditu~e 
attendance pe~ pupil ($) 

6 143 - 200 532 
12 201 - 300 481 ...... --- - ~uu 446 .._ 11 ~V.! 

17 401 - 500 427 
14 501 - 600 443 
13 601 - 700 413 

9 701 - 900 374 
6 901 - 1100 433 
6 1101 - 1600 407 
7 1601 - 2400 406 

Sou~ce g taken f~om John Riew 9 Economies of Seal~ in High 
School Ope~ation. Review of Economics and 
Statistics <48) no 3 9 1966 9 Table 1 9 p282 

The case fo~ la~geli'" schools would Riew claims 9 be 

st~engthened if capital costs 9 which he states we~e roughly 
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a qu~rter of total expenditure 9 had been included. These 

costs would have increased cost variation between 5r.hools 9 

th~ higher overhe~ds being expected to fall on smaller 

schooJ.s.(11) 

Osburn (12) in 1966 studied 433 high schools in 

Missouri 9 and concluded that the optimum size was even 

However according to his 

study 9 benefits of expansion were not as great as in Riew's 

study. Osburn claims that savings per pupil were $47 per 

annum when the size increased from 200 to 2~244, whilst 

Riew gives a figure of $200. (14) 

Table 2.2 Economies of scale arising from increased school 
size 

Increase in roll 
from to 

200 
500 

1000 
1500 
2000 

1 200 

500 
1000 
1500 
2000 
2244 

2244 

Fall in average 
cost per pupil 

($) 

12.74 
16.74 
11. 14 

0.66 

46.81 

Source ~ Donald D. Osburn 9 Economies of Size Associated 
with Public High Schools.Review of Economics and 
Statistics (52) no 1 9 1970 9 p115 

Osburn and Riew~s articles are interesting for the 

greater importance each attaches to statistical techniques 

than the educational implications of their findings 9 an 

indication of the difficulty in attempting to apply strict 

mathematical interpretation to imprecise data. Osburn's 
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mai~ c~i~icism of Rie~ is th~~ th® Wisconsin study excluded 

t~anspo~tation costs ~~offi th~ expenditu~es v~~iable, <15) 

lin ~ subs~quen~ 8~tic~w Rie~ (16~ justi~i~s this 

~xclunion on the g~ound~ th~~~ cont~a~y to g~ner~l b~!ief 9 

transport costs do not diff~r wideliy. In th~ most dens~ly 

populi~ted counties ave~ag@ annuali t.ranspo~t costs per pupil 

we~e ~54 9 whilst in the four most sparsely populated 

counties the figu~e was $65. 

Cohn's study of 377 high school dist~icts in Iowa 

C17) suggests the existence of significant economies of 

He a~rives at an optimum size of 1 9 500 pupils with 

a 95 percent confidence limit of 1 9 277 to 1 9 663 9 but goes 

on to say that there may be ~o basis fa~ specifying an 

upper limit to the optimal school size within the ~ange of 

de11ta <suggesting some suppo~t fa~ the notion of t.he"L" 

shaped 9 rather than "U" shaped ATC curve). Significantly 

howeve~ Cohn states that no account was taken of quality 

diffe~ences between schools. 

Sabulao and Hickrod (18> also found the existence of 

economies and diseconomies of scale 9 ie (illustrated by the 

"U" shaped average cost curve>. However they qualify this 

by stating that there is a need for mo~e research in the 

region of diseconomies 9 ie above the optimum size. Their 

sizes for economic efficiency in secondary school districts 
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minimuM 175 ~ve~~ge d~ily attend~nces 9 optimum 500 

F~om the administ~~tive ~ngle 

th~ econoMi~ effici~ncy sizes a~€ much g~eater~ minimum 

Th~ above figuFes coveF such wide ~~nges that thei~ 

vaXue 9 es~eci~Xly in th~ B~itish context is limited 9 but it 

is noticeable th~t the optimum size for g~oss expenditu~e 

of 500 is conside~ably smalle~ th~n othe~ w~ite~s suggest. 

Sabul~o ~nd Hick~od a~e also conce~ned that the~e 

a~e many othe~ educational conside~ations beyond seeking to 

ach~eve minimum ave~age cost size of schools. <20) They say 

that the situation is complex and suggest that a possible 

~eason fa~ diseconomies a~ising is that as a school g~ows 

it p~ovides a diffe~ent mix of servicesa <21> 

2.~ B~itish Studies of school costs 

A pa~ticularly inte~esting study was mads by Knight 

<22) in ~ttempting to estimate the economic effects of 

inc~easing o~ dec~easing the ~ells of Holy~ood School 9 

Some~set by 30 pe~cent. 

bell OW a <Table 2a 3) 

His calculations are summa~ised 

The above exe~cise is useful in that it is one of 

ve~y few studies made of diffe~ing sizes for the same 

school a Most other studies a~e either entirely theo~etical 
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Table 2.3 Marginal costs for Holyrood School 
percent change in numlber!:>} 

1979/80 (model of 30 

Costs for Costs li.f ro1tl Costs if 
---, 

roll . 
current size fallls 30% increases 30% 
( 10881 ::n.pills) <762 Jpupi ll s) 0411.4 I)JUI)Jils)· 
Total Cost per Total Cost per Total Cost peJ 
costs JJ LIIJQ_ i Jl costs ; IOLIIIOJi.l costs LPuiPi ll 

£ £ £ £ £ £ 
1 

LIEA overheadls 1157100 144.4 1511660 119ti1. 11 ll62540 114.9 
Teaching costs 519980 .q 78.0 403480 529.5 639670 452.4 
Pi"emises costs 115240 105.9 Jlll0870 145.5 Jl16680 82.5 
Transport costs 35290 32.4 30000 39.4 40580 28.7 
Other costs 41250 34.2 32740 43.0 49760 21la2 

Total 868860 798.6 728760 956.4 1009230 713.7 

Change in total 
and per pupil 

_l~!fo-~% costs 
--~ --- -Jl6.ll% +19.8% -ll0.6% -

------- -

Source: Brian Knight1 ~agli.ng School Financeg Heineman Organization 
lin Schools~ 11983 (extracted from Talble 2.3i IPP 40 and 4ll) 



o~ m~~® comp&~ison between schools in diffe~ent situations" 

Of necessity Knight made many assumptions 9 the most 

significan~ being that nQ p~emises would be taken otlt of 

uso if cont~action took plac~ ~nd no new buildings would be 

Whateve~ the size of a school teache~s·1 salaries are 

the major item of expenditu~e as Knight's table shows" 

T~ble 2"~ School size and teachers s~l~~ies 

Size of SchaaR 762 1088 1414 
Teachers' sala~ies (£) 3309000 4289520 5309000 
as a % of tot~R costs 45.3 49.3 52.5 
as ~ % of school based! costs 57.2 60a2 62.0 
Teache~s· sa!etli"'i~s per pupil (£) 433. 1 394.8 374.8 

Sourceg B~ian Knight 9 Managing School Finance 9 Heineman 
O~ganization in Schools 9 1983. Taken from table 
2a39 llJlp40-41a 

Howeve~ the reduction in teachers' sala~ies per 

pupil as the school increases in size would produce only 

~elatively small economies 9 especially when exoressed as a 

percentag~ of total school costs. Knight commences his 

section subheaded "Comparisions by size"(24) by stating 

that there is a general belief in the existence of 

economies of scale in schools 9 "probably based on the 

simple observation that in most other industries there are 

t~ends towards larger units on grounds of financial 

efficiency"" (25> He goes on to say "At secondary level, at 

the height of the comprehensive debate 9 one of the 

arguments 9 usually in very general terms and supported by 
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h~~d ~videnceu was th~t Ra~ge~ schools were mar~ efficient 

~in~nci~R!yu and tha~ this would make fo~ a bette~ quality 

of plr"ovi siiQn fQr th~a same expendi~uJ?:~"" <26) 

Kniigh~ ~r"efe~s at l2ngth to Hough (27> and is 

somewhat surprised by the latter's inability to find 

"strong and ext~nsive evidenc~ of economies of scale in 

relation to seconda~y size". (28) Knight's overall 

impression is that la~ge schools do provide economies of 

seal~ but thes~ ar~ often overlaid and outweighed by other 

factors connected with the growth of a school. (29) His 

final paragraph on th~ subject of size and costs gives 

luke_warm support to the proponents of the "U" shaped 

ave~age costs curve. "There are suspicions that schools 

with around a thousand pupils are cheaper to run per pupil 

than smaller schools 9 but that larger schools become 

slightly mor~ expensive again. 

debate". (30> 

This is open t.o 

Atkinson (31) 9 concurring with Hough 9 (32) also 

states that economies of scale will be found in large 

secondary schools 9 although the position is more complex in 

secondary than in primary schools 7 thus appearing to agree 

with Cumming <33> in his study of Scottish schools. 

Atkinson refers to the economic benefits of the large sixth 

form where 9 as is seen below 9 there are considerable 

economies of scale in teaching costs. 
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Table 2.5 Staff requirements and costs for Sixth Forms 
-

No. of pupils 65 104 156 208 260 
No. of E>:taff -10 10 13-.2 16.7- 1-6·7-
Total teaching 
cost J£609000 £609000 £.979000 £.1!.019000 £1019000 
Average teacher 
cost per pupil £908 £.577 £512 £486 £389 

Source~ Webb P.C. "Teaching Cost Models for Sixth Forms". 
Educational Policy Bulletin Noa7 Volc1 9 Spring 
l979c Taken from G.BaJ. Atkinson. The Economics 
of Education 9 Hodder and Stoughton 9 1983 9 table 4 9 

p129c 

The Audit Commission <34) found higher teaching 

costs associated with small sixth forms in a metropolitan 

district.. They suggest a linear relationship with average 

teaching costs per student falling from over £1400 for a 

sixth form of 25 students to below £.950 for 225 students. 

Their data 9 published in the form of a 'line of best fit' 

superimposed on a scatter diagram 9 shows considerable 

variations in costs between sixth forms of similar size. 

It is interesting to note that the four schools with the 

lowest teaching costs all had between 150 and 170 sixth 

form students. The benefits of 9 and indeed! some would 

claim the need for 9 the large sixth form are considered in 

Chapter 4. 

Hough (35) 9 in a comprehensive study reviews the 

work of a number of writers referred to elsewhere in this 

chapter 9 and an entire chapter (36) deals with economies of 

scale. Much of the chapter is concerned with statistical 

analysis and interpretation 9 together with comment on the 
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difficulties incurred in compiling data when local 

education authorities do not produce expenditure data on a 

~~;hool py ~t:ho_ol basis which is required to test -p!'""oper-1-y 

for economies of scale. He agr-ees with Dawson <37) that 

there is the need for- r-esearch on a school by school basis 

and concludes that school size is not a significant 

deter-minant of expenditure. (38) 

2.5 Local authorities and school costs 

The attitude of local education authorities vary 9 

but the overall impression is that they do not have 9 or are 

not able to hold 9 rigid views on the desirable size for 

secondary schools 9 mainly because decisions always have to 

be taken from the star-ting point of existing accommodation 

and population projectionsa There is considerable overlap 

of material in this section and Chapter 8 on falling rolls. 

Answering letters 9 a principal education officer of 

tssex County Council <P. Joslin) states~ "Costs are always 

a relevant factor when schemes of reorganisation are being 

discussed and elected members do take into account the 

viability of existing sets of buildings and their expansion 

possibilities" 9 (39) whilst the Director of Education for 

Sunderland (Jackson Hall) says that when reorganisation was 

being discussed in anticipation of falling secondary rolls~ 

"No research was carried out in Sunderland on the relative 

costs of different sized schools". C40) 
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The ~eo~ganisation p~oposals of these and othe~ 

autho~ities 9 includin~ Sh~ffi~ld~ Cambridgeshire and County 

Du~h~m a~® conc@~n~~ mo~e with the cu~~icula~ ~athe~ than 

economic implications of diff~~ent sized schoolsc This 

does not mean 9 of cou~se 9 that financial conside~ations can 

be igno~ed 9 when discussing what should be included in "a 

good cu~~iculum"{41) and we will return to this theme in 

Chapter ~c Financial conside~ations are 9 of course 9 a 

majo~ element in the response of local authorities to 

faliling rolRs and the issue is also discussed in Chapter 8. 

Sheffield City Council's proposals fo~ 

reorganisation <42> set a minimum size of between 650 and 

750 pupils in the 11/12 to 16 age range in orde~ to be 

entitled to sufficient staff and other resources. It was 

felt that if numbers fell below the minimum figure the 

costs would rise "above the assessed entitlement in order 

~o prov1de a range of oppo~tunities no less favou~able than 

in othe~ schools". (43) At the same time the authority 

decided that education of 16 to 19 year olds should be 

concentrated in eight tertia~y colleges. It was stated 

that keeping up a lot of spare places costs money and 9 the 

most important reason for closing school sixth forms was 

that the cost of providing for many small ''A" level classes 

would be unacceptably high. (44) 
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How~ve~ the ~utho~ity subs~quently qualified its 

ea~li~~ decision by accep~ing the need to maint~in six (out 

of 25b schools be-low t.he -stated minimum size. It was 

~g~eed to keep open the smalles~ s~cond~~y school~ with an 

estim~ted ~oll in i987/8 o~ 430 9 b~c~us~ the school 9 as 

well ~s bein9 isolated f~om th~ ~est of the city had an 

excellent ~eputation fo~ se~ving the needs of a community 

with ~cute social problems. The other five schools we~e to 

be kept open 9 despite having likely fou~ form ent~ies of 

a~ound 120 pupils 9 bec~use the ~utho~ity ~ecognised the 

ne~d fo~ schools to be identified with thei~ commmunities 

and to avoid un~easonably long jou~neys to school. <45> 

Little appea~s to have been written about the 

implications of school size o~ split site schools on the 

administ~ative costs of loc~l education authorities. It 

seems ~lmost inevitable that if 9 fo~ example 9 a county has 

30 schools with an ave~age size of 1 9 200 instead of 60 

schools with an average size of 600 administrative costs 

will be reduced. Howeve~ no authority has p~oposed that 

any potential cost saving in this field should be taken 

into conside~ation 9 even though some cost cutting exe~cises 

have been implemented in fo~ example~ school cleaning 9 

lunches and ground maintenance. He~e a number of schools 

are grouped into teams and meals a~e cooked centrally 

before being taken to individual schools by van. Teams of 

groundsmen descend on schools and carry out gardening and 
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~f§ective schedules~ ! h~v2 no experience-of "me~ls on 

groundsm~n·s duti~~ in Essex. 

decline in th~ over~l! &ppearance of school grounds 9 and 

the quality of pRaying fields deteriorated to the point 

the~ cricket pitches became unsafe. Money may h&ve been 

saved~ but only at the expens@ of the quality of education. 

2.6 Independent school evidence 

Two studies of independent schools produce results 

whi~h conforM to the general pattern. Watt (46) puts 

forward the case for investigating school costs by stating 

that if there is a certain size of school which minimises 

unit (or average) cost 9 there must be scope for what may be 

in total considerable savings in educational expenditure. 

He finds that for boys the cost minimising size is 1 9 812 

pupils 9 which was outside the range of sizes which he 

studied (397-1 9 414) 9 therefore making it difficult to place 

any reliance on the figure. For girls the cost maximising 

size was 1 9 046 pupils 9 again outside the range studied. 

Bee and Dolton (47) also found the existence of 

economies of scale in the independent sector. Their 

estimate of the size of school which minimised average cost 

was between 1 9 865 and 2 9 440 pupils 9 concurring with the 
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Be~ a"Jnd Dol ton <200-t728L (50) HowG?ver- their calcu!atidns 

whils~ actuaR!y spending as much 9 if not mo~e 9 per- child 

th~n thos~ schools whose only sou~c~ of income is fees. 

Table 2a6 ~ve~~gw ExpendituF"e pe~ pupil and school fees 
198~-5 

• Tote~l (a~) Aveij"'ag~ 

Cc01pi tab. on expenditure Day pupils' 
expenditu~<e pe~ pupil f2es 

fschool ~ Pupils £ Rani< £ Rani!< 

~ 95200 613 155 5 3405 1 
9 ll.25000 488 256 2 2706 ~ 

c 78562 658 119 8 2442 6 
10 1!.41350 530 267 1 2736 3 
E ll16957 747 ll57 4 2283 5 
F 190000 800 238 3 308&} 2 
G 9&}7611 776 11.22 7 1R7R 7 

ij 57706 45~ 127 6 1839 8 

Spea~man·s coefficent of r~nl< co~~elation = 0.596 9 not 
significant Cp>0.05> 

Not<e (a) includes expenditu~e on appa~atus and 
equipment 9 purchase of text bool<s 9 office 
equipment and statione~y 9 telephone and postage 9 

fu~nituij"'e and fittings and exte~nal examination 
fees. 

Sou~ce~ Infor-mation supplied to Hube~t Wa~d by schools. 
Numbe~s of pupils obtained f~om Whitakers 

Almanac~!< 1986 9 pp535-538a 

This may be illust~ated by referring to Table 2.6 

above. The data for capitation expenditu~e by eight HMC 
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schools in E&st Anglia was compiled by Hubert Ward 9 

Headmaster of The King's School 9 Ely for submission to 

Cambridgeshi-re Gounty Council '-s--Education co-mmi~t:t.ee 9 of 

which he is a membero The purpose of Ward's exercise was 

to show that. capitation expenditure per pupil in maintained 

schools was considerably less than in independent. s~hoolso 

The above figures do not include capital costs 9 

comparison of which would be extremely difficult. 9 and 

teachers' salaries 9 but. they do show that whilst 

expenditure on operating costs is greater in schools where 

fees for day pupils are highest 9 the relationship is not 

suf-ficiently close to justify the claims of Bee and Doltono 

Bee and Dolton go on to study the link between costs 

and attainment 9 using three measures of achievementg the 

average number of passes at "A" level 9 the average number 

of grade A's at "A" level and the percentage of pupils 

going on to read for degreeso <52> They found that. although 

the consensus of results showed the existence of economies 

of scale in the operation of very large schools 9 this did 

not imply that minimum cost sized schools are necessarily 

producers of highest performanceo "Such results indicate 

that costs are not related to the production of examination 

successes and indeed large or small schools can produce 

good quality results or indeed poor results"o (53> They 

suggest that the relationship between costs and performance 
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is ext~emeRy complex and that la~ge o~ cost efficient 

schools need not be the most conducive to good examination 

rresult.-s. 

2.7 Othe~ Studies 

The cha~acte~istics of a school which a~e ~elated to 

its academic achievements may well be unquanti~ablea This 

conclusion is suppo~ted by Kiesling's ea~lie~ wo~k in New 

Yo~k (54). He found that ~elationship between expenditu~e 

and pe~fo~mance was disappointingly weak and that 

conside~able differences in school dist~ict efficiency 

seemed to exist even after allowing fo~ diffe~ences in 

backg~ound and intelligence. 

Su~prisingly pe~haps 9 some of the majo~ wo~ks on 

secondary schools make very little reference to the 

economic effects of sizea Halsall <551 says little apa~t 

from quoting Riew (56) and othe~?a She suggests that 

economies of scale may exist in B~itish schools up to 

around 1600 pupils (57> and that debate on the economic 

aspects of school size cent~e on sixth form p~ovision (58). 

There is no mention of economic factors in Barker and Gump 

(59) 9 no~ in Monks (ed) 9 othe~ than a reference to the 

close correlation between the size of a school and the 

numbe~ of Bu~nham points allocated to it. (60) 

James <61) comments that larger schools can affo~d 
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better facilities 9 libraries and so on 9 whilst Grubb (62) 

also believes that the larger school is a "better economic 

for-ce". He aPgues that there should be less w~ste in ~~~g~ 

schools because greater felxibility is possible. One of 

the reasons for small schools being run less efficiently 9 

from an economic point o~ view 9 is that they are 

constrained by tight capitation controls. Nick Levine 9 

headmaster of the 2 9 200 pupil Beacon Comprehensive School 9 

Sussex 9 is quoted in Durham (63) as claiming that 

"economies of scale are easy to find". He does not expand 

upon this statement 9 but goes on to say that big schools 

seem to suffer from being disproportionately under 

resourced. 

Ross et al are in a minority who stress the 

importance of financial aspects 7 saying that 7 "apart from 

sixth form size the arguments for establishing large 

schools are mostly economic". "If facilities such as drama 

halls 9 language laboratories and science equipment are 

centralized they can be more fully used and their provision 

be worthwhile. This means that a greater variety of 

educational experience can be offered and specialisation 9 

important for some minority groups of pupils can be 

fostered". (64> 

Smith (65) quotes American research saying that 

average cost per pupil falls up to a certain size 7 but also 
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comm~nts that internal organisation is an important factor 

in achieving any economies" He concludes his article 9 

ceviewing. _Halsall ·s--work on school sizeT by st-.:ntin-g that: 

if 9 as much evidence suggests 9 school size is unimportant 

as a determinant of pupil outcomes 9 there may be a case for 

larger schools to ensure tha~ scarce resources are used 

efficiently" (66) 

Butel and Atkinson <67> note that a number of 

researches found significant economies of scale as schools 

grew in size 9 but these were not universal and it is often 

difficult to make comparisions because other factors 

intervene a They also say that if very small schools are 

excluded the importance of cost as a determinant of the 

size of a school is less important than other factors a 

2.8 Conclusion 

There is virtually complete agreement that economies 

of scale do exist in the operation of s•condary schools 9 

though Woodhall (68> quotes research suggesting that there 

is no clear and consistent relationship between school size 

and costsa Verry (69> makes a similar observation 9 he 

says that whilst schools with 1 9 000 pupils will incur 

greater costs than those with 500 •• "" "[but] _the cost per 

pupil in the 1 9 000 pupil school could be higher 9 lower or 

identical to the unit cost in the 500 pupil school"" These 

economies are greatest as size increases from very small 9 
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say 200 9 and this is consistent with the situation to be 

found in most sphe~es of business and comme~cea The main 

~eason i-S- that the -burden -of fiXed -costs iS spread ave~ a 

greate~ number of pupils and thus ave~age total cost falls 

quite ~apidly as size inc~easesa 

However as the size of a school inc~eases the 

diffe~ence between average fixed cost and average va~iable 

cost becomes smalle~ and the situation becomes less clea~a 

Some w~ite~s 9 believe that diseconomies of scale begin to 

occu~ at some point 9 thus favou~ing the notion of the"U" 

shaped ATC curvea They imply that the~e is a size 9 o~ size 

~ange at which ave~age cost. per pupil is at a minimum and 

there is 9 therefo~e an optimum sized school from an 

economic anglea Othe~s are less clear about diseconomies 

and tend to favou~ the L shaped ATC curve 9 ie suggesting 

that once a certain size has been reached costs are 

relatively stablea Watt <70) says "although there a~e 

strong a p~io~i ~easons for believing in the likely 

importance of economies of scale in the very smallest. 

educational units 9 such economies may be exhausted fairly 

rapidly. He and others would argue that once the minimum 

efficient size for a school has been reached factors other 

than cost should be taken into accounta 

All writers ag~ee that no decision on size should be 

taken with the sole aim being to minimise cost. What is 
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more important is to maximise educational outcomes~ however 

they may be defined 9 and there is little evidence to 

suggest. that thei'"-e i-s a- very c-lose rel-ationshi-p b~tweeri 

expenditure and outcome 9 academic or otherwise. Bee? and! 

Dolton <71) suggest that there are significant differences 

in average costs which appear to be unrelated to quality 

differences. 

It was disappointing 9 at least initially to find 

relatively little material on this theme 9 but the shortage 

is perhaps not too surprising. No two schools are in the 

same situation 9 in terms of geographical and historical 

circumstances. Whereas there may be an economic case for 

aiming to operate schools within a particular size range 

this may not be practical in view of changes which would 

have to be made to existing schools. 

If a tentative conclusion may be made 9 it is that 

schools are probably most efficient from an economic angle 

if they are large rather than small 9 with a~ optimum size 

of perhaps 1 9 200 or more pupils 9 a size exceeded by only 14 

percent of secondary schools in England and Wales in 1985. 

However the reliability of the statistical basis of this 

assumption is uncertain 9 and much greater research into 

individual school costs would be needed before any figure 

could be suggested as desirable with any degree of 

confidence. Perhaps the final words on costs should be 
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left to Sabulao and Hickrod (72> who say in the first 

paragraph of their paper 9 " ••• [the optimum school size] has 

been almost a,c; elusive~-to r-ese~rchers as the Holy Grai 1 was 

to King Arthur's Knights" and they conclude "Optimum size 9 

it seems is a veritable Pandora's Box and once opened it 

may take a host of skilled researchers a very long time 

indeed to close the lid".C73> 

If calculation of costs is difficult 9 measurement of 

output is even more complex. Butel and Atkinson (74) 

describe this as "the Achilles heel of economies of 

education", yet until a satisfactory approach to measuring 

output is found there appears limited value in paying 

excessive attention to costs. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EFFECT OF SIZE ON PUPILS' ATTAINMENT 

3a1- Introduction 

When one considers the importance attached by many 

parents 9 teachers 9 employers and politicians to educational 

standards 9 andl the cont.:ii.nuing debate over secondary school 

size 9 ~t is both disappointing and surprising that there 

appears to have been very Iitle research undertaken into 

the possible relationship between achievement and school 

Undoubtedly a major reason is that measurement of 

achievement is not easy. 

Success (or failure) rates at GIZE "0" and "A" level 

examinations provide some interesting, and potentially, 

valuable results 9 but they only apply to a relatively small 

proportion of secondary school pupils. In addition there 

is no guarantee that data supplied by individual schools 

and local education authorities is comparable. For example 

we cannot be sure that common policies are adopted with 

regard to "double entry" or "resit" candidates, or to 

sixteen year olds who are not entered for external 

examinations at the theoretical end of their courses. 

There are other measures of success, but these, 

including for e>:ample "staying on rates" to sixth form or 

higher education, are also open to statistical scepticism. 

Whatever measure is taken, there are many writers who would 
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agree with Wyatt and Gay (1) who say "academic achievement 

is often taken as the yardstick 9 whereas in practice a 

measured if a true picture of institutional effect is going 

to be achieved". They also maintain that it is important 

to consider the long term effect of any educational 

process~ (2) but the longer the time span between pupils 

leaving school and the measurement of success or otherwise 9 

the more difficult the exercise becomes. 

Bowles (3) also argues that "scholastic achievement 

is not the only determinant of school output •••••• the 

output of schools is multidimensional". Rutter et al (4) 

however 9 maintain that schools are primarily designed to 

meet educational objectives 9 and it would be quite 

inappropriate to see their goal mainly in terms of job or 

income levels. In contrast Blaug (5) assumes that the sole 

aim of the educational system is to maximise the expected 

net lifetime earnings of students. 

Relatively few publications dealing with secondary school 

size refer to academic achievement. More research appears 

to have been carried out on the influence of class size and 

a section of this chapter is devoted to this topic. 

Inconclusive studies 

Fogelman's article in "Big and Beautiful" <6> refers 
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to ~ numb~~ o~ ~esearch studi2s on school sizs and 

~t~~inmenta T~o studi~s w~~~ carri~d out in Manchester by 

WaJii"'buFton <7-> anol Ainsworth &nn~ Butten \8) 9 wh~n most 

Both founo'l thet 

~ttainmsn~ w~~ highe~ in l~r~e~ schoolsv although this was 

not st~tistically significan~ when inte~ rel~tionships 

amen~ school v~riables wer~ taken into ~ccount. 

Husen's study of Mathematics (9) achievement among 

thi~teen yea~ olds in ten count~iss found that pupils in 

the largest schools obtained the highest average 

This w&s also true for pupils in their 

fin~l year of secondary education in comprehensive schools 9 

but for pupils in selective schools those in the 700 to 

~ 9 ~00 pupil size range scored better than those in the 

1 9 100+ categorya There were some noticeable differences in 

the resultsp in Scotland thirteen year olds in the smallest 

comprehensive schools did best 9 whilst in England there was 

no relationship between attainment and size of schoola 

In Monks (ed) <10) 9 Evison summarises the results of 

the attainment survey conducted for the NFER during 1967/8. 

Three tests were used at first and fourth year levels~ an 

"intelligence test" 9 an English reading t~st and a graded 

Arithmetic/Mathematics testa For the first-year sixth form 

pupils a test providing a measure of general scholastic 

aptitude was used. The results were presented in various 
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age-~ange 9 typ~ of school 9 geog~aphical location on pupils 

Table 3.1 Attainment test sco~~g and siz~ of school 

Fi~st Ve&~ Fourth Ye&r Sixth Yea~ 

Size of School!. Meatn No a of Meetn No. of Me&n No. of 
Schools Schools Schools 

Up to 600 73.5 13 103.~ 10 55.7 13 
60!-1200 73a4 22 96.3 20 50.8 20 
!201 atnd ove~ 72.7 10 97.2 10 49.3 10 

All Schools 73a9 45 98.3 40 51.9 43 

Source~ TaG.Monks (ed) Comprehensive Educattion in Action Slough 
National Foundation for Educ&tional Resea~ch 1970 Table 4.12 
p112 

·. 

The above table shows that although pupils in small 

schools scored highe~ on average 9 size was not 

significatntly associated with test scores for any of the 

atge-groups. When the schools are divided into those with 

600 o~ less 

the fourth and sixth yea~s just ~each significancea 

.C-.-· 

Ross et &1 <11) are among a number of writers who 

refer to the NFER tests. They comment on the fact that 

boys in small schools tended to make most progress followed 

by those in large schools 9 whilst girls made most in medium 

sized schools. It is not surprising that they concluded 

that 9 as far as attainment is concerned 9 size is not 

important. 
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B~own <12) ~n~lysed th@ ~i~~h form ~x~mination 

~cesu!t..s of 37 schools in ·Sheffiel~dt~ onfa ov th~e-first local 

educ~tio~ ~uthorities to go wholly comprehensive. The 

~chooli~ i~ h®r sampl~ r~ng~~ in si~e from 505 to 2 9 188 

pupilst~ ~ith fifth forms r~nging from 6~ to 369a <13> 

Although ther~ was signific~nt correl~tion between 

th~ number of passes and two v~ri~bles 9 th~ number of 

graduat~ te~chers and the si~e of the sixth form 9 the size 

of the school w~s not among the variables which were 

correlated with the number of pass~s at the 1% level of 

significance. <The variables which were significant 

numbered six~ absentee rate 9 percentage of children 

receiving free school me~ls 9 number of entries per pupil 9 

he~dmasters· assessment of ability on intake 9 parents' 

socio-economic group ~nd the percentage of graduate 

teachers.) ( !~) 

A useful 9 if somewhat dated 9 survey w~s carried out 

by Lynn <15) in 1957a His results 9 summarised in tables 

3.2 ~nd 3.3 below 9 indicate that pupils in smaller schools 

tend to perform worse in GCE examinations" However it 

should be noted that Lynn's sample did not contain any 

schools which would be considered large in the 1980's. 

Although the paper does not gi~e actual sizes of schools it 

is unlikely that any of the schools studied would have had 
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mo~e than 800 pupil~ on ~ollo 

Table 3o3 "O"Level.result5 in maintained g~amma~ schools 
taking London Boa~d {1957) 

---

Bo~s Schools 
st~eam!S 2 3 ..tg. 

Schools ~ 22 2 
Po3lssing English Language (%) 55o9 5L8 56o2 
Passing F~ench (%) 43o2 49a9 56a7 
Passing Mathematics (%) 55a2 62a0 70a7 

Girrls Schools 
st~eams 2 3 4 
Schools 10 21 2 
Passing English Language (%) 54a8 68a5 B8a4 
Passing French (%) SLO 62a9 66o9 
Passing Mathematics (%} 64a0 47a8 62o2 

Sou~ce~ Ro Lynn The Relation between educational attainment 
atnd school s:lzea Br-itish Journal of_Sociolow 00 
Noa2 June 1959 taken from tables VI and VII 9 p 133 

For- the "0" level results a chi-squa~ed test is 

significant for both boys' and girls' schools taking French 

and Mathematics" Lynn also found s~gnificant co~relation 

between the mean number of open university awards per 100 

boys and school sizeo (16) 

-+-L---.L 
-·- ..._. ""'-i.~ '-

better teachers or more intelligent pupils, they must be 

more efficient than smaller schools by virtue of their 

si zeo He suggests that this may be because larger schools 

provide a more stimulating and competitive atmosphereo <17) 

Lynn does not define "better" teachers. If one 

accepts experienced,more highly qualified or more 

specialised as possible definitions, his views do not 

appear to be supported by the following evidence f~om 
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Riew's stu~y of Wisconsin high schools~(18) ce~tainly fo~ 

schools l~~ge~ than 1 9 000 o~ so pupils. 

Table 3.~ School siz® and academic backgroun~ of teache~s 

Ave~agc::11 % of teach en:;. Ave?rage Averag!S 
dlali 1 y fi\'Jli.tlh ma~t~r·s yea1rs courses pel( 
li.nta!<e dlegr~ees ta~ughit tet!lch®r-

1~3-200 18 7 3.8 
201-300 15 6 2.9 
301-400 19 6 2.5 
401-500 19 7 2.3 
5011.-600 24 8 1.9 
60Jt-700 23 7 1.7 
7011.-900 22 7 LB 
9011.-1100 3&J. 7 11..6 

11.101-1600 37 12 L6 
1601-2~00 55 1 1 1.6 

Sourceg John Riew Economies of Scale in High School Operations 
Review of Economics and! Statistics (48) No.3 1966 
ta~en f~om table 1 p 282. 

3.3 The Department of Education and Science and! Local 
Education Authorities 

Although the GCE examining boards show differences 

between various types of school when publishing summaries 

of results 9 they have not made any com~a~i~nn h~~wa~~ 

schools in different size categories. N~ither does the 

Qepartment of Education and Science in the 32 tables in its 

survey of school leavers <19) or its annual survey of 

schools <20)~ indeed the DES publishes surp~isingly little 

mate~ial which mentions the issue of school size. There is 

no reference in "Better- Schools" (21) to the relationship 9 

if any 9 between school size and educational attainment. 

Dur-ham County Council were not able to detect any 
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signific&~~ ~~!ationship ~etween school size and ~cademic 

Clchievement exprressed in te~ms of "0" level!. a~ndl CSE 

IT'esul-~so -ln -ell- letb~r 9 (-22) the Deputy -oi-~ectorf' of

Edluc&tio~ commented that becau~e th~IT'e &IT'~ so many varriable 

f~ct.orrs which &ffect. achi~vem2nt 9 it is virt.u~!ly 

impos§ibl~ to identify any sing!~ c~us&~iv® f&ctoro 

However it w&5 noticed th~t. comp~ehensive schools cre~ted 

from grammafi"' schools tended to achieve betterr than those 

created fiT'om mod~rn schoolso 

In the eafi"'ly 1970's there was much discussion in 

Essex about the developm~nt of secondary schools in Clacton 

on Sea 9 a town experiencing a high IT'ate of growth of 

pupulation 9 especially of young peoplea In deciding 

whetherr to expand the two existing comprehensive schools 9 

eventually reaching 1 9 500 pupils 9 or to establish a third 

school 9 all thi""ee having a roll of 1 9 000 oi"" so 9 "it would 

be an exaggerration to state th~t the academic performance 

of school leaverrs was taken into account in making 

decisions about the number of comprehensive schools to be 

developed in the town" (23)o No research was conducted in 

Sunderland into the influence of size on attainment <24) 

and I am not aware of any LEA in which such work has been 

done a 

Sheffield's reoi""ganisation plans C25) did not take 

into account any possible relationship between school size 
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and academic ps~formance. Xndssd whilst recognising the 

importance of public examin~tions and the ~entral role they 

examination ~esul~s as being a measure of the quality of 

education offe~e~ by individual schools. The authority 

"sha~~es th(;';? view•• 9 expressed! !by ma1ny in thm:? education 

se~vice that ther® is a dang~ i~ over- emphasising the 

importance of public examinat.ions"a (26) 

Results obtained from data supplied by Sheffield 

City Counc::ii.Jl <27) suggest tha~ the~·e is close association 

between yea~ group (and presumably school) size and success 

rat@ in GCE exam:ii.nationsa 

Table 3.5 Relationship between pass rates and year group si~e 
for Sheffield s•hools 9 1984 · -
Examination Variables Correlation 

"A" level 

"0" level 

Source: 

\Subject entries 
<Pass rate (%) 

CNo. of 17+ pupils 
fP.:::~t:::e:: tpoo::Sf.~ t•,f \ --- ~ ..... 

(No. of 15+ pupils 
<Passes/pupil 

+0.530 
highly significant 

+0.485 
._.: -t...., 4- -- --- r-=---.L 
;z I .A a•.A 1 ~ _. • t ~ ~ l .Jr."- ~I I\... 

+0.350 
significant 

Sheffield City Council. New Schools and CollPges. 
Proposals for the Reorganisation of Post-Primarv 
Education. 1985. Calcolations ba-~d on results for 
individual schools in Annex 3 9 1984 Summary. 

However there is insufficient data on other 

variables <cf Brown <28)) and the correlation could be 

spurious" Socio-economic backgrounds are likely to be 

relevant 7 and it is unlikely to be co-incidental that three 

out of the four schools with the "best" success rates take 
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their ~upils ~rom th2 more prosperous areas ~o the west of 

the city. 

I also looked at the ~o" l~vel ~ailur~ rate using 

the same data from Sheffield. The correlation coefficient 

between the number o~ 15+ pupils ~nd the average number of 

"U"s or abs~nts" was +0.275~ just below the value required 

for significance. Interpretation of ~his result 9 as with 

all the others 9 requires great care. 

Results published in the ~rospectuses of 10 

Cambridge area schools could not readily be compared in the 

same way as for Sheffield~ bu~ a member o~ the Education 

Department Sta~f said it was unlikely that ~here would be 

any significan~ relationship between school size and 

success rates. He did comment 9 however 9 that in 1986 the 

highest success rates in GCE "0" level examinations were in 

the smallest school in the Cambridge area 9 with the largest 

coming seconda (29> 

The only statistics published by the Department of 

Education and Science which relate attainment and school 

size appear to be contained in the statistic~! bulletin 

"School Standards and Spending". (30) 

Attainment 9 as defined below 9 is associated with 15 

socio-economic variables. Correlation coefficients between 
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average school size and attainment measures were as 

followsg 

Table 3.6 Relationship between average school yea~ size and 
attainment measures 

No. of pupils obtaining ii2x100 Correlation 

1 or more "A" passes 2 -ve 
5 or more "0" passes (+) ..:::. -ve 
1 or more "0" passes H:) ..:::. -ve 
6 or more graded r-esults (*) 1 ~ve 
..., 
L. or- fewer- graded results (*) 0 0 

No graded results (*) 0 0 

+ "0" level grade A.,...C~ CSE grade 1 

* "0" level grade A-E~ CSE grades 1-5 

Source~ Department of Educ•tion and Science,Statistical Bulletin 
)3/84 "School Standards and S_gendi,;np,:: Table A .• 

None of the above measures of correlation is 

significant 9 and indeed 9 taken togeth~r 9 they suggest less 

degree of association than between attainment and any of 

the other variables. The correlations between attainment 

and socio-economic variables are much higher~ and 

statistically significant 9 the highest values being 

obtained for socio-economic groups 9 poor housing 9 

unemployment 9 families receiving supplement~ry benefit and 

one parent fami 1 i·es. 

Most other studies of academic performance relate 

attainment to other vari~bles 9 for example selective or 

comprehensive schools 9 single sex or co-educationa1 9 

independent or maintained 9 but rarely, if at all mention 

school size. Two majo~ studies 9 Barker and Gump (31> and 
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S~ee~man <32~ do no~ consid~~ th~ ~elationship at alil 9 

whilst Halsall (33) says th@ evid~nc~ is con?licting. She 

says the verdict must be "not pr-ov~n" all.though thter-e is the 

suspicioft tha~ larger schools ten~ to produc~ somewhat 

bette~ resuli~s 9 <i~ on~ takes larger to mea~ 400 to 500 

pupU. s or- morr~.} As v~r-y few Brritish secondary schools ~r-~ 

l~ss than that size 9 it might be more appr-opr-iate to say 

that pupilis in very small schools tend to do less well 9 a 

vie~ she supports with evidence from the United States. 

Brimer et al (34) include "number of pupils on the 

r-egister" as one of 49 independent school variables, but 

the:size of the school does not appear- as a significant 

factor when analysing performance in a number of subjects 

at "0" and "A" level. Rutter et al (35> found no 

significant differ-ences in fifth form examination results 9 

according to whether schools ar-e 3 to 5 form entry 9 6fe or 

7 to 12fe in theirr study of 12 London comprehensive 

schools. Nor did they observe any noticeable difference 

between single and split site schools. (36) 

Miles made no direct reference to school size in his 

study of influences on "A" level results, but implied that 

the large school was preferable by regarding 50 pupils as 

the smallest size for a sixth form 9 even though "schools 

with sixth forms below 40 are 9 of course, known to function 

with apparent effectiveness". <37) 
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David (38) claims that opponents of comprehensive 

reo~ganisation used school siz~ a~ an b~tensibly scientific 

method of presenting oth~~wise crude opposition to a 

political changea Howeve~~ she says~ the research 

conducted on comprehensive schools and thei~ developmen~ 

did not show the invariant relationship desireda "Indeed 

even on the key variable~ academic attainment~ there is no 

evidence that large size is detrimentala" When a va~iety 

of othe~ effects are introduced 9 the cont~adictions are 

enormous a 

Marks 9 Cox and Pomian-Srzednicki 9 in a detailed 

study of examination results of more than 2~000 schools 9 

make no reference to school size in their tables or 

analysis 9 but do say 9 having established that many pupils 

in comprehensive schools do less well "the reasons fa~ the 

apparent under-achievement of so many pupils in 

comprehensive schools may be partly inherent in that type 

of school~ eg large size and a bewildering diversity of 

objectives all needing to be pursued in a single school"a 

(39) 

They advocate the creation of schools specialising 

in languages, music 9 mathematics etc~ claiming "such 

specialised schools could be more manageable in size than 

many comprehensives"a (40) 
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Whilst these specialist schools would almost 

certainl-y benefit their pupils i-n tefr-ms of achievement 9 it 

is questionable whether they would gain in overall 

educational experience. The numbers of pupils involved 

would probably be so small that the effect on numbers in 

comprehensive schools would be negligible. 

Fogelman (41) quotes the results of the National 

Child Development Study in which 9 for the analysis of the 

effect of school size 9 schools were categorised as below 

The study showed weak 

assdciations between schools size and attainments at 16 

years in both reading and maths 9 consisting of slight 

decreases in test scores with increasing size. When 

extraneous variables were taken into account these 

associations virtually disappeared, and the conclusion was 

that differences in school size were not reflected in 

differences in attainments. 

Adams (42) quotes a study published in New Zealand 

by Chambers, who reported that the size of a school tended 

to have either no relationship with school achievement or a 

slightly negative one 7 and that the relationship with 

selected affective outcomes <unspecified) was also 

negative. The latter two studies are of interest because 

they go against the general trend in suggesting that the 
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standa~d of attainment might actually fall.., howeve~ 

slightly 9 with increasing size. 

3.4 Class size and attainment 

Fogelman is just one observe~ who has been 

surp~ised to find that smalle~ classes do not have the 

predicted effect of imp~oving standards of achievement. 

"Inspection of new data ~evealed the usual.., and seemingly 

paradoxical associations with class size (ie in favour of 

larger classes) a Ou~ analysis of variance showed test 

sco~es to be still associated with larger classes.., to an 

extent about as la~ge as the socialising effect.., for both 

reading and maths. This frequently revealed finding is.., of 

course.., the opposite of that expected. Our conjective is 

that the result is very largely an artefact of teachers' 

placement of child~en with poo~ attainments in smalle~ 

classes". <43) 

This paradox that large~ classes may lead to bette~ 

performance is strengthened late~ in the same pape~ where 

it is reported that pa~ental satisfaction increases 7 as fa~ 

as comprehensive schools are concerned.., with the size of 

English classes. (44) 

Fitz-Gibbon 7 in a study of ten comprehensive 

schools 7 found different relationships between results in 

"A" level English and Mathematics examinations taken in 
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19839 1984 and 1985a In 1983 and 1984 pupils in large 

classes did better in English (45) but in 1985 the 

In Mathematics there 

was a very slight trend for pupils in large classes to do 

less well but ~he correlation was smalla (47) Schools had 

put forward a number of reasons to explain differing 

results 9 including characteristics of particular candidates 

and teachers 9 and changes of examination board 9 but when 

statistical relationships were found in the data they often 

only account for a small fraction of the variation seen in 

resul tsa (48) 

School size was not one of the variables considered 

by Fitz-Gibbon when assessing the influences on "A" level 

performance 9 on the grounds that class size was related to 

the number of sixth form students 9 which in turn was 

related to the size of the schoola (49) Whilst this is 

true for popular subjects at "A" level 9 such as English and 

Mathematics 9 it may not be true for all subjects throughout 

the schoola Indeed it has been argued that one advantage 

of the larger school is that this allows for smaller 

classes to operate without placing too great a strain on 

the remainder of the schoola Grubb <50) 9 for example 9 says 

that the large school is able to provide for smaller 

remedial classes and withdrawal unitsa 

Simpson (51> says that many variables affect 
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performance and that although both size of school and class 

size have been linked to attainment the association is 

spurious. He quotes a number of studies which suggest that 

the generally held belief that smaller classes lead to 

higher attainment is not supported by empiric~t evidence. 

If small classes usually exist in remedial departments or 

in specialist groups (eg Music or "A" level Further 

Mathematics) 9 comparison with larger classes is difficult 9 

if not meaningless. My own impression is that small 

classes appear throughout the age 9 ability and subject 

ranges 9 and care must be taken to identify the reason for 

smallness of class before attempting any analysis of 

performance. 

In commenting on the problems faced in trying to 

assess the 'productivity of educational systems· Blaug 

comments that one explanation of the demand for smaller 

classes is that they "increase the satisfaction of 

teachers 9 students and parents 9 even if no significant 

increase in students· attainment results."(52) It may be 9 

he says~ that the well being of teachers and students 

indirectly improves their achievement. 

Cuttance (53) states that pressure for smaller 

classes comes from teachers' unions 9 though he does not 

elaborate as to why teachers prefer smaller classes. It 
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could be that smalle~ classes a~e less likely to p~esent 

discipline p~oblems 9 o~ that they fosteF better teacher 

Alte~n~tively 9 it m~y be the case 

that small classes a~e favou~ed because they involve less 

ma~king of wo~k~ 

3.5 Claims that schools have little influence on 
attainment 

Rutte~ (54) says that although the~e is strong 

circumstantial evidence that schools can and do have 

important effects on pupils' attainments 9 recent studies 

show that resources and plant available to schools did not 

show any systematic ~elationship with pupils levels of 

achievement. Finding$show that school size generally does 

not seem to constitute a variable that is strongly 

associated with outcome 9 although a few studies have shown 

a minor advantage for pupils in smaller schools. 

The conclusions of Walberg and Lane (55) are in 

ag~eement with Rutte~·s. They say that expenditure on 

education, including the chief determinants 9 teachers 

salaries and class sizes 9 have highly inconsistent and 

statistically insignificant record of promoting educational 

achievement. 

Coleman (56) found that per pupil expenditure 9 the 

numbers of library books and other facilities showed very 

little relation to achievement 9 if social factors were held 
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constant 9 and that the effect of a student's peers on his 

own achievement level is more important than any other 

school influence. Bowles and Levin (57) criticis~d this 

report on the grounds of inappropriate statistical 

techniques but Coleman refuted this argument. In a 

subsequent article Coleman (58) accuses Bowles and Levin of 

being anxious to preserve their original assumption of a 

simple relation between economic inputs to a school and 

achievement outputs. In none of the three papers is school 

size mentioned as an input variable. 

In commenting on the complex relationship between 

ave~age costs and academic performance 9 Bee and Dolton (59> 

say that a large or cost effective school need not be 

conducive to good examination results. Indeed other 

characteristics of the school 9 such as the competitive 

ambition and drive of head$ and staff, the push from 

aspiring parents or the conducive atmosphere of academic 

competition may all be factors in a school's academic 

succeSS a Such factors are unquantifiablea 

Burkhead, Fox and Holland (60) did not consider 

school size to be a sufficiently important input variable 

and they, too, found that variations in test scores were 

almost wholly conditioned by factors external to the school 

syste~ 9 such as family income and character of the 

neighbourhood. Fogelman does not mention school size in 
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his compa~ison of examination ~esults between different 

types of school. 

3.6 Conclusion 

At best the evidence as to whethe~ o~ not school 

size has any significant influenc~ on academic performance 

is unclear; at times it is contradictory. There is 

disagreement even as to the effect of a wide variety of 

school-based va~iables on the output of a school and also 

as to the desirability of rega~ding academic achievement as 

a proper indicator of a school's effectiveness. 

On balance the studies undertaken suggest that 

pupils do better in larger schools 9 but it may be more 

accurate to say that pupils in very small schools tend to 

do less well. This tentative second conclusion is 

certainly contrary to popular belief 9 and the links between 

schools size and class size are not necessa~ily st~ong. 

All w~iters agree 9 however 9 that simple measures of 

association between attainment and school size must be 

regarded with extreme caution. Othe~ variables must be 

taken into consideration 9 and it is certain that a wide 

variety of socio-economic factors exert more influence on 

achievement than school size. 

Before one can be confident in asserting that school 

size has little bearing on attainment there is a need for 
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further research 9 using a wider range of measures than 

external examination results 9 and covering as many children 

as possibl•. Furthermore every effo~t should be made to 

eliminate the influence on attainment of all factors other 

than size. This will prove to be difficult 9 and could even 

be impossible. Even then it seems likely that the result 

will be 9 to quote Halsall again "not proven" and that 9 in 

itself, would be an important finding. I suspect 9 however, 

that whatever the results of such a survey might be 9 the 

advocates of large or small schools will claim that thei~ 

preferred size does have a beneficial influence on the 

attainment of its pupils. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SCHOOL SIZE AND THE CURRICULUM 

4a1 Introduction 

There are many ways of d~fining the curriculum of a 

school~ for purposes of this study the topic is covered in 

two sections 9 the formal or academic curriculum and the so 

called "hidden curriculum"" In this chapter I refer mainly 

to subjects taught during normal timetabled lessons 9 

chiefly in classrooms of one type or another 9 whilst in 

Chapters 6 and 5 I will deal with the extra curricular life 

of the school and its pastoral and disciplinary 

organisation a In practice 9 of course 9 whilst it is 

difticult to separate the two elements 9 the distinction can 

be made and often a school is seen to be attempting to 

reconcile apparently conflicting objectives. This thesis 

has been written during the time immediately before the 

introduction of the General Certificate of Secondary 

Education 9 but much of the material studied refers to the 

examinations which were replaced by GCSEa Any difficulties 

I experienced because of this would obviously be supported 

by the Director of Education for Durham who says "An added 

problem arises because of the introduction of a new pattern 

of external examinations" This could not have come at a 

worse time during a period of rapidly falling rolls and a 

severe economic squeeze." <1>. 

In 1978 Her Majesty's Inspectorate commented \2) 
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"Given the large measure of self determination which 

schools enjoy, they appear- r-emarkably similar- in their 

broad -characteri-!:>t-ics". Thi-s was a comm~nt. chiefly on the 

timetabled curriculum~ or the formal studies of the pupils. 

In this chapter I will summarise reviews of curricular 

provision with particular reference to the influence of 

size on secondary schools. In particular- 9 attention will 

be focused on the breadth of the curriculum, ie the number 

of subjects taught to, or available to~ children. Other 

important curricular areas 9 such as streaming, mixed 

ability teaching, the "common core" are only considered 

where it is felt that a school's size exercises influence 

on the school's ability to organise teaching in a 

particular way. For- example if there is only one set in a 

particular- subject, it must either- be taught as a mixed 

ability class or-, as is often the case with Latin and some 

single subject sciences, only the most able (or weakest) 

children are encouraged to follow that particular course. 

Better- Schools (3) sets out principles for the 

guidance of curricular provision for- pupils aged 11 to 16. 

The need is to present to each pupil a "broad 9 balanced, 

relevant and differentiated curriculum", covering the main 

subject areas for- the first three years, and a similarly 

broad curriculum in years four and five, but allowing some 

choice of subjects. 
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This ~equi~es th~ p~ovision of diffe~entiated wo~k 

of th~ app~op~iate level for children of all ability 

l<:!iv~lsu tc:!cnching gi'"'oups which .3li'"'e li!<elly to be 

~~ucationalliy stimulating an~ the p~eservation of subjects 

:ii.~ years 4 and 5 foi'"' which thei'"'e is i'"'elatively l:ii.ttl~ 

demand a Xt is also essential that teachers teach subjects 

in which they ai'"'e qualified and have expertise 9 and that 

they have adequate non contact time. 

Most schools 9 of whatevei'"' type and size 9 do offei'"' 9 

as "Better- Schools" recommends 9 a ve~y similar pi'"'ogramme in 

the first two yeai'"'Sv (11 to 13> and often fii'"'st thi'"'ee yeai'"'s 

of secondai'"'y education. (4) The emphasis is on bi'"'eadth and 

providing a bi'"'oadly similar curriculum for the majoi'"'ity of 

pupils. In theoi'"'y the objective is to reduce the element 

of p~ematui'"'e specialisation 9 but even before the end of the 

third yea~ 9 ~t which time most option choices are made 9 

some pupils ai'"'e having to drop important subjects. This 

detracts from their general education and 9 at the same 

time 9 pi'"'ecludes them from some courses Oi'"' careei'"'s when they 

leave school. 

In years foui'"' and five most pupils ai'"'e requii'"'ed to 

follow a common <to the school) or "core" curriculum which 

usually consists of English (as one oi'"' two subjects) 9 

Mathematics 9 Religious Studies <a legal requirement 

although an increasing number of schools do not provide 
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this subject for all children) 9 physical education and/or 

games. In addition they usually study four or five options 

from perhaps twenty or more. 'As is discussed later~ (13) 

it is difficult to quantify the exact number of distinct 

subjects 9 for many subjects may appear under different 

titles for different ability levels). 

The usual number of opti6n blocks allows a 

staggering number of theoretical possibilities. For 

example a choice of five options from thirteen offers 1 9 297 

different combinations 9 five from twenty offers 15 9 504. In 

practice there is much less freedom of choice because of a 

blocking arrangement 9 and some combinations will inevitably 

be impossible. For example, at my present school Latin and 

Art cannot both be taken in forms 4 and and only one 

subject from Music, Spanish and German. Similar problems 

are, of course, experienced in all schools irrespective of 

size. Most, if not all schools have to make a compromise 

oeLween conflicting choices. 

Choice is expensive 9 for the more options which are 

available the more its resources, teaching and ancillary 

staff, space and equipment~ are stretched. Average class 

sizes for many option subjects are usually much smaller 

than for English and Mathematics 9 and there is pressure on 

headteachers to reduce the provision of minority subjects 

on economic grounds; this pressure is even more acute 
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during the current period of falling rolls and expenditure 

cuts. 

In this chapter I attempt to summarise official 

policy towards school size and curricular provi~ion 9 

followed by a review of writings on the subject. It is 

surprising that relatively few books and articles on the 

curriculum of the secondary school make any reference to 

the desired size of the schooly being more concerned with 

subject content 9 methods of teaching 9 streaming and overall 

philosophy. As is the case with other topics studied in 

the preparation of this thesis 9 writers tend to fall into 

one.of three categories~ those for the small school, those 

against and those who believe that school size is largely 

irrelevant. Most appear to be writing from the point of 

advocating their particular opinion 9 rather than studying 

the evidence and then drawing conclusions. Finally I 

include observations 9 drawn chiefly from school 

prospectuses and from my own professional experience. 

4.2 The Department of Education and Science and Local 
Education Authorities 

The attitude of the government to the size of 

secondary schools has been somewhat inconsistent, though at 

each stage there has been an attempt to relate guidelines 

on size to the provision of a suitable curriculum. In 1947 

a government circular (5) suggested 1 9 600 pupils as a 

desirable size, whilst in 1955 it was considered necessary 
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to h~ve between 1 9 500 ~nd 2 9 000 pupil in o~de~ to support a 

viable sixth fo~ma (6) 

The large~ figure was ~arely achieved 9 and ten yea~s 

late~ Circula~ 10/65 (7} was published favou~ing the 

establishmen~ of 11 to 18 schools with a minimum of six 

fo~MSa The objective of gua~anteeing a viable sixth form 

~emained two yea~s late~a In 1967 9 Hertfordshi~e·s 

~eoFganisation plan was accepted 9 despite the fact that all 

11 to 18 schools we~e to b2 5 form entry 9 and the~e we~e 

some inconsistent rulings by the Department of Education 

and Sciencea (8) 

A ~eport by Her Majesty's Inspecto~ate in 1979 (9) 

suggested that the range of subjects offe~ed in la~ge 

schools is not significantly g~eater than in small. They 

noted that the ave~age numbe~ of subjects offe~ed to fou~th 

yea~ pupils was 24 whereas the~e we~e at least 300 (10fe) 

in inat yea~ group and 19 in schools with under 4 forms of 

They obse~ved that overall school size 9 measured by 

numbe~s in the fourth year 9 seemed to have little effect on 

the numbe~ of optional subjectso This obse~vation was 

qualified by saying that the ~ange of subjects was 

restricted in ve~y small schools 9 especially in the 

provision of modern and classical languages 9 because these 

schools could not affo~d to provide fo~ the very few pupils 

who requested these courses. 
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By 1981 9 at a time when the p~oblem of falling ~olls 

wau becoming a majo~ i•sue 9 Ci~cular 2/81 (10> stated that 

1!-16 schools with less than ~ive forms of snt~y were 

finding it difficult to offeF a cu~riculum of approp~iate 

~ange and to p~ovide sufficient teaching g~oupsa 

"Better- Schools" <11> ~ published in 1985 states that 

"in the inte~ests of good education each school should 9 as 

fa~ as possible~ be kept la~ge enough to justify sufficient 

teache~s to p~ovide all pupils with a cu~~iculum which is 

broad 9 balanced~ ~elevant and diffe~entiated"a 

The depa~tment goes on to suggest that 11 to 16 

comp~ehensive schools with fewe~ than six classes in each 

yea~ are unlikely to offer a good cu~~iculum without 

disproportionately gene~ous staffing" It also ~ecommends 

that schools should be large enough to maintain a Sixth 

rurm of at leas~ l~U pup1ls 1n orde~ to provide an adequate 

range of "A" level and othe~ courses" <12> 

The Liberal Party <13)~ without making any specific 

reference to the ideal size of schools 9 said that breadth 

of the curriculum was an impo~tant prerequisite of a good 

school a 

All local education authorities have been faced with 
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the p~oblem of falling ~olls. The ~esponses of twov Du~ham 

and Sheffield a~e summa~ised below. From wide~ reading it 

i~ probably safe to assume that other authorities have 

acted similarlyv although some a~e more keen than others to 

~etain small seconda~y schools 9 some of which a~e 

selective. 

In 1981 Durham County Council's Education Committee 

decided that the minimum size of 11 to 16 schools should be 

900 pupils (6 fe} on the grounds that "once schools fall 

below 900 pupils they experience growing difficulties if 

offering a balanced curriculum to the full ability range of 

the:i..r pupils. The aim [of the reo~ganisation plans]v 

therefore 9 is to safeguard the cu~riculum and educational 

opportunites fo~ child~en by making the size of schools 7 as 

far as possible 7 above six forms of entry. (14> Without 

this "educational damage Ccf B~iault and Smith} C15J will 

result." 

The county council was also conce~ned that low 

participation rates were leading to very small sixth forms 9 

which would mean that schools would be unable to provide a 

sufficiently broad curriculum. C16) It was decided, 

thereforev in 1982 to concentrate all post 16 education in 

Sixth Form or Tertiary Colleges 9 where numbers would be 

large enough to offer a satisfactory range of ''A" level and 

other courses. (17> 
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The 1985 report of the Director of Education to the 

Buil~ing and Resou~ces Sub Committee Cl8) emphasised yet 

again that "one of the problems created by falling rolls 

will be that the curriculum will be under stress". The 

creation of suitable option groups in the fourth and fifth 

years would 9 it was claimed 9 become increasingly difficult 9 

and some subjects would inevitably disappear 9 because in 

staff time they were too expensive to run. The report goes 

on to suggest that "small schools will be hit worse than 

larger. Many teachers teach subjects which are secondary 

to their own specialities~ but there are limits to which 

thi~ can be taken". (19) 

Sheffield's plans for secondary reorganisation were based 

on the observation that many schools were becoming too 

small to provide a broad curriculum. The number of pupils 

in Sheffield sixth forms was expected to fall by over 50 

percent between 1982 and 1993. According to the education 

committee "this means that if nothing is done 9 schools will 

be able to offer only a narrow range of "A" level subjects 

and many classes will become too small to give a good 

education to their pupils". <20) 

Detailed forecasts for 1985/6 to 1991/2 based on the 

34 existing school catchment areas showed that by 1991/2 

there would be four schools with fewer than 400 pupils and 
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only 12 would have more than the desirable number of forms 

considered desirable (5 forms of entry for 11 to 16 schools 

and 6 fa~ 12 to 16 schools), <21) Forecasts of post 1~ 

numbers indicated that 9 based on current participation 

rates 9 the average size of school sixth forms would be 

approximately 60 by 1991/2 9 with 12 schools likely to have 

fewer than 35 post 16 students and only 6 over 100. (22> 

4.3 Arguments in support of large schools 

Wilcox and Garforth (23) refer to a survey made by 

Sheffield City Education Department of 37 schools in the 

city between 1975 and 1976. This showed that there was a 

gen~ral trend for the largest schools to offer more 

subjects 9 although the relationship was by no means 

perfect. The range of subjects offered for external 

examinations in the fifth year was from 17 to 38 9 with one 

sixth of schools offering fewer than 21 and a similar 

proportion more than 32. 

The results of this survey are summarised in Table 

4.1 below: The table does appear to show that larger 

schools are able to offer a wider range of courses, but if 

the smallest schools <those with fewer than 150 pupils per 

year group 9 or less than 5 forms of entry) the difference 

is not so noticeable. 
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Table 4a1 Subjects offered fa~ ~xte~nal examinations in 
Sheffield Schools 1975-76 

Yea~ G~oup No a of Mean numbe~ of subjects examined 
Size Schools GCE uou Level ~ CSE 16~ I Tote11l 

<J!.OO 2 7a0 1DJ.a5 L5 23~0 

100-149 8 12.6 18a9 L5 33o0 
150-199 9 13.7 20a9 L2 35.8 
200-249 3 13a7 22.0 ..., ~ 

.&. Q • .;) 38.0 
250-299 9 15.9 22a6 1.9 40o4 
300:-349 4 17.0 27a0 1.3 47a3 
350-399 2 19.5 24.5 1.5 45.5 

Sou~ceg Seconda~y Heads Associ~tion. Big and Beautiful 
1979a Compiled f~oM table on p13 

A sepa~ate survey of sixth fo~m courses provided 

simila~ 9 and slightly more significant ~esults. Neither 

survey 9 howeve~ 9 mentioned the numbers of pupils taking 

each course 9 o~ whethe~ somewhat artificial distinctions 

we~e made between courses (for example treating French and 

European Studies <French) 9 or Mathematics and Arithmetic as 

being separate subjectsa <24) 

The pamphlet also refers to a later study of the 

third form curriculum in 33 Sheffield schools in 1978a 

Statistical analysis indicated a lack of significant 

association between school size and curriculum pattern. <25> 

The section concludes "The nature of the association 

(between school size and breadth of curriculum> is unlikely 

to be a simple one 9 and qualitative inspection of the data 

suggests that school size, the social nature of the 

catchment area and curriculum pattern may well interact. 

This is an area where further research may be 
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fruitfu!".(26} 

Xn ~ further section of the booklet Sayer C27) 

continueg discussion of the i""e!ationship between school 

size and curf""iculum needs. He suggests that up to the age 

of thirteen all children should follow a simil~r cui""riculum 

~hich ~ill enable all concerned <teachers 9 parents and 

pupils) to assess their individual strengths and 

weaknesses. At this stage size of school is 

unimportant. <28> 

However 9 beyond the age of thirteen the situation 

changes~ the "time of diagnosis" is virtually over with 

individual needs and aptitudes becoming clearer. At this 

stage pupils should be provided ~ith a worthwhile and 

attractive programme of study 9 and this must include a 

variety of levels and approaches within each subject area. 

Such provision is possible in smaller schools but 9 argues 

generous and expensive staffing 

and resources. The large school is better able to provide 

the shared experiences pupils need. This does 9 of course 9 

impose upon the schools a requirement for personal 

attention and guidance 9 for many pupils and their parents 

may be confused by a surfeit of options. <29> 

An 11 to 16 or 12 to 16 school requires the same 

flexibility and range of opportunities as an 11 to 18 or 12 
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to !B institution 9 but the ~utho~ suggests that the 

p~esence of a sixth fo~m in terms of ov~r~ll numbe~s is 

ma~gin~Ao Hpwever 9 he does strec;s "that a large sixth form 

b~ings with it th~ same st~engths and oppo~tunities that a 

~~~ge school can offe~ the 13 to 16 populationp that the 

la~ge~ the school the more viabl@ its sixth fo~mp even if 

sixth fo~m education is centralized 9 th~t large schools 

would still be ~equired to give~ grounding in the full 

~ange of subjects."(30) 

Finally 9 the author claims the advantage of the 

large school for pupils who are handicapped 9 either 

physically 9 emotionally o~ intellectually. The large 

school 9 because it is likely to have more pupils sharing 

specific needs 9 should be capable of providing a strong 

specialist resource centre to support wo~k with these 

child~en. (31) 

~eciiey·s t~£) section on the curriculum of the 

comprehensive school does not mention school size 9 being 

chiefly concerned with changes in examination structure and 

subject classification. Howeve~ 9 he does discuss "the 

problem of size" as the first of his four basic issues when 

reviewing comprehensive education in the mid 1970's. <33) 

He gives as a reason for the establishment of large 

comprehensive schools the fact that, initially at least, 
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they would have to be fou~ times as la~ge as the ave~age 

g~amma~ school sixth form. Also a comp~ehensive school 

would need to offe~ a wider ranl]e of courses~9 thus needing 

to be bigge~ than the ave~age g~ammar school sixth. <34) 

He says that some small schools can· offer a p~etty 

full programme of up to 18 "A" subjects 9 but 10 to 15 is 

much mo~e common. A choice of 12 is not unreasonable fo~ 

most members of a traditional Grammar School Sixth Form but 

this is not b~oad enough for those whose interests and 

needs are wide~a When a small school does 2xtend its sixth 

form curriculum it is inevitable that many classes will 

con~ist of only one o~ two pupils and that some pupils 9 at 

different stages of their wo~k 9 will have to be taught 

together. 

Pedley disagrees with Halsall's claim (35) that 9 in 

o~der to ~etain small 11 to 18 schools it is acceptable to 

nave "A" level classes of two or th~ee pupils (offsetting 

the economic objections by inc~easing the sizes of younger 

classes). He quotes statements made by Her Majesty's 

Inspecto~ate and the then Secreta~y of State for Education, 

Mrs Shirley Williams in favou~ of larger classesa (36). He 

also gives the Depa~tment of Education and Science view, 

cu~~ent in 1975, that the minimum size of an "open" si>:th 

fo~m should be 140 students, and if it is to be both 

economical and efficient this would require an ave~age 
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school roll of 1~815. (37) 

A number of other writers support the view that the 

larger school is to be preferred 9 because it is more likely 

to be able to provide a sufficiently wide curriculum than 

the small school. Indeed Briault and Smith (38) argue for 

planning for schools as large as possible. David (39) 

refers to the Spens Report (40) which suggests that a 

school of at least BOO pupils would be necessary to achieve 

effective streams and sixth forms "which render 

economically possible a considerable variety of courses". 

The Crowther Report (41) is quoted by Armstrong (42) in 

clai.ming that "a further great strength lies in the range 

of options that a large institution can offer to the 

fifteen year aldsa 

nearly everybady"a 

There is 9 or should be 9 something far 

Grubb (43) believes that the larger unit has far 

more to offer bath pupils and staff. He maintains that the 

larger school 9 whilst having its prablems) 9 including those 

of timetabli~ 9 is able to offer a wider range of options 

to its pupils, and offers greater opportunity for 

curriculum developmen·t. Larger schools are also more 

likely to allow for the establishment of remedial and 

withdrawal units. 

A more questionable benefit advocated by Grubb is 
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that in the large school teachers have a wider range of 

pupils in terms of ability and age. (44> Whilst this in 

undoubtedly true it is not necessar-ily advantageous; indeed 

there are many teachers who believe that this 

diversificat~on does not allow optimum use of their 

specialised skill and experience. 

Durham (45) 7 states that Beacon School (2 7 200 

pupils) is able to offer 20 "A" level subjects in any 

combination although 9 like Grubb~ he does admit that this 

presents a timetabling headache. 

Smith {46) quotes Ross (47) who states that a wider 

curriculum and greater variety of activities are possible 

in larger schools 9 but a clear difference is only 

noticeable at extremes of size. He criticizes Halsall 

(48) , who does not accept a great advantage in the area of 

subject coverage 9 both on grounds of inappropriate analysis 

and incorrect conclusiono 

4.4 The need to maintain a viable Sixth Form 

For many educationalists, at least until the 

principle of Sixth Form or Tertiary Colleges became more 

popular, the major argument in favour of the large 

comprehensive school was the need to provide a sufficiently 

varied Sixth Form curriculum. Benn \49) states that in the 

1960's and 1970's any comprehensive sixth form had to be 
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the same size as that of a grammar school "to be accepted 

by ministry mandarins" 9 which is why both Conservative and 

Lai::IQur education ministe!"'"s had been insisting fat- years 

that 2 9 000 pupils was a reasonable size for a schoola By 

1964 dissatisfaction among comprehensive reformers with 

such large schools led to proposals for alternative forms 

of organisation. These essentially boiled dawn to two; 

either a break in the middle of secondary school or at 16. 

Despite the fact that these proposed reforms reduced school 

size significantly 9 all were discouraged. 

Rhodes Boyson (50) is one influential writer who 

maintains that in order to be successful a comprehensive 

school should be large, probably at least 1 7 400 pupils. 

This figure is based on the recommendations of a 1968 ILEA 

report <51) which states that a sixth form should have a 

minimum of 90 to 100 pupils taking two or three "A" level 

subjects, from at least ten or twelve offered and taught in 

·•economic teaching groups". <52) Whilst Boyson accepts that 

in some favoured towns with high staying on rates a smaller 

school might be viable, in towns with bad housing or a 

history of deprivation schools would have to be larger, 

perhaps approaching 2 9 000. He argues against accepting the 

views of those who would have all through comprehensives of 

less than 1,000 pupils on the grounds "that this would 

court eventual failure" or "uneconomic" si>~th form classes, 

whilst breaking schools by horizontal divisions or 
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transfers at 13~ 14 or 16 destroys the unity of school and 

leads to a further decline in edL.Ilcational standards" 

Boyson argues that if there is no sixth form in a 

comprehensive school 9 such a school will not attract the 

most able teachers 9 which would lower educational 

standards. <53) In the mid 1980's 9 as more and more 

comprehensive schools are losing their sixth forms this 

argument does not appear to find much support amongst 

educational administrators. 

Other writers stress the importance of maintaining a 

viable sixth form, thus necessitating a large school. 

Fisher (54) believed there would be a need for even larger 

schools, suggesting that non selective schools would have 

to have about 2 7 500 pupils to support an "A" level Sixth 

Form of 180. Armstrong (55) also claims that the need to 

maintain a large sixth form means a large school~ 

suggesting that 1,400 is probably adequate, whilst James 

(56} maintains that it is impossible to provide a proper 

sixth form curriculum inside a small comprehensive school. 

Students on the Postgraduate Certificate of Education 

course of Edinburgh University in 1972 were told that a 

school needed to be around 1,200 pupils in order to be able 

to provide sixth form courses in subjects such as Music, 

German and Classics. (57) 
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Dean (58) also argues in favour of creating tertiary 

collegPs, especially where c>dsting schools and colleges 

are small or where there are significant numbers of non 

A-level students. She says that with the increased number 

and range of courses available to students over the age of 

16 9 many smaller establishments experience difficulty in 

finding sufficient students to ensure viable groups. There 

is also the need for a much more flexible curriculum 9 

covering both academic and vocational courses~ and only the 

largest institutions are likely to be able to provide this 

satisfactorily. 

The research of Ross et al (59> also suggests that 

larger schools are able to offer significantly more 

subjects at "A" level. 

Table 4.2 Subjects studied at "A" level between 1968 and 
1970 

-

School No. of No. of "A" level 
pupils subjects 

A 270 12 
B 520 18 
c 600 15 
D 654 12 
E 799 15 
F 850 16 
G 910 19 
p 1120 20 
H 1192 19 
I 1573 21 
J 1835 20 

Source~ Ross J M9 Bunton W J 9 Evison P 7 Robertson T S. 
A Critical Appraisal of Comprehensive Education 
Slough 9 National Foundation for Educational 
Research 1972. Obtained from Table 8.4 p82 
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Spea~man·s coe~~icien~ of ~~n~ co~~elation between 

size of school and numbe~ of "A" level subjects t~ught is 

0.85~ which is highly signific~nt ~t th~ 5 pe~cent level. 

Ross et al conclude by saying that la~ge~ schools 

are mo~e able to offe~ ~ wid~ va~iety of sixth fo~m op~ions 

and mo~e non examination courses 7 {61> although they also 

commen~ that it no longer appears necessary to have at 

least 1 9 500 pupils in o~de~ to maintain a viable sixth 

Taylor <62> states that a large school 9 even up to 

2 9 000 pupils is needed to ensure a "sixth form of 

~easonable size"a Even in these schools 9 he says 9 it can 

be difficult to offer a wide variety of "A" level subjects 9 

and to maintain large enough sixth fo~m groups when the 

academic ability of a pa~ticula~ year is low. 

4.5 The p~oblem of falling rolls 

The problems posed by falling school ~olls are 

discussed in mo~e detail in Chapter 8. However most of the 

surveys undertaken in the 1980's have been written with 

falling rolls an underlying theme. At this stage two 

studies will be mentioned which can be said to summarise 

the fears felt by many that falling rolls will lead to a 
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nar-rower (and by implication "less beneficial!.") curriculum. 

Br-iaul-t and Smith (-63> 9 v.JFiting on the issue of 

falling r-olls 9 refer to "educational damage" 9 particularly 

in the area of cur-riculum provision and size and 

composition of teaching groups. (see chapter 8) 

in favour of retaining large schools 9 accepting that this 

will involve merging or closing smaller institutions. 

Mann (64) quotes an OECD study of schools in 

sparsely populated areas of Europe which shows how costly 

it is for small schools to offer the same curriculum as 

large schools. For example a six form entry school can 

provide a given curriculum with a pupil teacher ratio of 

18.8 to 1 whilst a three form entry school would require a 

ratio of 16.4 to 1. Alternatively two three form entry 

schools would require 7.2 more teachers than one with six 

forms of entry. Where small schools are maintained this 

usually means cutting minority subjects, squeezing career-s 

education and general studies, enlarging science and 

technical subject sets and changing the curriculum to match 

the existing staff. 

4.6 Arguments in support of small schools 

Halsall claims that the small school is not 

necessarily at a disadvantage from the point of curricular 

provision in a number of studies and articles, and she 
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argues that the advantages in overcoming administrative and 

disciplinary p~oblems outweigh any drawbacks of the large 

school. In a somewhat dated study of small schools (65) 

she observed that 9 in general 9 they were able to provide a 

sound basic curriculum which 9 by and large 9 prepared 

intelligent children for university and other cou~ses in a 

wide range of subjects. If it is possible to provide an 

adequate curriculum for academically gifted children in 

small grammar schools 9 it should be equally feasible to do 

so 9 she says 9 for all children in a small comprehensive 

school. In a theoretical timetabling exercise she suggests 

that a three form entry school can provide a viable 

curr-iculum 9 even though there was an absence of technical 

subjects. There were other constraints in the small 

school 9 especially in the provision of a second modern 

language 9 music and practical subjects. <66) 

In her major work on comprehensive education (67) 

she argues that these constraints are not necessarily as 

serious as it is claimed they are in Circular 10/65 and 

elsewhere. With a complex option system in the fourth and 

fifth years it should be possible to provide 10 "A" level 

subjects in a three form entry school 9 and 18 with four 

forms of entry. If, as she maintains, 80 percent of 

student choices centre on 10 subjects and 97 percent on 17, 

a four form entry school is certainly viable. A three form 

entry, and even a two form entry school, can be viable at 
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least to the fifth form 9 the viability depending on factors 

such as staffing ratios 9 average class sizes and the 

employment of part time teachers. She also suggests (68) 

that the viability of small schools is increased if there 

are other schools nearby 9 thus making it possible for some 

students 9 especially in the Sixth Form 9 to take courses at 

neighbouring schools. Armstrong {69) also suggests that 

consortia of small schools might enable them to provide 

sufficiently wide curricula for their students. He 

believes schools with as few as 300 students could combine 

into consortia of 3 9 000 pupils. Whilst this may appear 

sound in theory 9 the provision of courses on a linked or 

consortium basis does present considerable timetabling 

difficulties. By blocking linked subjects into sessions 

common to two or more schools this greatly reduces the 

degree of flexibility possible in constructing the 

timetable for the remainder of the school>. 

In "The Comprehensive School"(70) Halsall puts 

forward the case for the smaller comprehensive school, 

making four suggestions as to how the constraints may be 

overcome. Some of these suggestions, especially a) and b) 

are generally against the views expressed by the majority 

of writers. 

a) less teacher specialisation 

By staffing schools with teachers capable of 

teaching three subjects rather than one would reduce the 
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necessary size of schools by at least half and probably 

more. <Halsall does not say how realistic she considers 

th~s proposal 9 but see also the reference to Wisbech 

Grammar School later in this section} 

b) no specialisation before 16 

As well as r•ducing the number of teachers 

needed in a school of given sizei Halsall says there may 

well be other reasons for making the curriculum completely 

general in view of the need far a good broad education. 

c> making junior (11/12 to 15/16} and senior (15/16 to 

18/19) sections to all schools. 

This could be successful 9 providing the 

cur~iculum and syllabus of junior and senior sections are 

well co-ordinated. Also Halsall believes the establishment 

of an 11 to 16 school would form the base for an 

intermediate institution between school and higher 

education. 

Whilst this is true in some cases 9 such an 

arrangement must lead to the creation of a split site 

school, with all its attendant drawbacks. 

d) special arrangements far the teaching of 'minority' or 

'fringe· subjects. 

This would involve abandoning traditional 

methods of teaching being employed in schools and having 

these subjects taught by~ for example, correspondence ard 

television courses with the provision of regular tutorials. 
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This would ~educe the number of teachers ~equi~ed and 9 

the~efo~e 9 the size of the schoolc 

No~thumberland County Council propose to int~oduce 

a range of courses for 16 to 18 yea~ old students by 

promoting learning through supported self studya This is 

an attempt to preserve and extend the post 16 curriculum 

during a period of falling rolls 7 and when many sixth form 

classes are of undesirably small sizec 

The county council has chosen not to establish Sixth 

Form or Tertiary Colleges 9 preferring to retain sixth forms 

in some 13 to 18 schools 9 and attempting to ~etain local 

centres of learning in a geographically extended 

county. (71) An "A" level course would include p~inted 

lite~ature, computer and video learning material and 

p~actical resources for labo~atory work in the local 

environment a This self study will be supported by a 

tutorial system. (72) 

In addition to maintaining sixth forms and p~oviding 

a wide 9 possibly increasing 9 range of courses for 16 to 18 

year olds, it is anticipated that 9 afte~ receipts of 

va~ious grants, the~e will be a saving of £156,000 on 

teaching staff in 1989-90. (73> 

This development is in line with the obse~vation of 
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Pedley(74) who suggested that developments such as non 

streaming 9 team teaching 9 language laboratories~ programmDd 

learning and CO!""!""espondence courses made really small 

comprehensives a more viable proposition than they used to 

be. <However this suggestion is omitted fromthe third 

edition (1978} of Pedley's work on comprehensive schools.) 

Davies <75) agrees with Halsall in stating that smaller 

schools are able to keep up with their larger neighbours 7 

at least in terms of the numbers of subjects offered. 

However 7 this will involve some classes being undesirably 

large in order to accommodate less popular subjects such as 

Lati-n and Music. Davies also shows how a 3 form entry 

school can "keep pace" with a 6 form entry school in 

providing 12 "A" level subjects instead of 13 <the omission 

being German) 7 (76> but he argues that the case against the 

small sixth form is more concerned with the frustration of 

students whose experience is limited by the size of classes 

than it is by economics. (77) Also the smaller school is 

likely to provide less opportunity for keen and critical 

discussion, and teachers are less likely to stay in a 

school if they find themselves having to teach well outside 

their specialisms and to all ability levels. 

Barker C78> examined the ways in which a rural 

education authority (Westmorland) attempted to deal with 

the problem of small schools 9 each with a wide catchment 
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area and so widely separated in hilly country that contact 

with each other 2 and with colleges of further education 9 

was not easy. She studied three 11 to 18 schools with 467 9 

370 and 712 pupils on roll 9 numbers in the sixth form being 

30 9 44 and 88 respectively. The smallest school in 

particular experienced difficulty in attempting to provide 

a balanced curriculum with adequate choice 9 whilst the 

largest school was able to overcome these problems. 

All three schools offered traditional "A" level 

subjects 9 although there were limitations in the provision 

of economics 9 modern languages 9 technical and craft 

subjects. "A" level class sizes we~e usually small 9 often 

only one 9 two or three pupils 9 and whilst entry was 

comparable with larger schools in other areas 9 there were 

problems in maintaining a satisfactory pace, especially for 

the more able student in mixed ability classes in the 

smaller schools. 

At Wisbech Grammar School (four form entry with a 

fluctuating sixth form averaging 120 in size) 17 subjects 

were offered at "0" level in form 5 with a further five 

being available as sixth form options. 18 subjects were 

taken at "A" level in 1986 with class sizes ranging from 

one to 22 (79). The most serious omissions from the 

curriculum were Geology and commercial subjects, and 

virtually the only reason that students who intended 
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studying beyond 16 left the school was to attend. the local 

further education college~ which had an outstanding Art 

faGulty, attr:-acting student-s from a very wide area. Many 

teachers at the school taught "0" and "A" level classes in 

two and even three subjects~ but there was no evidence to 

suggest that this led to poor results. This latter point 

is in line with Raymond's observation that the percentage 

of teachers teaching in two or more fields (and the 

inadequacy of library facilitiesi" did not prove as 

important as might have been e>:pected". (80) 

A consequence of this was that most teachers~ 

including senior staff 9 taught 35 periods out of 40 and a 

number of classes 7 usually but not always small~ were 

taught outside the normal timetabled periods. 

4.7 The core curriculum 

The proposed introduction of a common core 

curriculum could reduce the advantages of the larger 

schools in terms of the range of subjects offered. Over 75 

percent of the lesson time of fourth and fifth year pupils 

will be devoted to the foundation subjectslisted in table 

4.3. Only 15 to 25 percent (or between 6 and 10 lessons in 

a 40 period week) would be devoted to other subjects~ 

including additional foreign languages 9 business and 

commercial subjects,classics or home econoroi_~s_. 
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Table 4~3 Proposed 'foundation' curriculum for 14 to 16 
year old pupils 

Subject % of time 
-

English 10 
Mathematics 10 
Science 10-20 
Technology 10 
Modern Foneign Languages 10 
History/Geography 10 
Art/Music/Drama/Design 10 
Physical Education 5 

Source~ Department of Education and Science and Welsh 
Office 9 The National Curriculum 5-16~ a 
consultation document 9 HMSO 19B7~ pi. 

This would almost inevitably lead to ~ narro~ing of the 

curriculum. The consultation document does not refer to 

school size. 

4.8 Very small schools 

Surveys of education in the United States often 

refer to secondary <high) schools which are considerably 

smaller than are normally found in Britain. Few schools in 

if 11 to 16) a It is worthwhile to take a brief look at 

three small independent schools, the first run on 

traditional lines, the other two with fewer than 100 pupils 

each, in a less conventional way. 

St. James School, Grimsby (81) is an independent co 

educational school ~ith about 200 pupils on roll between 

the ages of 11 and 18~ The first year is divided into two 

mixed ability streams, with differentiation of str~ams on 
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ability in yea~s two and th~ee. In fo~ms four and five 

pupils take four compulsory subjects plus a choice of four 

options from 17. This appears to be a much nar~owe~ ~ange 

than even the smallest school in my su~vey of the Camb~idge 

a~ea schools, though the~e we~e a numbe~ of subjects 

available in each of the usual classifications; science, 

languages (only F~ench and Latin}, humanities, creative 

arts and p~actical subjects. There were some oppo~tunities 

fo~ students to follow unusual (sic} cou~ses at the nea~by 

College of Technology. Some of the classes in "A" level 

courses numbered less than fou~ students and the~e was some 

teaching of Upper and Lowe~ Sixth pupils simultaneously. 

It was possible to offe~ a ~easonably va~ied 

cu~~iculum with the employment of a high propo~tion of part 

time teache~s (fifteen full time and thirteen part time), a 

solution with which Halsall would agree. Howeve~, the 

labo~atory and technical facilities were barely adequate, 

especially for Sixth Form wo~k, and the~e was a gene~al 

imp~ession that the school was experiencing some difficulty 

in competing on academic terms with larger schools. This, 

perhaps, was the inevitable p~ice to be paid for the non 

academic benefits of being educated in ''the atmosphere of a 

large family unit which is characte~istic of the school, 

and is deliberately fostered". (82} 

Hodgetts (83) is Head of Hartland School, Devon 
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which has fewer than 50 pupils. On the surface this small 

school is able to offer a wide range of subjects both 

academic and practical~ as well as sporting and cultural 

facilities. Latin 9 Woodwork and Mechanics were included in 

the school ·s curriculum~ subjects which are not always 

available to pupils with perhaps 1 7 000 on roll. Little is 

said in Hodgett's article of the competence or experience 

of teachers or activity leaders, almost always employed on 

a part time basis, and often parents or members of the 

local community with particular interests or talents. 

For example Hodgetts himself teaches Physics, yet he 

had-never previously taught science, and only did a small 

amount at school. His interest was aroused "when I read 

about the problems of sub-atomic physics". Hodgetts 

describes himself as "co learning" with a group of six who 

will be taking examinations in two years time. (84) This 

seems less than ideal, but in practice many teachers in 

more conventional schools often find themselves in a 

similar situation when taking a course for the first time. 

The reasons for the founding of Hartland School are stated 

elsewhere. It is too early to assess the success of the 

school in terms of curricular provision and academic 

achievement. 

Gainsborough Lodge School, Frinton on Sea, was 

established in 1980 to provide a "traditional education" 
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for girls to the age of sixteen. Numbers were always below 

60 pupils and it was never possible to provide a 

sufficiently wide curriculum, especiaily on the science 

side. Arrangements were made for fourth and fifth year 

girls to study science at a college some miles away but the 

situation was far from satisfactory. Whilst in some other 

ways the school was successful~ especially in cultural 

activities 9 its problems in broadening the curriculum to 

provide a realistic alternative to other schools led to the 

closure of the school within seven years. C85} 

It would appear that the above three schools are 

Each fair-ly typical of many outside the maintained sector. 

placed considerable importance on the non curricular 

advantages of the small school and all three made positive 

attempts to provide a sufficiently broad and balanced 

curriculum for their pupils. The overriding impression, 

however, is that in terms of curricular provision they were 

perhaps less than adequate 9 with the smaller two schools in 

particular, struggling to be effective. 

4.9 Inconclusive studies 

Robertson in Monks et al (86) devotes a chapter of 

the study to the school curriculum, stating that the two 

most important influences on the timetabled curriculum are 

the school's size and its origin, "size because of the 

limitations it imposes or the freedom it provides~ origins 
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through its relationships to the ability of the pupil 

intake and the traditions and policies of the school and 

its staff". {87) 

It is interesting that Robertson attaches such 

importanc~ to the influence of a school's origin. It 

appears that relatively few writers do so and yet, from my 

own experience ofteaching during a period of transition in 

secondary education~ the status and practices of a school 

prior to comprehensive reorganisation have had a lasting 

influence on the organisation and work of a school. 

The larger schools in the NFER survey tended to 

group children in broad ability bands which corresponded to 

the streams of the smaller schools, the proportions of 

children in each category being roughly the same. 

In introducing his lengthy section on the Sixth Form 

curriculum (88> Robertson states that absolute figures of 

numbers of pupils are irrelevant if little or nothing is 

known about their educational standards. In some schools 

membership of the Sixth Form is restricted to those who 

have obtained a minimum number of "0" level passes, usually 

four or five, whilst in other schools all 16+ students are 

classed as members of the Sixth Form, irrespective of their 

academic background and the level of courses they are 

following. Because of this it is not easy to draw 
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conclusions 9 although data extracted from table 3.9 9 3.10 

and 3.11(89) suggests that whilst the larger schools were 

B.ble to provide more "A" level cour·ses 9 the influence of 

size was not as great as one might expect. 

Table 4.4 Pupils and Courses in First Year Sixth in Four 
Contrasting Sixth Forms 

School 
Code 

361 
147 
248 
P')""7"":! 
~~ --· 

Source: 

Pupils in No. of % of Lower-
First Year "A" Level Sixth taking 
Si >:th Subjects "A" Le-·,tel s 

11 11 100 
69 14 28 
72 16 92 
91 17 54 

Monks TG Ced) Comprehensive Education in Action 1 
Slough 1 National For Educational Research 1980 
Obtained from tables 3.9, 3.10 & 3.11 (pp88 & 89) 

The "A" level subjects not offered by either of the 

two schools with the fewest "A" level candidates wer-e 

Technical Drawing 9 Woodwork 9 Metalwork and German, whilst 

only the school with the largest Sixth Form (248, which had 

a much larger Upper Sixth than 273) offered Latin and 

Russian. These observations appear to be in line with 

gereral expectations, yet in contrast the only two schools 

offering "A" level Music were the smaller two. 

Robertson also compares the fourth year curricula of 

two contrasting schools; one a two form entry school 

(presumably around 60-70 pupils in the year group), the 
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X~ is no~ 

T~bXw ~a~ Coffip§~iso~ of op~io~ c~oic~s b~~~e2n ~ l~~g~ ancl 
~ srn&ll comp~~h~nsiv~ schooli 

~khool 37ll.=2 st~ea.m ent~y .21'3=240 pupils in foi""m 
~ st~~c'Olm B st~e~m A & B Band c Band 

:Compulsoi""y 
~ubjec~s 5 7 5 6 

pptions ~ <t~om 10 3 frrom 5 5 fli"'Offi 23 5 ff'"om :11.7 

Sourceg T G Mon~5 (ed) Comp~ehensiv~ Educ&tion in Action 
SloughqN~tional Found~tion for Educa~ional 
R~s~ai""ch 1970a Ob~ained fi""OM tables 3a4 ~ 3.5 
(p~78 ~ 79) 

diffe~ing ability sets in most of th~ mo~e popula~ 

courses doe~ not imply th~t a!! pupil~ h~v@ in pli"'actic~ 

such freedom of choicea Indee~ Robertson quotes the 

4 

example of a school only slightly smaller than school 273 9 

having 220 pupiXs faced with 2 9 250 theoretical subject 

combin&tions. Kn fact the 220 pupils selected only :ll24 

distinct combinations 9 no one combination being chosen by 

mo~e than 14 pupils. (91) 

Robe~tson·s conclusion is that "Size also 
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illustrates the conflict of needs. In a small school it is 

difficult to provide the wealth of courses, studied at 

different levels to suit the needs of all pupils, which can 

be organized in a larger school. On the other hand 9 in the 

large school special measures have to be taken to cater for 

the welfare of pupils who may be lost in the supposedly 

impersonal environment". (92) 

This conflict occurs throughout the study of the 

influence of size on the performance of a school and the 

problem raised in the final sentence of the above extract 

from Monks et al will be studied in Chapter 

The study by Barker and Gump (93) of thirteen high 

schools in Kansas included analysis of the relationship 

between school size and the number of "academic activities" 

(roughly equivalent to subjects offered). Using data ft-om 

tables 4.1 Cp42J and 4.8 (p60) the following table is 

obtained. 

Barker and Gump list 34 academic activities 

(subjects> taught within the schools, although in Britain 

the same subject content !"fOUl d be classified under fev-1er 

headings. (97) For example the following five activities 

listed by Barker and Gump: General Mathematics, Probability 

and Statistics, Algebra, Geometry and Trigonometry would be 

regarded as Mathematics in this country, with perhaps only 
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Probability and Statistics being placed in a separate 

category. 

Table 4.6 Size of school and subjects offered in Kansas 
Hiqh Schools 

School Pupils Academic activities 

Otan "71::" ._;.,_J 13 
Dorset 45 12 
Wacker 83 14 
Malden 92 .,.., 

1.~ 

Meadow 1 . 1:" l..J 15 
!1i dwest 117 13 
Vet-non 151 14 
Haven 221 19 
Eakins 339 20 
Booth 438 '")' ..:...-_! 

Univ. City 945 23 
Shereton 1923 27 
Capital 

Source~ 

City 2287 30 

Barker R G and Gump P V 7 Big School, Small School, 
Stanford, Stanford University Press, 1964. 
Obtained from table 4.1 Cp42) and 4.8 (p60) 

Barker and Gump list 34 academic activities 

(subjects) taught within 

the same subject content would be undet- fewer 

headings. (94) For e>:ample the owing five activities 

Mathematics, Probability 

and Statistics, Algeb -,Geometry and Trigonometry would be 

Statistics being placed in a separ·ate 

Barker and Gump's findings confirm the general 

impression that the largest schools offer most subjects. 

They found that the smaller schools were deficient in 
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respect to specialised Mathematics, specialised social and 

behavioural sciences 9 foreign languages (none of the 

schools with fewer than 151 students offered Spani~h 9 

French or German) and specialised business classes. (95) 

However their observation that "the largest school had 65 

times as many students, 8 times as many academic behaviour 

settings and 2.3 times as many kinds of academic activity" 

is of limited value if we attempt to compare their results 

with those of British schools. If we take the five schools 

with between 221 and 1923 students inclusive, (ie excluding 

schools of a size unlikely to be found in the United 

Kingdom), the contrast is not so great. 

In common with other writers Barker and Gump suggest 

that the measurement of educational data is far from 

objective "The e>:tent to which school size was related to 

the richness of offerings depended upon the measure of 

richness employed". (96> 

They conclude that "the large schools had twice as 

many cytosettings as the smallest schools, in general the 

smaller schools managed to sustain a large proportion of 

the types of offerings provided by the largest schools", 

and suggest that the effect of size on schools is somewhat 

illusory. (97) 
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4.10 Su~vey of the cur~icula of some Cambridge schools 

Table 4.6 p~ovides some illustrative information 

about curricu~um provision in the ten £ambridge area 

schools referred to in Chapter 3. (98) Because of differing 

styles of presentation and subject descriptions, it was not 

possible to make a detailed comparison between provision in 

years one to three and so my analysis 1s limited to 

external examination courses. 

A general survey of the ten prospectuses did not 

suggest that marked differences in curriculum provision 

could be related to size. All the schools had a common 

core curriculum' in year three. In forms four and five all 

pupils fallowed courses in English and a Mathematics 

subject with a choice of options. 

All schools stated that they made provision for 

children with learning difficulties with, as far as could 

be ascertained from lists of teachers, an identifiable 

specialist in remedial education. The general t~end, 

irrespective of school size 9 was either that slow learners 

were taken out of certain classes, commonly French, to be 

given additional help in basic Mathematics or English 

(including reading}, or that they we~e taught for most 

academic subjects in small classes whilst being integrated 

with the ~emainder of their year g~oup for activities such 

as P.E., games, music and art. 
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Table 4.7 Curriculum data for ten schools in the Cambridge 
ar-ea 

School A B c D E F G H I J 

No. of pupils 
in 5th for-m 281 .-,o=~ 217 198 173 163 129 128 1"" 111 .L..J-J .L.L. 

Subjects at 
0/CSE/16+ 
examination 44 44 40 49 42 40 43 ~.::::-.;;:-,_J 38 38 

No. of 
practical 
subjects 6 7 7 6 8 8 8 8 7 7 

Commercial 
cour-se * * * * * * 
Third 
for-eign 
language * * 
Latin 

Notes~ 

* * * * 
School prospectuses 

Schools B and C were 11-18 age r-ange all others 
11-16. 
Practical subjects included; Ar-t, Home Economics~ 
Motor- Vehicle studies, Technical Drawing, 
Metalwor-k and Woodwork and related subjects. 
All ten ~rhnnl~ n~~grc~ F~~~~h ~~d S=~~~~-

One would nat expect any refer-ence to be made in a 

school pr-ospectus of the implications of r-emedial 

provision, but it appears inevitable that extra help can 

only be given by incr-easing class size for the r-emainder of 

the school, or incr-easing teachers' contact time and it 

must be easier- to do this in the lar-ger- school. 

Column 3 of table 4.6 shows the number of subjects 

for- which schools entered candidates at "0", CSE or 16+ 
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examinations. Whilst there does appear to be significant 

correlation between the size of the fifth year and the 

number of subjects taken (Spearman's coefficient of rank 

correlation =+0.75 9 significant at the 5% level) care must 

be taken on three grounds. 

Firstly the range of subjects offeredi 35 to 49, is 

proportionally much narrower than the numbers of pupils, 

111 to 281. No account is taken of possible "double 

entries" in certain subjects, and in some schools weaker 

candidates in 9 for example Mathematics 9 are entered for 

Arithmetic (classified as a separate subject) whilst in 

others they are not. (In the mid 1970's I studied the list 

of subjects 8Xam1ned by the East Anglian Examinations Board 

at CSE; 142 different Mathematics syllabuses were listed 9 

including as many as five by one school who, presumably 

were also entering pupils for at least one Mathematical 

subject at "0" or 16+ level}. 

Finally care must be taken in interpreting the data 

on practical and technical subjects offered, but clearly 

there is no apparent relationship between school size and 

the number of subjects offered. In fact the smaller five 

schools offered have a mean of 7.6 subjects, compared with 

that of 6.8 for the larger five. It would appear that the 

larger schools are more likely to offer commercial courses, 

a third foreign language (Spanish in each case) and Latin. 
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4. 11 Conclusion 

The overall impression ~s that larger schools are~ on the 

whole~ more able to provide a wider variety of subject 

choices for their pupils than smaller establishments~ 

although if one discounts the very small and 

unrepresentative secondary school, this advantage is not as 

great as might be imagined. 

Department of Education and Science statistics would 

appear to confirm that, as schools increase in size, they 

are able to offer more subjects throughout the secondary 

age -range. <Tables 4.8 and 4.9) However table 4.8 suggests 

there is little difference in the number of subjects 

offered between schools in the 601 to 900 and 901 to 1,200 

ranges. In terms of 'A' level provision far sixth form 

students the difference is more marked, confirming the 

views summarized in section 4~4. An HMI report (99} nates 

the "clear relationship" between sixth farm size and the 

number of 'A' level subjects. The Inspectorate suggest 

that schools with small sixth forms can only provide the 

range of 'A' level subjects by means of economies in 

staffing elsewhere in the school, or by reducing non 

examination work in the sixth fGrm. Neither of these 

solutions is regarded as being appropriate. 
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T&~A~ 4a6 R&n~~ of numbe~s o~ sep~r&te subjects studied by 
size o~ 5choo! in maint~ined secon~a~y schoo!s <11-18 
comprehensiv~s) in England 

Siz~ o~ VrtHf1'T G~oups 

Schooll 1 2 3 If} 5 b 
ll.-600 7-20 7-20 10-25 :l\.3-26 15-27 9-27 
601-900 u.-2o 11-21 1~-2/:0 17-26 17-30 14-28 
901-1200 1Jl.-l!.9 111.-211. 1~-26 11.9-32 19-31 11!}-28 
12004- 111-20 u.-22 ll.~-25 11.9-32 19-3~ 17-30 

Sou~c~g De~artmen~ o~ E~uca~ion &nd Scienc~ Statistical 
Bullletin 10/87o The 198~ Seconda~y Schoo! 
Staffing Su~veya 0&~& on the cu~rriculum in 
Maintained Second~rry Schools in England 9 1987o 
TaJbJl~ 2o 

Table ~a9 Size of sixth fo~~ and numberr of 'A' level 
subjects offereda 

SizG!' of • A. levell subjects offe~ed 
Six~h For-m Mec01n Range 
1 51 12a3 1-18 
51-100 13oll. :!1.0-19 
li.Oll.-!50 14a6 11-19 
151!.-200 11.6a5 13-22 
201-250 16oft l&J.-20 
251-300 20a3 17-23 
301~ 2lo0 21 

Sour-c~g Depar-tment of Education and Science.Secondar-y 
Schoolsg an appr-ais&l by HMXa HMSO 1988. Table 
1"'!: .-. L~ 
--~ r --- ... 

It is impossible not to agr-ee with the above 

obser-vation 9 though Elizabeth Halsall leads those who would 

suggest that small schools can compete in terms of breadth 

of cur-riculum 9 especially if some imaginative steps are 

taken to overcome difficulties presented by lack of 

size. <100) As is suggested in table 4.10 it is only in the 

provision of relatively minority subjects that the small 

schools are at a serious disadvantage. 
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Table 4.10 Percentage of schools with named subjects being 
studied in maintained seconda~y schools in England 

'A' level Size of S_i>:th __ F9rm 
-sub-jects· 25 to 99 100+ 

English 97 100 
Mathematics 92 100 

Biology 
History 
Geography 
French 

Economics 
German 

Religious 
Drama 
Music 

Spanish 
Classical 
Business 

Sourceg 

89 100 
89 100 
88 99 
82 98 

49 84 
44 82 

Education 29 68 
28 79 
27 79 

12 28 
Languages 8 33 

Studies 4 14 

Department of Education and Science Statistical 
Bulletin 10/87. The 1984 Secondary School 
Staffing Survey: Data on the Curriculum in 
Ma1ntained Secondary Schools in England 9 1987. 

If we accept, on the basis of available evidence 9 

that the laraer school i~ ~hlP •" n ..... ,....,,; n~ ~ . . - - --

curriculum the question must then be raised as to whether 

the number of subjects available to all pupils, and the 

number of options available to older students are the 

yardsticks by which the quality of a school's curriculum 

should be judged. Very little is said of the overall 

standard of education, and opinions differ as to the 

desirability of mixed ability teaching groups, ideal class 

sizes and the employment of teachers who are capable of 

teaching more than one subject to older pupils. Indeed 
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many cu~~iculum studies tend to assume that it is desi~able 

to provide courses in as many subjects as possible. 

However it may be that the curriculum of a school can be 

unnecessarily broad~ and that it is unreasonable to expect 

fourteen year old child~en to make a sensible choice of, 

for example five from fifteen option choices which will not 

close as many doors as will be opened. It is probably with 

this in mind that the prospectus of Melbourn School, 

Cambridgeshire, states "our curriculum is organised on two 

assumptions; that the same general structure should be 

common to all children; and that for each child a balanced 

education should be offered throughout his school career. 

For·this reason there is only a limited choice in the 

e>: ami nation years". ( 101) 

The need to provide a wide range of subjects outside 

a "common core" does not appear to have come under 

sufficiently close scrutiny. Many "minority" or new 

subjects introduced at school can be taken up at university 

or elswhe~e without previous study. For example it is 

possible to follow degree courses at many universities in 

the following subjects <which is by no means a 

comprehensive list) without having previously studied them 

to Advanced Level: History of Art, Economics and related 

subjects such as Accountancy and Comme~ce, Greek and some 

modern languages, Computing Science, Geology, Law and 

Religious Studies or Theology. (102) 
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For school leavers who are not going to proceed to 

ful-l time further or higher education -the advantages of a 

wide variety of choices in forms 4 and 5 are far from 

cer-tain. Employer-s ar-e often little concerned with the 

subjects studied at school by potential employees, firstly 

because their intakes are likely to be fr-om a large number

of schools 9 and because they have to begin their training 

and induction courses "from scratch" in order to find 

common ground. Also many believe that the knowledge and 

skills obtained when studying a subject at school is of 

limited value in a working environment. Employers ar-e more 

likely to be concerned with personal characteristics and 

the overall academic achievement of applicants than with 

their ability in specific subjects. For example banking, 

all branches of the legal profession, local and national 

government service, nursing, surveying and many other 

pr-ofessions do not specify which subjects are taught in 

schools of all types and sizes. 

The two preceding par-agraphs should not be taken as 

advocating a nar-row common cur-r-iculum. A sound case can be 

put forward for- the provision of most subjects taught in 

schools~ but as is often the case, a compromise needs to be 

found. If it is felt that a wide range of options for- all 

pupils is the most impor-tant pr-ior-ity~ then there is a good 

case for establishing or- pr-eserving lar-ge schools. 
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However, the need to offer a large number of courses~ which 

inevitably leads to early specialisation on the part of 

pupils~ mList be seen against some of t:h8 drawbacks of th-e 

large school. The case, on curricular grounds 9 against the 

very small school 9 is fairly clear; within the range which 

covers most British secondary schools 9 for example 600 to 

1 9 600 pupils, the arguments are less conclusive. Perhaps 

the final word should be left to Davies who 9 whilst 

accepting that small schools are able to keep up with their 

neighbours in terms of the numbers of subjects offered, 

says that students in small schools experience frustration. 

"From \the child's) standpoint, whether he is in a 3fe 

school or a 15fe school, there is not much to choose 

between one kind of frustration and another. Better for 

him if we keep reasonably to the middle of the road'' C103>. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PASTORAL ORGANISATION~ BEHAVIOUR 9 TRUANCY AND ABSENTEEISM 

5.1 Introduction 

It would be both wrong and unfair to suggest that 

little thought had been given to the pattern of pastoral 

care~ until the 1950's and 1960's when comprehensive 

reorganisation led to the increased size of schools. 

However the growth of schools did mean that fresh 

consideration had to be given to pastoral organisation 9 for 

what had been possible in schools of up to 500 or 600 

pupils, ie that the head and staff knew all the pupils 7 

became out of the question. With the growth of the large 

school new types of organisation, featuring some delegation 

of responsibility 9 became inevitable. 

Essentially all large schools, and many smaller 

ones 9 are subdivided on either horizontal or vertical 

lines. The horizontal division usually involves forms 

grouped together into year groups or "schools"~ the latter 

composed of two or three year groups. Sometimes both 

levels are employed simultaneously. A vertical system is 

based upon houses 9 which contain pupils of all ages under 

the guidance of tutors 9 with housemasters or 

housemistresses being ultimately responsible. Whichever 

system is employed the usual principle is that the form 

teacher or tutor is the member of staff who should be 
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consulted first by pupils 9 colleagues or parents. The 

nature or severity of the situation may involve referral to 

a pastoral specialist and/or more senior teachers. 

In this chapter there are two major questions to be 

answered. Firstly how is the organisation of pastoral care 

influenced by the size of the school 9 and secondly to what 

extent is size related to standards of well being and 

behaviour of the pupils? 

It is even more difficult to make objective 

comparisons between standards of behaviour than it is to 

compare levels of attainment or depth of curricular 

provision. Therefore much of this chapter will be based on 

subjective opinions 9 with relatively little supporting 

empirical evidence. 

Behavioural problems can be classified under two 

main headings~ absenteeism and truancy on the one hand, and 

secondly those involving theft 9 damage to property, 

violence and other ''anti social behaviour". As well as 

dealing with these problems, pastoral care is also 

concerned with ensuring that all children feel secure and 

well integrated into the community. It almost goes without 

saying that it is usually the children who are not secure 

and integrated who are likely to be more often in breach of 

school discipline. 
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It ought to be relatively easy to quantify 

absenteeism and tr-Hancy 11 for- -school registers should 

provide an accurate record of attendance 9 and a properly 

maintained follow up pro~edure should detect most cases of 

unauthorised absence" The results are not as accurate as 

they may be because many teachers are not particularly 

conscientious in maintaining registers 9 and some parents 

are unco-operative in ensuring that their children attend 

school regularly~ and in supplying honest explanations when 

they are absent" 

As far as general standards of behaviour are 

concerned it becomes almost impossible to make objective 

comparison between schoolsa Each school sets its own rules 

and what may be a misdemeanour in one school, for example 

not wearing uniform or leaving the school premises at 

lunchtime 9 may be perfectly acceptable elsewhere" Very few 

studies attempt to give numerical values to behavioural 

standards a It is also equally difficult to measure 

"happiness" or "satisfaction" in schools and therefore 

comparison is again more or less impossible" 

Many parents and politicians are concerned about the 

size of comprehensive schools, believing that standards of 

behaviour decline as the number of pupils increases. This 

is particularly noticeable amongst parents of children who 
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are about to leave their relatively small primary schools 

to enter secondary school 9 where as well as there being 

more children, the age range is greater. Until very 

recently few parents of secondary school children had 

attended schools which are large by today's standards 9 and 

this inevitably colours their judgement. The case against 

the large school on behavioural grounds is often put 

forward by supporters of selective education 9 and is 

regularly stated in the press 9 radio and television. 

Many books and articles have been written on 

pastoral care in secondary schools~ but few make direct 

reference to the issue of size. Most tend to deal with 

principles of pastoral care and it is usually in sections 

on organisation or system that references to size are 

found. Those works which do specifically refer to size 

tend to be more general studies of secondary education~ and 

it is in these publications that most of the statistical 

information quoted in this chapter is to be found. Since 

most of this data deals with absenteeism this topic has 

been largely covered in a separate section <1>, but it is 

impossible to separate absenteeism from anti-social 

behaviour for 9 sadly, it is very often the same children 

who are involved in both categories. 

5.2 The need for a clearly defined pastoral system 

Nash (2) agrees with Halsall (3} in stating that 
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smaller units are invaluable, suggesting the need for two 

levels of pastoral care~ a first tier of form teachers and 

t.ut-.ars • toge:ther with a higher tier- 9 which coul-d be in the 

position of head of house/year or housemaster/mistress. He 

continues to say that the success of the organisation 9 

irrespective of its type 9 depends upon the amount of 

contact time between the pupils and their teachers. (4) 

Moore (5) stresses the need for care to be taken in 

organising the pastoral system of a school ''To a 

considerable degree the educational and guidance objectives 

a school is able to achieve are constrained by major 

env~ronmental factors, such as the size of the pupil 

population 9 the range of pupil abilities and the catchment 

area which the school serves". 

He states that the very large population also calls 

for special vigilance against the risks of the individual 

pupil becoming isolated. Care is needed to convey a sense 

of security and a feeling, not only of belonging to the 

school, but also that someone on the staff is prepared to 

bother about him or her as a person. This is additionally 

important if the home background and support are poor. 

King (6) claims there is no evidence that 

satisfaction with pastoral care is lower in large schools. 

He suggests this 'may be due to greater structuring of the 
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pastor~l system in such schools 9 although he did find that 

one very l~rge school relying on form teachers only did 

fare signific~ntly worse than those with more str-uctured 

pastorali systems. 

King continues to say that the organisation of the 

p~storal care system using tutorial groups is also clearly 

related to the size of the school. The fear that pupils in 

large schools could feel lost gives rise to structural 

innovations which break the school into smaller units such 

as houses and tutorial groups 9 whose purpose is to act as 

centres of identification and interaction. 

Robertson (7) noted that in small schools with 

relatively stable staffing the heads had chosen experienced 

teachers to take the first forms. In large schools 9 

however 9 other arrangements were frequently made 9 and a 

clearly defined chain of responsibility for pupil welfare 

usually existed. He is one of a number of writers who 

observe that in large schools a house/year/school system of 

organisation enabled the advantages of the small school to 

be retained. 

Rhodes Boyson (8) 9 a proponent of the large school 9 

writing in the early days of Highbury Grove School, claimed 

that the middle sized school (500 to 1 9 000 pupils) was 

undesirable as it lacked the intimacy of the small school 
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and the va~iety of the la~ge. He st~essed that it was 

impo~tant fa~ each boy to be well known by a membe~ of 

staff~ <"nd estabLished an organisation in which each -boy 

was 9 he claimed 9 secure in both the academic depa~tments 

and his house. Houses we~e ~un on vertical lines with 

housemasters having complete pastoral care 9 being likened 

by Boyson to simila~ roles in public schools or Oxb~idge 

colleges. 

Best et al (9) 9 on simila~ lines 9 suggest that 

pastoral care must be delegated to senior colleagues who, 

it may be supposed, will become like mini headmasters in 

relation to the pupils 9 and to those who tutor the pupils 

in their sections of the school. In the early days of 

comprehensives, they say 9 many people we~e conce~ned about 

the issue of anonymity and ~uthlessness that large 

unselective schools might engender in their charges. They 

maintain that these fears we~e unfounded, and that the 

pastoral structures which did emerge were held to have 

p~oduced not only a diffe~ent kind of institution 9 but one 

which was "infinitely more ambitious, more detailed and 

more caring. In support of this they quote Haigh (10) 

says that pastoral care has to be effected by formal 

systems rather than by the working of blind chance and 

sentiment. 

who 

Barnes (11> says that one possible definition of a 
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large school is one which makes structured arrangements for 

the pastoral care of its pupils. This is 9 he says~ because 

the traditional approach of relying upon form teach~rs~ 

supported by the head and deputy head, is an inadequate 

method of ensuring that all pupils are known in sufficient 

depth "for the school properly to discharge its duty to 

guide 9 encourage and foster the mental 9 moral and physical 

development of each individual in its care". (12) 

Barnes suggests that the large comprehensive school 

provides an opportunity for the extension of teacher 

specialization. With a larger staff it becomes possible to 

appoint teachers whose interests and strengths lie 

primarily in the pastoral field. This pastoral system of 

the large comprehensives is a positive improvement on the 

arrangements of older and smaller schools in terms of 

organisation, expertise and defined objectives. (13) 

Barnes is critical of the opponents of large schools 

for their unsubstantiated prejudices, but some of his 

arguments are questionable to say the least. He maintains, 

for example, that whilst larger schools have more alienated 

teenagers on roll 9 this may be fewer in proportion to their 

size (cf Durham (14)). Large schools are better able to 

develop specialist provision for these children, including 

withdrawal or adjustment units and counsellors, and are 

more likely to be able to help them, and prevent them from 
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adversely affecting others. 

Barnes maintains ~hat young tea~hers are more likely 

to benefit from training in pastoral care in large schools, 

and that teachers in these schools are convinced that they 

can provide quite as effectively for the care of the 

individual as in smaller schools. Moreover 9 he claims 

"this belief is now based upon social experience rather 

than theoretical expectation". <15) 

On both points I find it difficult to agree with 

Barnes. It is a failing common to all schools in which I 

have taught, large and small, that training in pastoral 

care has been almost non existent, and teachers with whom I 

have worked are almost unanimously of the opinion that 

pastoral care is more effective in the smaller school. 

Neither Baxter (16) nor Jennings <17> refer to the 

size of schools in their chapters on school discipline 9 

though both were heads of large comprehensive schools 

(1 9 300 and 1 9 900 pupils respectively). Both stress the 

need for a clearly defined formal pastoral system, as well 

as the provision of a curriculum which is appropriate for 

all pupils. On similar lines, the prospectus of Colbayns 

High School, \18) outlining its pastoral organisation, 

stresses that in a large <1,400 pupils at its maximum size) 

and complex <split site> school 9 it is essential in the 
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interest of everyone 9 especially the pupils~ that clear 

lines of communication should be established. 

In Best et al \19> there are a number of references 

to the need to provide a structured approach to pastoral 

care. Hughes (20) quotes ~The Educational System of 

England and Wales 1974-5" in saying that this was brought 

about by the reorganisation of the secondary system and the 

development of larger comprehensive schools. 

Best ~ Jarvis and Ribbin say that the growth of 

pastoral care structure is explained ''as a response on the 

par~ of those who organise and administer education to the 

growing awareness of the non-academic needs of the children 

on the one hand 9 and the proliferation of choices and 

potential problems confronting children in large modern 

schools on the other". <21) 

They claim that increasing the size of schools is a 

factor which led to the reinterpretation of pastoral care 

as "a consciously evolved device for managing a potentially 

explosive situation which enables the teacher to remain in 

control". (22) 

Milner <23> writes that the majority of secondary 

schools operate a variety of combined teaching and pastoral 

care systems, which appear to be selected for 
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administrative expediency 9 in an attempt to reduce the 

impersonality of the large school by breaking down the size 

Qf the group with which staff and children identify. 

Taylor <24) quotes Halimos <25) who says that the 

large size of groups alone can be felt as overpowering, 

especially if little or no attempt is made to compensate 

for size and impersonality, by contriving an environment 

where the individual can feel wanted 9 secure, important and 

of significance to others. 

5.3 Absenteeism and truancy 

Eaton's study of absenteeism C26) does not include 

school size amongst the eight variables with which he 

attempted to relate persistent truancy. In a lengthy study 

of factors affecting truancy amongst pupils in years 3, 4 

and 5 in two South Wales comprehensive schools, Reid \27) 

suggests many possible causes for persistent absenteeism, 

some associated with social and family backgrounds. The 

school based influences may be summarised as lack of 

academic progress, bullying and other social problems, 

alleged teacher pupil conflict and inadequate pastoral 

care, and "inability to comply with school rules". There 

is no mention of school size. Cooper's study of persistent 

school absenteeism (28) deals mainly with family background 

and personal characteristics of persistent non attenders. 

Again school size is not mentioned. 
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Likewise the National Child Development Study 9 which 

formed the basis of t.he article b-y Fogelman et al <29> 7 

found that truancy was weakly 9 if at all~ associated with 

school size. The relationship between eight school 

variables and teachers' reports of truancy was tested" No 

significant association was observed between truancy and 

the followingg- use of corporal punishment 9 ability 

grouping schemes 9 pupil teacher ratio, single sex or 

co-educational status and school size" Some significance 9 

but neither marked nor consistent 9 was found in the 

relationship between truancy and three variables g- rate of 

teaeher turnover 9 insistence on school uniform and the 

frequency of parent-teacher meetings. 

Galloway 9 Martin and Willcox (30) quote Gallaway 

(31) who states that "neither persistent absence or 

exclusion were related in any systematic way to school 

size". 

Galloway found that the majority of absences were 

due to illness or other unavoidable cause, though he quotes 

the Plowden Report (32) which stated that primary teachers 

believed that at least 4 percent of children absent at any 

time should have been at school. He continues to say that 

the highest percentages of absence and unjustified absence 

occur among adolescents aged 15 years. <33) 
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Galloway comments that very few studies have been 

carried out on persistent absentee~sm (341 and refers to 

Jones' study (35) 9 which suggested that large (and by 

implication impersonal) comprehensive schools are popularly 

supposed to have greater absentee problems than smaller 

Cand by implication more personal) secondary schools. 

There is 7 continues Galloway 9 a powerful and political 

lobby which maintains that these larger schools have 

greater discipline problemsa He tests the hypothesis that 

comprehensive schools with the highest absentee rates and 

the highest proportion of pupils suspended for unacceptable 

behaviour will be in large schools 7 in depressed areas, 

whilst the reverse will be true for small schools in 

socially privileged areas. 

Galloway observed (36) that there was slight 

negative correlation between persistent absenteeism and 

school size 7 a result which is somewhat unexpected. Even 

more surprising 9 although he found positive correlation 

between absenteeism and exclusion this was not significant. 

The variable which was most closely associated with 

absenteeism was the percentage of children receiving free 

school meals. Galloway also found that there was no 

difference in absence or exclusion rates between schools 

which were formerly selective or modern, <37) contrary to 

Steedman's findings. (38) His research is quoted by Smith 
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<39) in casting doubt on Halsall's views that large schools 

are more likely to have serious absence problems <40). 

Surprisingly Barker and Gump do not investigate the 

relationship between school size and truancy or 

absenteeism 9 but in their introductory chapter they quote a 

number of studies of different types of organisation which 

lead to the general conclusion that persons in smaller 

groups and other social organisational and ecological units 

are absent less often. (41) 

Reynolds et al (42} are quoted by Berg et al (43) in 

saying that persistent differences in school attendance are 

not attributable to school size 9 intake or administrative 

characteristics. 

Although frequent reference was made in evidence to 

the Pack Committee C~~} that the size of schools 

contributed to truancy and indiscipline 9 the committee 

found a iack of conclusive evidence in support of any 

partict,lar size as suggested in Table 5.1 below. 

In schools of all sizes truancy increased 

significantly for both sexes the more senior the class. 
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Table 5.1 
school 

Distribution of unexplained absence by size of 

c:•~.r"'lo of School •I of pupils with %of pupils with -.o.c:-"'-" '· 
some une>{plained 30 or- more 
absence une>{pl ai ned 

absences 

- 399 11. 1 1.7 
400 - 799 14.0 1.0 
800 - 1199 16.8 2.7 

1200+ 15.2 1.8 

Source~ The Pack Report 
Truancy and Indiscipline in Schools in Scotland 
Scottish Education Department HMSO 1977 9 

extracted from Table 7 9 page 23 

The committee was concerned about school size 9 "We 

can do little more constructive in the circumstances than 

con~ess our- unease about the potential of large scale 

institutions to generate large problems <though we have 

evidence to suggest that they tend to solve them by large 

scale effort>" and they recommend that the best sizes of 

schools deserves further study. <45} 

Reynolds and Murgatroyd in their study of 

absenteeism in South Wales <46> would suggest that the size 

of school 9 as well as the age of the buildings 9 were the 

most important school based variables associated with 

attendance rates. 

Table 5.2 shows the relationship between school 

size, delinquency rate, defined as the percentage of pupils 

who make first time offenders and attendance rates. 
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Table 5.2 The relationship between school size 9 attendance 
and delinquency rates 

School ·-No. of ·pupils -% at-tendance % delinquency -r-ate 

A 299 79.9 10.5 
lB 233 78.3 8.6 
c 182 84.3 8.3 
D 26~ 77.2 8.1 
E 20! 89.1 7.4 . 
F 355 81.3 7.2 
G 263 87.0 5.2 
H 136 88.5 4.5 
'I 176 83.6 3.8 

Var-iables Spearman's coefficient 
of rank correlation 

School size and ~ttendance 
School size and delinquency rate 
Attendance and delinquency rate 

-0.566 
?0.466 
-0.517 

not significant 
not signific.:11nt 
not significant 

Source~ D Reynolds and S Murgatroyd D 

~~he Sociology of Schooling and the Absent Pupil 
in Carroll HCM Ced) Absenteeism in South Wales 
University College of Swansea Faculty of Education 
1977 
Obtained f~om tables 3 p58 and 5 p60. 

The relationship between school size and attendance 

and delinquency rates is not statistically significant 9 and 

in any case 9 even the largest of the nine schools included 

in the survey would be considered small when compared to 

all schools in the United! Kingdom. Also the reference to 

age of buildings is questionable 9 for seven of the nine 

schools were built in a fairly short period immediately 

before the First World War. 

Despite the apparent limitations of their research 9 

Reynolds and Murgatroyd go on to say "certain features of 

the schools themselves 9 their size 9 levels of corporal 
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punishment~ ~ule no~ms and inte~nal o~ganisation appea~ 

actu&ll y to be causing pu!:d 1 t~uancy. (47) 

The ~esults of this ~ese&~ch are &lso quoted in 

Reynolds et al (48). The autho~s admit that their findings 

are not suppo~ted by Galloway (49> and Rutter et al (50) 9 

but suggest that the~e are & numbe~ of possible 

expJl.&nations. It may be 9 they say 9 that small schools make 

possible the development of close p~ima~y relationships 

between teache~s and pupils 9 which in tu~n allow the school 

to use interpersonal rathe~ than impersonal cont~ols. <51) 

Also small schools and the consequent small staffs 

do not fragment into many diffe~ent subunits 7 thus giving a 

consistency of ~esponse to pupils' needs that is impossible 

in large~ units~t ~aybe 9 they suggest 7 that within small 

schools teachers know their problems better 9 thus promoting 

aJ more the~aputic o~ ca~ing school ethos. (52> 

Terry (53) 9 who is quoted by Kahn et al (54) 9 

suggests that absence from school without good cause is 

likely to be more prevalent in large schools. He claims 

that maintaining accurate registers is more difficult in 

large schools. In many schools staff are unable to be 

certain that if a child is present at morning registration 

he will still be in school after the first lesson. (55) 
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At Clacton County High School (1430 pupils in the 

late 1970's) an attempt was made to overcome this problem 

by having registers markP.d three times each day 9 before 

morning and afternoon school and at the end of the day. 

This met with only partial success9 it was unpopular 

because each registration involved at least some members of 

staff and pupils moving considerable distances between form 

rooms and specialist teaching rooms. At the end of the day 

many children were more concerned with catching their bus 

than 'de-registering·. Truancy during the day was also a 

problem9 even if a teacher saw a pupil squeezing through 

gaps in the fence between the playing fields and the 

adjacent local recreation ground 9 the chances were that he 

or she would not be recognised. 

5.4 Layout 

Most writers confine themselves to relating pastoral 

organisation and behavioural problems to school size in 

terms of number of pupils 9 but some also consider the 

layout of the buildings. Smith (56) comments that 

''currently there is no strong evidence to indicate that the 

building plan in ·and of itself has a major influence on 

student or teacher interactions". 

He continues to say that some results suggest that 

schools in the medium size range produce the fewest 
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personal problems and the greatest number of student and 

teacher integrations. It seems that particular 

combinations of design and obligation patterns are more 

"For critical to communication than size or design alone. 

example in contrast to central plans~ extended school 

layouts contribute to smaller moving masses of students who 

interact in ways more supportive to the goals of the 

administration. In addition many very large schools are 

now characterised by "school within a school" arrangements 

which foster close relationships within the distinctive 

elements of the school". (57) 

Halsall <58) deals at length with problems created 

by the layout of buildings 9 especially in the large school. 

She suggests that as far as possible 9 new schools should 

be designed to minimise pupil movement 9 and that in 

existing schools timetabling 9 pastoral and curricular 

planning should also take account of this objective. 

As children move through the age range and start 

following option courses 9 together with unavoidable 

movement to and from specialist rooms 9 this becomes more 

difficult. 

Halsall claims there are two advantages from 

restricting movement. Firstly 9 especially but not 

exclusively for younger children 9 the less movement and 
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fewer teachers with whom pupils come into contact the more 

intensive is the pastoral care 9 ~nd the more easily the 

children appear to be socialised. Secondly movement about 

the school requires children to spend a significant part of 

the day outside the classroom 9 and therefore away from 

learning situations. "The amount of delay over a week is 

therefore likely to be considerable 9 and similar delays 

will also be encountered by the Sixth Form 7 though probably 

not to the same extent. Such a waste of time leads to 

aggravation and bad temper amongst teachers if they are 

stationed in their own specialist rooms, and to undue 

fatigue if they have to move about a great deal from room 

to room. The opportunities for misbehaviour by pupils on 

long journeys are self evident". (59) 

Gordon Smith 9 former headmaster of Clacton County 

High School, would undoubtedly agree with Halsall. In a 

unsuccessful attempt to dissuade Essex County Council from 

extending the size of his school from 900 to over 1 9 400 

pupils, which involved extending the length of a two storey 

classroom block, and providing five demountable rooms 9 he 

observed that corridors could be made larger to accommodate 

more children, but you cannot make them wider. In fact the 

corridors were made narrower because, instead of desks 7 the 

children were supplied with metal lockers which stood in 

the corridors. Smith's views were ignored, and there was a 

noticeable increase in the incidence of indiscipline 9 
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rudeness and minor injury as pupils moved along crowded 

corridors and staircases at break times and between 

lessons. 

5.5 Split Site Schools 

In the 1960's and 1970's a number of large 

comprehensive schools were created on two (and occasionally 

more} sites. AMA (60) found that welfare and medical 

services in split site schools were good 9 but eleven out of 

eighteen schools studied reported discipline difficulties. 

Pupils were unsupervised in transit 9 left unsupervised for 

longer periods and became more inattentive and difficult 

because of double periods. In many subjects 9 for example 

modern languages 9 double periods are clearly unsuitable 9 

and the fact that 'commuting' tends to make an 80 minute 

lesson effectively only 50 or 60 minutes creates an 

additional problem of loss of teaching time. 

AMA (61) concluded that in general split site 

schools were undesirable and that they should be replaced 

by single site or campus schools when possible. An 

alternative to very large and split site schools would be 

to make the different sites into independent units or even 

schools. 

The Pack Committee recommended that "a real effort 

should be made to reduce and eventually eliminate the use 
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of annexes". <62> They felt this was necessary 9 even if it 

meant a redistribution of school rolls. Evidence presented 

to the committee frequently pointed to the organisational 

difficulties a~ising f~om the dispersal of accommodation 9 

togethe~ with the variation in the quality of provision 

that often entailed 9 as significant factors in the 

incidence of truancy and indiscipline. 

In contrast to the AMA and Pack reports 9 however 9 

Rutter et al (63} found that split site schools had fewer 

behaviour and delinquency problems. 

5.6· Problems of the large school 

Durham (64) admits that discipline can be a problem. 

All schools will have their badly behaved children 9 but in 

a school as large as Beacon with 2 9 200 pupils a one percent 

disruptive element means that you have 22 badly behaved 

children all reinforcing each other. Garwood Scott et al 

(65} also observed that as schools increased in size, 

behavioural problems such as vandalism became worse. 

Armstrong (66) recognises that there is a problem of 

establishing and sustaining a firm personal contact with 

every pupil. However, he accepts this as an inevitable 

price to pay for the comprehensive system. 

Wyatt and Gay (67) quote Miles C68> who comments on 

the aberating effects of the large school which produces a 
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high level of unrest amongst pupils. David (69) quotes the 

Spens Report (70)~ which suggests that a school of at least 

800 pupils is de~irable to a~hi~ve a sufficiently varied 

curriculum but continues to say "this size was arguably 

unacceptable for pastoral care~ we believe the majority of 

pupils gain more from being in smaller schools". 

This contrast between the advantages of the large 

school in terms of academic viability 9 and the small for 

pupil happiness 9 is a recurring theme of this thesis~ 

though it contrasts with the view expressed by Benn and 

Simon (71) 9 quoted by Ross et al (72) 9 that pupils' 

perceptions of a school does not diminish with size: They 

argue that the success of large schools depends upon their 

pastoral organisation. 

Halsall (73) argues that disciplinary control is 

more difficult in large schools; indeed she claims that the 

problem can be illustrated mathematically with classroom 

control being from three to nine times as difficult in a 14 

form entry school as in one with only three forms of entrya 

Teachers and pupils do not know each other 9 and there are 

many more places for pupils to get lost. The problems 9 she 

claims, do not exist to the same extent in small schools 9 

and she continues to say that small schools are also less 

likely to have problems of absenteeism. 
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Discipline is therefore 'bought' at a greater cost 

to the teachers 9 who are required to work harder in large 

school sa She concludes that ''th~ interaction of the large 

size of school buildings and the large numbers of children 

is such as to make negative aspects of pastoral care more 

difficult 9 and to increase the burdens of control and 

supervision"" (74) 

Garwood Scott 9 Seldon and Whetstone <75) list among 

criticisms of falling standard in state schools~ problems 

of vandalism, pupil violence and hostile parents, and say 

that the more authorities try to change schools by 7 for 

example 9 re-organising them into more and larger 

comprehensives 7 the worse the problems became" Hodgetts 

(76) says that one of the reasons for the establishment of 

the very small school in Hartland, Devon was that parents 

were worried, not only by the long journeys to and from 

school but also that the neare5t maintained school, in 

Bideford was large (1 9 450 pupils 11 to 18 in 1987) (77) and 

had a reputation for violence" 

Terry (78) suggests that the incidence of truancy 

increases with the size of the school, and he also 

maintains that there is a definite relationship between 

truancy and delinquency, quoting Monroe (79>, who says that 

half the children who play truant from school drift into 

delinquency. Terry argues that many children become 
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confused ~nd lost in the complexity of the large secondary 

school c (80) Pupils are often on the move ~t the end of 

eacfi 40 mi mite session 9 and arre dealt with by a bewi 1 der i ng 

variety of specialist teacherss He suggests "Children 

oc••c• require to have continuous meaningful face to face 

lfelationships with others in their daily routine" and that 

this is difficult to achieve in large schools. <81) 

He does not believe that the concept of equal 

educational opportunity is really being achieved under our 

present system~ rather that it has tended to emphasise the 

divisions between social classes. Whilst the large 

comprehensive school provides reasonably well for the needs 

of the middle class suburb 7 Terry suggests that it does not 

provide adequately for children in working class districts 

in large townsc (82) 

Corbishley and Evans say that size was the major 

pastoral problem when three (unidentified) schools were 

amalgamated into one. To combat this the head organised a 

series of "mini-schools" for lower 7 middle and upper age 

groups 7 with the model of pastoral care remaining that of 

the smallish secondary modern or grammar school. They 

found that parents distrusted large schools~ even though in 

one school's prospectus size was described as a major asset 

because of the extra services a large school can offer in 

terms of care. (83) 
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Section 2 of this ch~pter deals with the need for 

and advantages of a clearly defined and well structured 

pastoral system. James (84) disagrees with this idea and 

quotes Devlin (85) who says that as the size of Hugh 

Mydd!eton School~ Islington~ fell from 900 to 400 pupils a 

relaxed discipline became possible and the staff began to 

realise the value of a small school in a tough area. "They 

consider that however hard you apply the house and tutor 

system to a large comprehensive school~ you will never give 

the children the same sense of belonging that a small 

neighbourhood school can provide~ stability that is often 

lacRing in their home backgrounds". The Head of Science at 

Hugh Myddletan 9 commenting on the fact that the school was 

to close, is quoted as saying "These kids will be lost in a 

large comprehensive school". 

5.7 Suggestions that size has little influence an 
behaviour and attendance. 

A further group of writers suggest that the size of 

a school has no measurable or direct effect on behaviour. 

The author of "Sizing up Size" <86) observes that bigger 

schools tend to be in areas with the biggest concentration 

of social problems in larger cities, and in deteriorating 

inner city situations. The situation is also confused 

because many of these schools were formerly secondary 

modern schools~ which probably had mare problems than the 

smaller grammar schools. He concludes that size may 
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compound problems~ but it does not cause them. 

Steedman's work (87) an progress in secondary 

schools makes no direct reference to school size 9 but she 

observed that truancy is more prevalent in comprehensive 

rather than in grammar or modern schools. Benn and Simon 

(88) do not relate size of schools to disciplinary 

problems. In their survey the schools which had the most 

serious problems were those in large urban areas 9 but it is 

not possible to deduce whether ot not these schools were 

large in size. Gallaway <89) failed to find any 

significant difference in exclusion rates between schools 

which were large and/or in areas of socio-economic hardship 

and those which were small and/or in socially priveleged 

areas. 

Her Majesty's Inspectorate are cautious in their 

opinions. (90) They suggest that whilst a highly structured 

pastoral system may not be necessary in a small school 9 it 

cannot be assumed that the frequency and closeness of 

informal contact leads to guaranteed knowledge of, and 

support for 9 all pupils. The absence of a pastoral system 

could reflect the fact that little thought has been given 

to the nature of pastoral care in the school. They state 

that much evidence is available to support the notion that 

a more structured system is essential in larger schools. 

However a cumbersome organisation may actually inhibit 
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pasto~al care if pupils are deflected from talking to a 

teache~ they know~ and instead a~e encouraged to discuss 

matte~s with other teachers dealing specifically with 

pastoral affairs. 

From my own experience of wo~king in a highly 

structured system I would support the above view. Once a 

problem, behavioural or concerned with social or family 

affai~s 9 was taken up in the system 9 it was easy for the 

teacher initially involved to appear superfluous. On a 

number of occasions heads of schools, counsellors, deputy 

head o~ the senio~ mist~ess would deal with the matter, 

making it a more formal and prolonged affair. This could 

actually make matte~s wo~se, and ce~tainly did little to 

imp~ove the status of the fo~m teache~. 

In conclusion the Inspecto~ate maintain that there 

is no evidence to support the a~gument that the 

effectiveness of the pasto~al system of la~ge schools is in 

any way diffe~ent from that of other schools 9 or indeed 

that large schools suffe~ed more f~om organisational 

problems. (91) 

Rutte~ et al's (92) findings suggest the~e is no 

significant relationship between school size and three 

behaviou~ outcomes, as shown in table 5.3 below. 
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Table 5.3 Correlation between school size and behavioural 
outcomes 

Mean Rank (*) 
<6fe 6fe 7 to 12fe 

Attendance 7.8 5.7 6.0 
Behaviour 6.5 5.0 7.4 
Delinquency 7.5 3.7 4.8 

* The lower the rank the better the performance 

Source~ M. Rutter et al. Fifteen Thousand Hours 
Open Books 1979 Extracted from table 6.2a 9 p100 

This study is particularly useful 7 because it is one 

of very few which attempted to measure behaviour of pupils 

instead of relying on purely subjective opinions. 

'Behaviour' was marked on a 25 item scale containing both 

self-report and observational measures 9 including lateness 9 

missing lessons, violence and damage to property. 

Delinquency figures were based on the percentage of pupils 

officially cautioned or found guilty of an offence in a 

juvenile court on at least one occasion. The main 

attendance measure was based on recorded attendances by 

.;:_;.;;_i1 yt::"cu- t-JUP~.Ls our1.ng two part1cular weeks. 

Rutter et al also tested the effect of "split-site" 

schools by reclassifying each site as a small school but 

this did not produce any significant change. They conclude 

"It may well be that the size of a school does have an 

impact on its character and style, but at least within our 

sample small schools were neither more nor less likely to 

have favourable outcomes, however measured". (93) 
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5.8 Conclusion 

When one considers the volume of criticism 9 informed 

or otherwise 9 of the large school on grounds of standards 

of care and behaviour it is surprising that many writers on 

pastoral care make little direct reference to school size. 

Coulton <94> and Newby (95) are two writers who do not 

mention school size in their articles on attitudes to 

school and pastoral care respectivelya A possible reason 9 

of course 9 is that they do not consider size to be a major 

problem or influencea 

Supporters of small schools put forward the 

advantages of the family atmosphere where most teachers 

know most pupils 9 and that established relationships mean 

higher standards of behaviour 9 and greater chances of 

identifying and dealing with miscreants. 

However 9 advocates of the large school say that the 

more formal structure of these schools means that more 

thought has to be given to pastoral care and this will lead 

to greater efficiency 9 better record keeping and so on. 

Instead of pastoral care being an informal and almost 

incidental part of a teacher's role 9 it becomes more 

specific and allows for the employment of pastoral 

specialists. 

The evidence is, therefore 9 contradictory. On 
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balance it would seem that the incidence of misbehaviou~ 

and t~uancy is slightly highe~ in la~ge~ schools, but this 

is neithe~ consistent no~ significant. Small school 

suppo~te~s claim advantages~ whilst thei~ c~itics say 

either that size has no significant effect 9 or that the 

mo~e st~uctured organisation of the la~ge school is better 

fo~ both pupils and teachers. 

What are mo~e impo~tant than school characte~istics 9 

including size 9 are social and family circumstances. There 

may be some school-based facto~s which affect standards of 

ca~e and behaviour 9 including rate of staff turnover 9 

pe~~onal characteristics of the head and senio~ staff 9 and 

the level of support from the local education authority. 

Some of the wo~st p~oblems arise in large inner city areas 9 

with acute social difficulties, but others 9 especially of 

absenteeism in rural and farming a~eas, are prevalent whe~e 

formal education has not always been a high priority. Of 

all the factors influencing behdviou~ and attendance the 

most important are those which could be considered "home 

based". 
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CHAPTER 6 

PROVISION OF, AND PARTICIPATION IN~ 

EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

6.1 Introduction 

In most British schools a considerable amount of 

time is spent on what are loosely termed 'extra curricular 

activities·. To some extent the~e activities are an 

extension of work undertaken in the timetabled lessons, 

such as Games, Music, Art and Drama 9 but others can be 

completely distinct, for example Community Service and 

outdoor activities such as camping and fishing. 

Many teachers devote a great deal of time and energy 

to these activities on two grounds; firstly because they 

are interested in a particular sport or hobby, and running 

a school team or club is an ideal way of maintaining their 

involvement, and secondly because they believe that 

participation in extra curricular activities helps to 

develop the sense of the school as a community, and fosters 

improved relationships between pupils and staff. 

It is with this second point that we are concerned 

in this chapter. Some of the relevant material has already 

been covered in earlier chapters, dealing with costs and 
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provision of facilities and equipment, and there is also 

overlap with the chapter on formal academic subjects 

( ch. 4) • Until recently relatively little has been said or 

written about this aspect of a teacher's work, the subject 

only having come to the fore as some teachers reduced their 

commitment to 'out of school' activities as part of their 

campaign for higher salaries in the mid 1980's. 

Publications dealing with sport, drama or practical 

skills rarely refer to school size; those in which 

reference is made in this chapter are more general works on 

secondary education. The fact that few refer to the 

relationship 9 if any 9 between school size and participation 

is particularly surprising, for one of the factors which 

led me to choose the influence of size as the topic for my 

thesis was an admittedly subjective opinion that there is 

more of a community spirit in small schools. This was 

~eflected in levels of participation in teams and clubs, as 

well as in support for other pupils in attendances at 

school plays and concerts. 

6 .., 
•.<... Advantages of large schools 

Sayer (1) emphasises in rather general terms the 

advantages of the large school in being able to provide a 

wide range of extra curricular activities, giving examples 

of sports teams, camps and educational journeys. He 

believes that it is important for each child to have the 
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opportunity to learn to play a musical instrument 9 and that 

a large school is more likely to be able to provide 

instruments which are beyond the pockets of most parents. 

Sayer appears to imply that more encouragement is likely to 

be given in the large school 9 but he does not substantiate 

this view. Nor does he make any reference to level of 

participation by pupils. 

Benn and Simon (2} are enthusiastic about the wide 

range of extra curricular activities which can be provided 

by comprehensive schools 9 suggesting that their size 

enables them to enlarge the range of their facilities~ 

equipment and instruction. 

participation levels. 

No reference is made to 

Rogers (3) suggests that a school is regarded as 

being too small when there are too few children and 

teachers to provide an adequate level of stimulation 9 and 

to be able to organise specific activities such as a 

football team 7 school play or orchestra. 

Oglesby (4} 7 appears to welcome the advantages of 

the large school 9 but does admit there are problems in 

organising and administering PE programmes in a large 

school 9 which he defines as having over 2,000 pupils. 
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6.3 Disadvantages of very small schools in sports 

The very small schools are at a disadvantage in the 

provision of opportunities for pupils to take part in team 

sports such as soccer~ cricket and rugby~ where sides 

consist of at least eleven players. Whilst in a two form 

entry co-educational school it is theoretically possible to 

raise two teams to play matches against each other 9 it has 

to be recognised that many children will have neither skill 

nor interest 9 and the games will have limited merit. 

Selecting school teams becomes difficult. Whereas 

the small school may benefit from having a low absolute 

numtier of troublemakers (cf Durham (5)) 9 it suffers from 

having only a few good games players to form the nucleus of 

a good team. From my own experience of playing in and 

coaching teams it is often the case that the smallest 

schools (fewer than four form entry) are those which suffer 

the heaviest and most frequent defeats. Whilst not wishing 

to subscribe to the view that winning should be the main 

objective in sport 9 children do need the encouragement of 

at least some success to maintain their morale and 

enthusiasm. 

In the smallest schools it becomes impossible to 

provide some team sports. This can be compensated for by 

encouraging participation in a few 'small team' games (for 

example netball and basketball) or individual sports such 
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as golf~ squash and tennis. However the costs of providing 

facilities are high and may be prohibitive unless use can 

be made of shared or publicly owned facilities. 

The National Association of Head Teachers (6} state 

that changing patterns in physical education place greater 

demands on staff~ and that this can be a significant factor 

in smaller schools which have fewer specialist teachers to 

call on. They suggest that the problems of obtaining the 

required range of activities, particularly in minor 

activities, can only be met by greater use of part time or 

peripatetic teachers (cf Halsall on curriculum). (7) 

6.4 Suggestion that small schools are not necessarily at a 
disadvantage 

Supporters of the large school argue that by virtue 

of its size, and the opportunities to benefit from 

economies of scale, the bigger the school the more extra 

curricular activities can be offered to its pupils. There 

is little disagreement with this view, although Halsall 

(8) 9 referring to Barker and Gump <9>, maintains that even 

the smallest schools are able to provide the most popular 

activities, and that it is only in the provision of clubs 

and societies which are of interest to only a relatively 

small number of pupils that the larger schools are able to 

do betterD 

Hendry and Marr (10>, in their survey of 32 Scottish 
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schools, found no significant differences between urban and 

rural schools 7 or between larger and smaller schools in 

terms of purpose built facilities such as gymnasia~ games 

halls~ swimming pools and playing fieldso 

Barker (11) commented on the advantages of smaller 

schools in the provision of extra curricular activities. 

Referring to small schools in Westmorland 7 she observed 

that the clubs and societies were wide and varied in their 

nature and that they were largely well attended. The 

support of parents and the neighbourhood was reflected in 

the provision of 9 for example, minibuses and swimming 

poois, which were also used by the local community. 

Transport could be a problem, but many activities took 

place at lunchtime, and Barker found, as most teachers do, 

that the majority of pupils were able to stay after school 

if they really wanted to. 

6.~ Advantages o+ small schools in establishing a sense of 
community. 

There is inevitably some overlap here with pastoral 

matters covered more fully in Chapter Participation in 

extra curricular activities helps to develop a community 

spirit, especially where groups of children are involved, 

as in team games, drama and music productions and other 

clubs and societies. Dooley (12) comments that teachers in 

large schools began to detect that pupils frequently lacked 

a sense of belongingo James (13) agrees, saying that the 
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large school makes it harder to achieve a community life 

which is the mark of a good English school. The Friends' 

Schools are all small 9 the largest having only 450 pupils. 

This means that new pupils will soon fit names to faces 9 

and that" .•••. most of the staff and senior pupils can 

know everyone 9 and this (as every teacher is aware) is 

essential if a large institution is to become a community" 

(14). 

Robert (15) identifies the size of school as a 

'separation' factor 9 a feature which acts against staff 

working closely and effectively together. He says that 

parents and professional educators would probably agree 

that a smaller school has a better chance to develop a 

pleasant and effective learning environment than a larger 

one. Students recognise and interact more with teachers. 

Wyatt and Gay <16) stress the value of teachers 

knowing their students and the importance of unity. To 

this extent the nature of key buildings is a factor 7 

whether or not it is possible for pupils to eat 7 study and 

worship together. Very few large schools are able to 

accommodate all pupils at the same time for assembly or 

meals - indeed some schools need to have three assemblies 

and meals tend to be eaten on a cafeteria system. The 

difficulty in arranging a pattern of assemblies in large 

schools is perhaps one reason why many schools have 
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abandoned any ~ealistic attempt to confo~m with the 

p~ovisions of the 1944 Education Act. This must inevitably 

lead to a weakening of any sense of unity amongst staff and 

pupils. 

6.6 Pa~ticipation levels 

Ba~ke~ and Gump <17) found that in the USA pupils in 

la~ge~ schools took less pa~t in volunta~y extra cur~icular 

activities 9 though they did suggest that this might be due, 

at least in part to the locations of the schools. They 

conclude that the~e is "clear evidence of g~eater 

participation in school activities by small school students 

in all the public ~eco~ds available to us. The differences 

were so great as to suggest not only were they 

statistically significant 9 but that they pointed to a 

diffe~ent way of student life in large and small schools". 

They also suggest, and are quoted in Ross et al 

(18) 9 that smalle~ schools are mo~e likely to achieve 

integration of pupils of different social class and 

ability 9 though they recognise that this could be affected 

by the type and flexibility of the organisation as well as 

its size. 

This conclusion is in accord with the views 

expressed by Wyatt and Gay (19) and in Coleman (20) who is 

quoted by David <21>, although Coleman C22> also states 
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that participation levels decrease as the distance between 

home and school increases (cf Barker (23) and Ross et al 

Ross et al {ound that 9 in smaller schools a higher 

percentage of pupils was likely to be involved in school 

matches. 

Tha Assistant Masters' Association (25> found that 

participation in extra curricular activities was a serious 

casualty of the split-site school. Many schools were 

already facing problems of apathy and difficulty of 

communication 9 but these became greater in the split-site 

school. An increasing number of activities take place in 

the"lunchtime 9 but if this time is needed for 'commuting' 

other things cannot take place. Such activities as did 

exist took place on a sectionalised rather than school 

base. 

6a7 Evidence that size has little effect 

King (26) maintained that the size of a school does 

not directly relate to the level of involvement shown by 

its pupilsi pointing out that the larger schools are able 

to provide a wider range of subjects, games and other 

activities. 

It is suprising that there is no reference in Reid's 

lengthy chapter on "Voluntary Extra Curricular Activities' 

in Monks (ed) C27) to the possible relationship between 
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size and provision of 9 or participation 9 in activities. 

Indeed the only mention of size in the chapter is a comment 

that in general smaller schools tend to organise activities 

on a whole school basis 9 whilst in larger schools sections 9 

for example houses, were used as the organisational unite 

According to the authors the factors affecting 

participation rates are the contribution made by the 

teaching staff and parental support. After school and 

weekend employment, membership of activities unconnected 

with school and unsympathetic parents are likely to deter 

at least some pupils. 

Ross et al (28) found that there was no. relationship 

between school size and fourth year pupils' perceptions of 

their schools. They found that although larger schools had 

more and better facilities 9 for example two gymnasia, and 

that these were more likely to be used by outside bodies 

they had fewer facilities per pupil. Also despite the fact 

that the larg~r comprehensive schools provided a wider 

range of courses for their older pupils and had better 

(specialist?) P.E teachers, the smaller schools were more 

successful in running extra curricular programmes. 

Children in country areas were mare keen to take part in 

activities than urban children, despite potential transport 

problems. It appeared that only in the provision of 

minority activities that the smaller schools were at a 

definite disadvantage. 
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Glasgow (29>v in a wide ranging article of sport in 

and out of school 9 concentrating in particular on low 

levels of participation, does not refer to school size 9 nor 

does Crutchley (30) in his article on physical education 

programmes in secondary schools. 

As far as drama and music in school are concerned 

opportunities are similarly limited, but this need not be 

such a disadvantage as in sport. There are many plays for 

small casts which are ideal for small schools but which may 

not be chosen by teachers in large schools who feel the 

need to involve a large number of pupils. Some children 

may be given the opportunity to act who would be overlooked 

in a large school. In music there may not be the 

opportunity to play in a reasonably sized orchestra, but 

pupils will be able to perform in small ensembles and even 

on their own. <However as was stated in Chapter 2 small 

schools may experience difficulty in providing some musical 

instruments). 

6.8 Conclusion 

At best the evidence is somewhat inconclusive. 

Although Her Majesty's Inspectorate make a number of 

references to school size, there is no reference to the 

issue in their section on extra curricular activities (31). 

Large schools are able to provide a greater variety of 
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extra curricular activities 9 and economies of scale enable 

them to purchase more equipment. This is particularly 

important when less money is available to schools. 

However 9 with the exception of the smallest schools 9 most 

of the more popular activities are available in all 

establishments. To a degree the provision of a particular 

activity may be determined by the interests of the staff 

rather than its size; some small schools run successful 

volleyball teams and Scottish dancing classes simply 

because they happen to have teachers who are suitably 

interested and qualified. 

On balance it appears that levels of participation 

are greater in small schools. To some extent this is 

inevitable~ in a small school children are more likely to 

be persuaded to take part in a house team or play in order 

''make up the numbers" 9 whilst in a larger school those on 

the fringe may never get the chance. Probably more 

important are the other school and social factors 9 as 

mentioned by Reid in Monks et al (31) <Section 9.6). 
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CHAPTER 7 

TEACHERS AND SCHOOL SIZE 

7.1 Introduction 

Although teachers have been consulted on many 

aspects of education in recent years relatively little 

discussion appears to have taken place on the issue of 

size, except in the context of falling rolls. This aspect 

will be discussed in Chapter 8. To a considerable extent 

matters which could be related to the influence of size on 

teachers are considered elsewhere~ especially in the 

chapters on costs and the curriculum. This chapter is 

concerned mainly with the influence of size on teachers' 

professional development and career structurev and in the 

final sections on whether working conditions are more or 

less favourable in large schools. 

As in other areas of this study, writers fall mainly 

into three broad categories; those who support the large 

school because of the increased opportunities for 

professional development, those who favour the smaller 

school on the grounds that they are less stressful places 

in which to work, and those who maintain that size in 

itself is of little consequence or that the counter 

arguments cancel each other out. 
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7.2 Arguments in support of large schools 

The arguments in favour of the large school from the 

teachers· point of view are very similar to those affecting 

pupils~ ie that in the larger school there are greater 

opportunities for teachers to develop their own interests 

and specialisms. In the larger school teachers have the 

opportunity to teach a wider variety of pupils and are less 

likely to be called on to teach outside their main 

subjects, although it is questionable whether either or 

both of these objectives are universally populara 

Certainly I have always welcomed the opportunity to teach 

Matnematics 9 and occasionally other subjects, in addition 

to my major discipline 9 Economicsa Also, whilst the large 

school reduces the likelihood of mixed ability teaching 9 

there are some members of the profession who advocate 

little or no setting or streaming as a matter of principle. 

Kirkby concludes her brief article in ''Big and 

Beautiful" (1} by claiming that ''the larger school, 

appropriately organised, provides staff with wide 

professional experience and a sense of security and 

identity, arising from their particular function in the 

school, together with the diversity and facilities of the 

large community". 
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She questions whethe~ it is re~!ly the case th~t 

pupils ~nd st~ff benefit from knowin9 each other well~ and 

suggests th~~ te~chers derive mo~e benefit from the gre~ter 

specialisation and wider expe~ience offe~ed by the large 

school. Ki~by maintains that more help is likely to be 

given to the inexpe~ienced teacher 9 whilst p~omotion 

prospects are better with opportunities for staff to 

specialise in areas which interest them. She claims that 

although the large school can be a more testing community 

in some ways 9 <without suggesting what these might be) 9 it 

can be mo~e flexible and supportive. 

In a note on Kirkby's article 9 Lambert <2> complains 

that the Burnham points scale placed teachers in large 

schools at a disadvantage in terms of salaries. He quotes 

the example of a la~ge education authority in which schools 

in groups 9 and 10 <between 470 and 900 pupils) had one 

teacher on Senior Teacher scale or above for every 165 to 

175 pupils 9 whilst in schools in groups 12 and 13 (between 

1 9 179 and 1 7 581 pupils ) the figure was one for 291-323 

pupils. He appears to disagree with the widely held view 

that promotion prospects are better for teachers in large 

schools 9 and maintains that a Head of Department could be 

on the same salary scale whether there are three or ten 

teachers in the department. The salary problems are 

counter-balanced to some extent by the extra stimulus and 

greater opportunities for development within a large 
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Th~ counte~ a~gument to Lambe~~·§ sela~y complaint 

is th~t the Bu~nham points systeM wa~ w~ightecl against the 

sm~Ali school~ which was at ~disadvantage in its ability to 

pay sala~ies on highe~ scales. For example schools below 

group 9 could only employ one Deputy Head~ with no 

assistant teacher above Scale XXI~ whilst only schools in 

g~oups 10 and above could appoint teache~s to Senio~ 

Teacher level. (4) Very few 11 to 16 schools come into this 

category. 

This could 9 and did 9 mean that smaller schools were 

unable to employ many specialist teachers. It has been 

argued that this diminished career opportunities 9 and it 

was suggested that small schools could not attract good 

teachers or that good teachers would not stay long 9 thus 

creating instability in the schools. 

The suggestion that smaller schools may have a 

detrimentally high level of staff turnover has been put 

forward 9 but it is interesting to note that the average 

length of service at Alston High School 9 Cumbria 9 the 

smallest 11 to 18 school in England was 14 years for full 

time staff and 7 years for part time. (5) 

suggest excessive turnover. 
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Grubb (6) maintains th~t teachers in !arg~ schools 

have a wider variety of pupils to teach 9 a mor~ broadly 

defined pastoral role and better opportunities for internal 

promotion. He also believes that the large school has more 

to offer both pupils and staff. 

7.3 Influence of size on promotion prospects 

With the expansion of schools in the 1960's and 

1970's came increased promotion opportunities. It was 

noted in The History of Stocksbridge School <7> that 9 as 

numbers increased 9 established staff gained promotion 

within the school. At Clacton County High School Heads of 

Economics and Geography were promoted to Scale IV as the 

size of the school increased and more posts became 

available. However 9 when the holders of these posts were 

replaced 9 during the early stages of contraction 9 their 

successors were only appointed on Scale III. (8) More 

detailed reference to the effect of falling rolls on career 

and promotion prospects is made in Chapter 8. 

The Pack Committee (9) noted that in large schools 

there was a greater proportion of staff in promoted posts 

and that these teachers have a much wider function to 

perform than was first envisaged. This should involve 

promoted staff playing a prominent part in formulating and 

implementing the school policy. Pedley (10> made a similar 

observation 9 but also commented that in the large schools 
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te&ch2rs outside the ''magic circle~ of deputies 9 heads of 

houses &nd dep&rtment he&ds h&ve little direct s&y in 

In th~ largs school~ says Pedley 9 junior teachers 

h&ve limited chance of success when attempting to put 

forward their points of viewo 

7.4 Arguments in support of sm&ll schools 

The arguments in favour of the smaller school can be 

summarised under the gener~lising claim that it is a more 

pleasant place in which to wor~o The evidence is by no 

means conclusive 9 though if one were to accept that 

discipline is less of & problem in the smaller school it 

wourd appear to follow that working in such a school is 

less demandingo 

Although Her Majesty's Inspectorate <11) found no 

indication of & relationship between school size and 

average teaching load 9 Bates <12) observed that teachers in 

large schools 9 in general worked longer hours. 

However Bates did find that one area in which the 

small school appeared to involve more work was timetabling. 

In eight of the schools included in the survey the 

timetables were not completed before the end of the summer 

term. Seven of these were small 9 and the authors suggest 

that in small schools Heads and Deputies cesponsible for 

the timetable have insufficient time during the term 
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because of thei~ othe~ ~esponsibilities. (13) 

Table 7.1 Ave~age numbe~ of hou~s pe~ week spent on 
va~ious activities estimated by class~oom teache~s in 
diffe~ent types of school. 

Activity <time in h~s> 

Size of School Class Pupil Total 
Inst~uction Welfa~e Wo~king Time 

Up to 750 18.5 2~3 41.4 
751 - 1~250 17.9 2.6 43.0 
1,251 0~ mo~e 17.3 7 ~ 

0.~ 45.5 

Sou~ce: T. G. Monks ed, Comp~ehensive Education in Action, 
Slough, National Foundation for Educational 
Research 1970~ table A2.3, p183 

Du~ham (14) noted that teache~s in la~ge schools 

suffered the effects of size more than pupils whilst Nash 

(15) obse~ved that the lack of role definition could be a 

problem.James (16) quotes Devlin (17) who commented that 

as numbe~s in the school fell, discipline became more 

relaxed and teachers came to ~ealize the value of a small 

school in a tough area. 

Best et al (18) suggest that in large schools a 

major p~oblem was that of the siting of the staff~oom. 

Often distances are too great for ease of t~avelling, and 

at b~eak there may be no time to get a coffee or chat with 

other colleagues. In some schools this can be overcome by 

having two o~ mo~e sepa~ate staffrooms, but then the~e is 

less mixing and communication. 

Robe~ts (19> states that few teachers who wo~k in 
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Xa~g~ elementa~y schools <say 1~600 to 2~000 students> 

~ithe~ know or care about each othe~. As far as 

p~ofessional involvement is concerned 9 he says~ there is 

little opportunity for "sustained and productive personal 

contact". In high schools~ which ar~ larger than 

elementary schools 9 alienation an~ estrangement among staff 

members is even more pronounced. 

Rober~s views on Ame~ican schools would undoubtedly 

find support in Britain 9 especially amongst those who 

regard the school as a family community and teachers 

belonging to a team. However those who are committed to 

the#large~ school would argue that in commercial or 

industrial organisations employing 80 or more workers 9 the 

need for a collective esprit de corps is neither possible 

nor desirable. And 9 of course 9 in a very small 

organisation personality clashes and rivalries may actually 

become more acute. 

7.5 Relationship between school size and stress amongst 
teachers 

An anonymous writer in The Times Educational 

Supplement <20> writes bitterly of "The Sheer Size of the 

Thing" 9 which resulted from the merging of three schools of 

under 450 pupils each into "an unwieldy affair'' of 1,500 

(then) approaching 2,000. Among the major problems faced by 

teachers, he lists the size of the building 9 the fact that 

of necessity breaks in the common room, when it is reached, 
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have becom~a the only oppoli'"'tuni tii es fofi'" "talll<i ng shop" 9 and 

also that st~f~ and pupils are no longefi'" known to each 

othelf. 

both psychological and physic~!. Once teachers los~ th2ir 

sense of individuality they become nonentities and "esprit 

de coli'"ps" no longer- exists. The physical pr-oblems ar-e even 

mor-e serious with "nervous and bodily exhaustion 

the r-elentless accumulation o~ stressa He looks forward to 

an early retir-ement 9 as fa!f as possible from the "cfi'"owded 

impeli'"son~l city" 9 the symbol of the cumbersome 

compli'"ehensive. 

Not surprisingly Hals~ll <21> claims advantages for 

teachers working in smaller schools. She refers at length 

to studies by Carver and Sugrovanni <22> and Gentry and 

Kenny C23>v who found that size of school was inversly 

related to the openness of the institution 9 where features 

of an open climate included a head with high consideration 

for staff, high degree of motivation and commitment. 

Halsall suggests that stress and low morale are more likely 

to occur in a large school 9 a factor being the 

misunderstandings which 9 although inevitable in all 

organisations 9 have been shown to occur more frequently 

between people on different hierarchial levels : and as 

schools increase in size the number of levels 
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inc~easesa C2~) She also main~ains~ though admitting that 

he~ conclusion is tentative~ that la~ge schools 8nd split 

sito schools put additional p~essure on teache~so <25) 

Among the p~oblems of split site schools mentioned by Her 

Majesty's Inspectorate <26) a~e excessive commuting by 

This is exhausting 9 w&steful of time and ~esults 

in tea~hers having insufficient opportunity to meet. 

Hodgetts (27) places considerable impo~tance on 

st~ess and maintains that size of the school is a 

significant st~ess c~eating facto~a He claims that many of 

the heads and teache~s with whom he has come into contact 

suffe~ f~omv stress~ eithe~ di~ectly 9 they themselves being 

highly stressed 0 o~ indi~ectlyo because they are working 

with colleagues who a~eo 

itself". 

He believes "stress feeds 

Among the recommendations of Dunham <28) fa~ 

reducing stress amongst teache~s 9 is fixing the maximum 

size of a school at 1~000 pupils and also reducing class 

sizesa His views concu~ with the findings of a survey of 

teachers 9 ca~~ied out by MORI fa~ The Times Educational 

Supplement in 1977. 86 percent of all teachers questioned 

Cthe biggest propo~tion in favou~ of any particular 

opinion) agreed with the statement "There should not be 

more than 1,000 pupils in a secondary school". \29) 
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Ky~iacou (30) and (3iD ~e~e~s to ~ numbe~ of studies 

of facto~s linked with stress amongst teache~s but in two 

separate lists of the ~top t~nH reasons he does not suggest 

one cause of stress which could be ~elated to school size. 

H® emphasises C32) by implication the need fa~ 

o~ganisational and administrative a~~angement stress will 

minimise those sou~ces of them which a~e within the 

school's control <cf the need to implement a proper system 

fa~ the pastoral ca~e of pupils refe~red to in Chapter 5). 

He appea~s su~prised to find that pupils' poo~ attitude to 

their studies~ and too heavy a workload were generally 

found to be the main sources of stress. 

Payne and Furnha~ (33) conducted detailed research 

of fourteen secondary schools in Barbados. 35 factors 

causing stress were listed~ none of which could be directly 

related to school size. Coldicott <34> suggested that the 

organisation of a school could be a cause of stress amongst 

teachers~ but he makes no reference to.size. 

Parkes <35) 9 writing on causes of stress among head 

teachers 9 suggests that a possible topic for future 

research is investigating whether stress is related to the 

size 9 nature and organisational structure of a school. In 

a subsequent letter 9 she states that two surveys among head 

teachers and students lead to the conclusion that school 

size does not appear to be a significant determinant of 
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"stresses~ delineated by Kyriacou and Sutcliffe (38) i but 

non~ of these can be <elated di~ectly to school size 9 with 

the possible exception of "dashing betw~en classes". <39) 

7.6 Conclusion 

Non~ o? the majo~ teachers' unions have commissioned 

research into their members' vie~s on size and this would 

suggest that the issue is relatively unimportant. The 

National Unio~ of Teachers did not respond to Department of 

Education and Science documents containing reference to the 

need for a certain number of pupils in order for a school 

to tl~ considered viable. Xn ~letter <40) 9 Gifford says 

"We do not wish to take the view that [the] interests [of 

members of the Union] might best be served in schools of 

any particular size. The Assistant Masters' report on 

Teachers Wor~load (41> had particular implications for the 

size of classes 9 but did not refer to the total intake of 

the school. Certainly the available evidence is 

inconclusive andv as Ross et al <42} suggest 9 "Size does 

not determine teachers" perceptions of their schools". 

Informal discussions I have had with teachers who 

have experience of schools of differing size would suggest 

that their views are determined by other factors 9 notably 

the personality and style of the head 9 the catchment area 

and the implementation of local and national policies. 
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Even on the question of falling rolls teachers· views vary~ 

partly because the situation differs over the countryo 

Teachers· views on size of secondary schools are 

unlikely to be sought in the forseeable futureo On the one 

hand it is probable that there will be fewer very small or 

very large secondary schoolsi and most 11 to 16 

establishments will be in the range 700 to 1i100 pupils. 

Re-organisation measures dealing with falling rolls are 

already being implemented~ with the primary considerations 

being those of finance and the curriculum. Perhaps 9 if and 

when some stability is restored 2 there may be a case for 

fur~her research~ but even then the opportunities for 

making radical changes~ as far as the size of schools is 

concerned~ would appear to be limited. 
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8.1 Introduction 

CHAPTER 8 

FALLING ROLLS 

Demographic changes inevitably p~esent p~oblems to 

all who are involved in planning the provision of public 

services 9 notably health 9 welfare and education. Since the 

first official census in 1801 9 ~nd indeed before then 9 

there has been inter~upted growth of the population of the 

United Kingdom. This in itself h~~ created many 

difficulties 9 but generally problems of expansion are not 

enti~ely unwelcome as they invariably lead 9 directly and 

indirectly 9 to greater employment 9 not only in the services 

themselves but also in jobs dealing with buildings 9 

supplying equipment and so on. 

For most of the first thirty years after the second 

world war numbers of pupils in schools grew rapidly 9 

leading to the formation of some large schools and the 

creation of many additional posts throughout the entire 

education sector. Howeve~ the rather unexpected decline in 

the birth rate from the late 1960's led to a marked fall in 

the numbers of children who will be passing through the 

various stages of schooling until well into the 1990's. 

This decline has not been spread evenly throughout the 

country. For example 9 between 1979 and 1985 the numbers of 
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pupils attending m~intainecl seconda~y schools fell by 

~pp~oximately 11 pe~ cent in the No~th and North West of 

Engll:and but only by 1.;5-pe~ cent 1H1 E&st Anglia <llL In 

some XocaR ~cluc~tion~X authoriti~s there have been 

conside~&ble dif~~~~nces between schools only sho~t 

distances apa~tc Thm ~re&~ which have lost most pupils 

have been the la~ge towns and those which have suffered 

f~om the decline of one or more of the olde~ 

labou~-intensive industriesc Fa~ example Croydon expsct~d 

to experience a fall of 43% in seconda~y school numbe~s 

between 1981 and 1986~(2) Sheffield ave~ 40% between the 

late 1970's and ea~ly 1990's (3} and Mancheste~ 29% between 

1982·and 1991 <by this latte~ date requiring barely 56% of 

the 1982 capacity)" (4) 

The unevenness of the decline can be illust~ated by 

the 22 schools in the su~vey by Briault and Smith (5)c The 

decline in ~olls of 21 of the schools between 1976/77 and 

1979/80 va~ied between 47.0% and 8.6% whilst one school 

actually grew by 3.8%c 

Table 8.1 shows the effects on schools of the 

decline in pupil numbe~s between 1979 and 1986. 
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T~bR~ So! Numbe~s in M~int~in~d Ssconda~y Schools 
(~xcluding Middle Schools) 1979-86 

Schooll.s 
~---

Teal.i::h~rrs PTIR Mealni Pupils 
CNoo~ ~ ·ooo~ ( ·ooo~ Roll! 

!979 ~07&.> 3606 2ll.~ !6o5 885 
!980 404&.> 3599 2ll~ Hh~ 889 
19EH ~010 3571!. 218) ll6o~ 890 
1982 3963 3523 2!5 ll~o~ 888 
!9813 3905 3487 2li.&J ll.6a3 890 
:1.984 3797 3392 212 !boO 893 
1985 3745 3287 206 !boO 877 
1986 3663 3164 201 Jl5o8 863 

Sou~c~g ~~paFtm~nt o~ Education and Sci~nc~ St~tistics o~ 
Educatio~o Schools HMSO 1986 

Tab!~ 8o2 United Kingdom Population ('000) by ~g~ ~ang~ 9 
1972-1986 mid y~~~ estimat~g 

Age Ran gee 
V!Ot!a~ Unde~ 1l 1-~ S-9 :1!.0-!4 15-19 

1972 734 3119 4087 3753 3379 
1973 689 3051 4078 3853 3423 
1974 639 2939 4029 3955 3478 
1975 613 2810 3942 4039 3576 
1976 585 2642 3895 407ll. 3682 
1977 559 2492 3801 40911 3783 
1978 567 2371 3691 407ll. 3883 
1979 617 2309 3536 4022 399&.> 
1980 639 2317 3386 3941 4087 
1981 634 2372 3196 3889 411.29 
1"1~...:: b~U 2443 3032 3791 4154 
1983 624 2496 2923 3680 4130 
1984 623 251l0 2915 3528) 4050 
1985 648 2501 2960 3388 3965 
1986 655 2528 3024 321ii!- 3962 

Population 
lowest in 1977 1979 1984 ~ ~ 

* Population in these age ~anges still falling in 1986o 

Sou~ceg Office of Population Censuses and Surrveyso 
PoQulation T~ends 48 9 HMS0 9 19879 taken f~om Table 7 9 p62 

Matte~s became mo~~ compll.icat~d howeve~ 9 fo~ in 11.977 

the numberr of bi~ths in the count~y began to rrise again 
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and by the mid l980's p~ima~y school numbe~g we~e 

increasing" Again this is not unifo~m th~oughout the 

country" Table 8a2 shows c!~~~ly that numbe~s o~ child~en 

of ~~~-secondary age are now above their minimum valiues o~ 

th~ 1970's and it is anticipated that s2conda~y numbe~s 

wilil begin to rise again f~om 1992" 

8a2 Influence on the curriculum 

A dominant feature of educational discussion in the 

1980's has been p~oposals by local ~ducation authorities to 

close o~ merge secondary schools because of falling rolls" 

The overriding conside~ation appears to be the provision of 

a su~ficiently broad and balanced cur~iculum within 

available financial resourceso 

Briaulit and Smith 9 who believe that the curriculum 

should be the main conce~n when discussing problems created 

by falling rolls 9 says that the [inevitable] trend towa~ds 

fewer 'A' level subjects being offe~ed and fewer 'A' level 

students being taught produces p~oblems fo~ schools and 

their pupils" They st~ess the disadvantages of smallness 

fa~ pupils up to age 16a 

(!) a more restricted cu~riculum for fourth and 

fifth y~a~ pupilsa 

(2) inevitability of mixed ability groups" 

(3) mixed or restricted objective groups for public 
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(~) gre~t~r difficulty in deploying staff in such ~ 

way th~t fiachers are used fo best advcntage~ and yet stii) 

ensuring th~t th~ curriculum is covsred. {6) 

He suggests 

that reductions in staffing brought about by falling rolls 9 

and !eading to r~d~ployment and redundancies 9 will have 

adv@rse consequences for curricul~r provision. In 

particular peripheral <presumably minority> subjects will 

come under pressurea Also 9 he claims 9 children from low 

income famili~s may suffer disproportionately as a result 

of charges bein~ m~de for activities such as swimming and 

music. 

Dennison <B> writes on similar lines 9 adding that as 

rolls decline 9 probably accompanied by a deteriorating PTR 9 

all the curricular advantages of 2xpansion becom2 the 

disadvantages of contraction. If 9 for exampl~ 9 a school's 

roll falls from 800 to 780 9 th@ school is likely to lose 

one full time teacher and this has effects on the whole 

staff. If the PTR is not to be increased the most likely 

consequence is that there will be limitations in the 

options system in forms four 9 five and six. As rolls 

continue to fall 9 and more teachers leave without 

replacement 9 some curricular areas may be directly 

threatened 9 particularly minority subjects such as 
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~~~~i~Yli~~liy s~~io~s if pu~ftli~ f~li!o~in~ cou~s~~ fo~ pu~lic 

~x~~in~~i©~~ ~~~ !of~ withou~ m 5~w~iali~~ t~~ch~~ wh~ a 

m~mb~~ ~f ~~a~~u who l~~v~~ in ffli~ cou~S®v i~ no~ ~~pli~c~da 

T~~ c~u~s~ mu§~ ~o compl®tedv often ~i~~ in~xp~~i~nc~d o~ 

!i~~ly to li~~d ~o c~~~~in ~ino~i~y subjects no~ bein~ 

off~~~~ ~~ pupi!So 

B~iley <10»u M~~in~ ~~f~~~nc~ ~o th~ W~st Ge~man 

syst~m 9 ~uggests the~~ i~ ~ c~s® fo~ ag~eeing upon an 

essenti~!u ~u~~ftcu!a~ f~amewo~~v which would ~educe th~ 

adve~s~ ~ff~cts of random st~ff losses in schoo!go 

Dennison (RR> studi~d th~ &pproaches of Leeds and W~5~ 

Glamorg~n ~o th~ adoption of a co~o cu~~iculum 9 but 

conclud~~ ~ha~ ~h~ ~eal att~ac~iveneG§ of th~ common core 

f~om an economic ~~andpoint only b@comes appa~en~ as 

schools dleclineo 

if all pupils study the samo g~oup of subjects 9 class sizes 

can be ~etained and teache~s employed effective!y"o (12) 

Hugill (13) quotes the Sec~eta~y of State fo~ 

Education 9 Kenneth Baker 9 who says that the case fo~ 

~ationalisation is educational 9 not accountingo The size 

of school§ is a key facto~ in thei~ ability to delive~ the 
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~a3 ~ff~c~s o~ teach~~s ~n~ ~~~i~ ?~~ctio~~ 

T~a co~s~quenc~s o~ ~~RRin~ ~~RRg f~ ~®~ch~~s h~vg 

o~~~vin~ th~~ cuts in ~t~ffin~ R~v~n~ h~v~ l~d to lO$S of 

p~omo~io~ ~~osp~ctsu les~ no~ cont~c~-~im~ 9 few~~ ins~rvic~ 

t~~inin~ oppo~tuniti~s and les~ anci!R~~y h~lpa TuffnelR 

(15~ rn~n~ion~ ~imil~~ ~~obl~m~~ ~~~i~~ ~h~t whe~ s~~ff 

l~~V~ t~ach~~S Often haV@ t~~US~ U~On th~m th~ ~Mt~~ bu~d~n 

af b~in~ ~equi~ed ~o t®ach ~~~ and ~bility ~~ng~§ to which 

th6y h~v® no~ be~n ~ccustomedo 

Dennison (16» add~ th~ view ~h~tu with ~h~ size of a 

schoon·s staff in~vit~blly dep®ndan~ u~on the numb~~ of 

~upilsu th~ first p~io~ity fo~ t~~ehe~s would appe~~ to b® 

~oll~ ~~~ falling "c&r~~~ prospec~g &rs in decline and 

ther~ is eve~y pos~ibility th~t mo~ale willl follow in the 

scame dli~ec~ion"a (1!.7) H~ i:l~gues ~lh~a> cas~ fo~ "st~ff 

d~velopment activities" to bolste~ st~ff motivationv 

essential featu~es being the establishment of a suitable 

climate and the counsellin9 of staff to maximise thei~ own 

developmenta <18> Ball (19) Ain~s falling rolls with 

effects on staff morale 9 and claims that women teachers a~e 

particulia~ly ha~d done bya A fi~st ~ecourse in an effort 

to meet ~educed staffing allocation is the cutting of 
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pa~t-time posts and this affects wom~n disp~opo~tionately. 

Them-ills ~20) suggests th-~~ ctmt.r-actii.n~ school sii. Zie 

reduces the need for- specialists~ who must eii.the~ develop 

new s~illls or- ~elear-n old on~~. B~iley C2i} str-esses that 

staff updating and retr-aining will have to be tackled mo~e 

systematically than eve~ before 9 and th&t ev~r-y t~acher 

will requi~e some for-m of p~ofessional help. He also 

suggests that a more formalised and delibe~ate approach to 

appointment and pr-omotion procedures is needed 9 with 

particular att~ntion being paid- to job descriptions. <22) 

Dennison (23) writes at length about the problem of 

r-edeployment which 9 he says 9 is almost cer-tainly unique to 

contr-action. Redeployment is always a difficult exercise 

because it inevitably involves disr-uption 9 not only to the 

teache~s directly concerned 9 but to pupils and other staff. 

Teachers moved against their will may lac~ commitment 9 and 

schools may be obliged by authorities to accept r-sdeployed 

teachers when they would have preferred to advertise 

particular posts more widely. 

He also maintains that redeployment is more than the 

relatively simple mechanicall exercise of deploying the 

expensive resource of teacher time in the most productiv~ 

ways. Teachers ar-e not homogeneous facto~s of production 9 
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and th~~~fo~e if onw i§ ob!iged to change job 9 pe~h~p~ 

wo~~ing in a n2w cu~~icul~~ a~ea o~ teaching anothe~ age 

rangra 9 he~-o~ she will!. nHeed advice 9 encou~agement 9 

management and counselling" 

B~ll (24) is c~itical of B~i~ult•n sttitude to 

~edeployment on th~ g~ounds that a pu~ely logistical 

app~oach may have ~dverse effects on the motivation 9 self 

esteem and commitment of teache~sa 

Bailey (25> suggests that redeployment between 

schools can b~ unacceptably expensive in country areas 

where schools a~e widely spaced and Bu~ges~ comments that 

"in the light of financial restrictions 9 falling ~olls 9 

teacher ~edeployment and the amalgamation of comprehensive 

schools 9 local education authorities may increase their 

cont~ol over the action and activities of head-teachers." 

(26) 

Tuffnell (27) observes that if a head knows his 

school is scheduled fo~ closure it is unlikely he will be 

able to provide the necessa~y dynamism ~equi~ed to maintain 

standa~ds in thei~ schoolsa The adverse effects on the 

head of the prospects of closure a~e likely to be 

destructive to the life of the school. 

Matthew and Tong <28) comment that Deputy Heads in 
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many schools f2l~ that the combined effects of cont~action 

and <parental) choic® would result in ~ downwa~d spiral for 

them in t<erms of prospects and!- jol'o satis-f&ctli.onc 

8c4 P~oblem5 for the manag~ment of schools 

It is gen2~alXy ~ecognise~ t~n~ the falling roll 

situation presents problems which are unique fa~ all who 

a~e involved in secanda~y education 9 ~specially as 

cant~actian followed 5o swiftly afte~ a pe~iad of 

expansionc Thomas (29) suggests that th~ p~oblem of 

manag~ment in cont~acting schools may diff2r so greatly 

from the management of expansion that the~e will be a need 

for ~pecial inse~vice t~ainin9 &r~angementsc 

B~iault and Smith (30) advocates the case for long 

te~m planning and suggest that the~e is a need fa~ close 

control of annual intakes to each schoolc In this context 

they say the~e is no case for rr2ducing the size of a large 

school in orde~ to sustain a less 'sought after· school 

elsewherrec They also suggest that if the rate of decline 

in pupil numbers is below the national ave~age change will 

take place without g~eat difficulty or damage to the 

cu~riculum. Haweve~ 9 if the fall in birth rate is 

compounded by net migratory population loss 9 and if the 

area is se~ved by schools of differing size 9 there is a 

need fa~ a dynamic app~oach. 
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D~nnison suggests th~t the p~oblem i5 mo~e severe in 

He maintains that nit is 

pr-obably ~i mpcss~i-bl-e to overst~ate thra i-mportance of the 

personal dimension"~3ft) ~n~ continues that ~hilst it is 

~2la~ively easy fo~ ~dministrators~ who a~e r-esponsible for 

a complete pac&age of arrangements~ to ignor~ the 

ovsrwh~lming priority given by individuals to the likely 

consequences for themselves and their families 9 in 

preference to the total scheme of which they are a 

parte (32) 

Dennison also claims that local education 

autherities are more concerned with surplus places than 

with absolute sizes of schoola The Department of Education 

and Science suggested (33) that premises related costs 9 

which were about one quarter of costs in 1980 9 would 

increase by 50 per cent if the roll of a school fell from 

750 to 500 pupils 9 whilst the 1986 Consultative Document 

states that it has been calculated that it costs £170 a 

year to retain a surplus secondary placea The Consultative 

Document does recognise that removal of surplus places 

entails upheaval for teachers and pupils as well as capital 

and possible transport. costs 9 but argues that "investment 

appraisal of rationalisation options will often show a good 

rate of return". <34) 

Dennison suggests there are t.wo compl~mentary 
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st~ategies for eve~y school ~ith a declining ~oR! p~obRema 

One is to aim to do the job of satisfying the needs of the 

fewe~ statuto~y age r:-ange pupils mo~e effectively~ ~he 

othe~ is to sea~ch fo~ oppo~tunities and situations in 

which the combination of staff skills and school facilities 

can be used to meet new educational challenges. (35) 

Neithe~ app~oach is without p~oblems9 the fi~st 

~equires teache~s to continue doing the same job without 

the added incentive of rapid promotion which existed 

previously 9 whilst the second impose~ new demands on 

teachers if the school expands into different a~eas with 

some ·teachers 9 for example 9 having problems in adjusting to 

the presence in their classes of adults or returning 

ex-pupils. 

8.5 Reorganisation plans of local education authorities 

Each local education authority 9 at least in theory 9 

has been free to make its own a~rangements to deal with 

falling rolls. In practice 7 ho~ever 9 their autonomy was 

limited because all proposals have to be approved by the 

Secreta~y of State. Fie~ce opposition was mounted by 

opponents of each plan 9 the most vociferous objections 

being directed at proposals to close particular schools 

whose rolls were becoming too smalla In Manchester there 

was "the usual tension" between those who wished for small 

schools to be retained and those who saw the need for 
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schools ~o b~ "l~~ge enough to gen~~~te the ~~nge of 

specialisms needed fo~ ~ comprehensive education" (36) 

Th~ d~t&iled ~~~&ngements ~~~ beyond thw scope of 

this thssis 9 and inevitably the situ~tion diffeFs widely 

between autho~ities. Th~ ove~riding pFinciple in ~ll 

reorg&nisa~ion proposals appears to be the provision of a 

sufficiently b~oad ~nd balanced curriculum. The 

unfo~tunate coincidence that falling ~olls have been 

expe~ienced duFing a period of financial restraint has 

meant th~t the closu~e Cor merging) of some schools 9 

especially the sm~llest has been inevitable. This has led 

to the loss of jobs and/o~ status with early retirement 

being offered to many teachers. 

Weeks suggests that amalgamation could have 

beneficial effects in the reappr~is~l of school government 9 

organisation and curriculum and the opportunities for a new 

head teache~ to "inspire the new establishment to betteF 

things". (37> On the other hand 9 he ~ecognises that 

~m~lgamations inevitably lead to some bitterness and 

recriminations 9 which will not bode well for the new 

school. (38) 

8.6 Effect on Sixth Form provision 

In many authorities there has been a tendency to 

concentrate on 11 to 16 education in schools with post 16 
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year olds studyin~ in sixth form o~ terti~ry collegesc 

This is justified on the grounds 9 that the provision of 

'minoflity· 'A' level cou~ses oecomes mo~e cost effective 

~nd ve~y small sixth fo~m class@s in 11 to 18 schools a~e 

Also colleges ~re more likely to ~un voc~tional 

cou~ses for studentg who do not ~equire a la~~ely academic 

Coventry is going against the gene~al trend by placing all 

16 to 19 yea~ olds in existin~ 11 to 18 community schools 

with special vocational courses being provided within the 

14 to 19 age ~angea(39) 

Weeks <40) views the c~eation of 11 to 16 schools as 

probably the worst effect of falling rolls and maintains 

the case fo~ 11/12 to 18/19 schools is as st~ong as eve~ 9 

on the g~ounds that truncated and divided schools ~educe 

the flexibility to pu~sue a wide range of educational 

objectivesa I would agree st~ongly with Weeks on this 

point 9 for I believe that the 11 to 18 school has a great 

deal to offer teache~s and sixth form students. However I 

do have reservations about his suggestion that the problem 

could be overcome by more use of conso~tium arrangements. 

8.7 Arguments for and against retaining small schools 

Many of the arguments in favour of retaining small 

schools have been mentioned in earlier chapters. As in any 

commercial enterprise when there is a fall in demand for a 
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good o~ se~vice ~here 1 is almos~ inevitably a deg~ee of 
( 

~ationalisation where <usually) smaller and less cost 

~-ffective units a~e t:l!.oseol o~ mer-ged. 

falling ~oils should allow class 5izes and pupil teacher 

ratios in s~condary schools to be reduced whilst 

maintaining spending level. Smithies <NAS/UWT> is quoted 

in Liste~ (4ll.) "We believe ~hat there is certainly v<11lue in 

small schools 9 provided that their size is compatible". 

Both the NAHT and AMMA were opposed to Briault's suggestion 

that ~eorganisation could lead 9 at least temporarily 9 to 

the ~o~mation of split site schools. (42) 

Briault and Smi~h <43> state that if there are 

disadvan~ages in creating or maintaining large schools they 

do not appear to reflect parents' wishes. He does not 

believe 9 however 9 that these drawbacks are anything like as 

great as those associated with the small or shrinking 

school. They argue for planning for as few large schools 

as possible9 there should be a range between optimum and 

maximum size. (44) Lister (45) agrees with Briault's 

recommendation that authorities should plan for the 

smallest reasonable number of secondary schools and the 

largest size of schools. Wherever possible schools should 

be merged rather than closing some individual institutions. 
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~~ftQYR~ ~~~ SMi~h ®1§@ g~y ~h~~ M~in~&inin~ srn~lR 

schools invoRv~s th® div~~sio~ o~ di~p~opo~tion~t~ 

~~s;ou~r·c®!B tl::(Q) tl::htWsw schoe»l!:i> ch . .ll~itrH~J €I !P~i"'iodl H~'lt® !970's) 

~h0~ *in~~~i®li ~~n~~i"'~i~'\t~ W~i"'ru inc~~~sing. 

"!Ev<E~Y dl~li milllln~gJ an~ hal~ ®1ii111P~Y schooll 0 boJ!. st~~etdl 

~o~ gy~vliv~l ~y ~~~~~ ~~sou~ce~ 9 dlliminish~g p~ovision which 

might oth~~wisw be used to reinfo~ce success". (46) 

Th~y do not cl~i~ th~t sm~l! schools are necessarily 

~oo~ schools 0 simply thru~ ~~isli~~ ~~OM their size 9 they 

h~vs g~eat~~ dli~ficulti~s and dllisadv~nt&gQg in meeting all 

the ~ducational n~wds o* ~11 their pupils. (47) 

8.81 Conclusion 

The falling ~oll situation c~eates som~thing of a 

pa~ado~. As Dennison !l~ys 9 "Th~ ~eal wo~ry o.C: fa'!lling 

rolls is 0 th~'\t t(Q) ~ casual obse~ver 9 f~w~r child~en present 

fQW~r problems 9 ~nd therefore mo~e opportunitie~ to assess 

cu~~icula~ and othe~ issues". (48) 

The reverse is true and falling rolls involve the 

raising of pressu~es and demands upon teachers. Ball 

dramatically claims that falling rolls constitute 

"constitutional t~auma" <49> fo~ teachers 9 and to a certain 

extent pupils. He suggests that they impose massive and 

profound constraints upon the process of becoming a 
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comprehensive school". 

A~ has already been msntionsd 9 ~eachers· unions 

hoped fo~ an improvemen~ in class siz~s and pupil teach~r 

ratios but the gov~rnment appears unsymp~tlhetic" Tlhe 

Conservative Party m~nifesto for the 1983 G@ner~l Election 

cl!.aimed 9 "This country is now spending more per child tha/7\ 

ever before 9 all!.owing for price rises" As a result the 

average number of children per teacher is the lowes~ 

ever"" (50> 

Xt is difficult ~o see how many of the problems 

arising from falling rolls could have been avoided" The 

falling bir~h rate and population movements have led to a 

situation where 9 if ~here were no closures 9 some schools 

would have become undesirably and inefficiently small" 

Reorganisation plans 9 which have involved closures and 

mergers inevi~ably have unwelcome consequences for at least 

some teachers 9 pupils and parents" The fact that 

contraction followed so closely after a period of expansion 

only exacerbated the problem. Wyatt and Gay's observation 

is perceptive. "Perhaps those planning school reductions 

might bear in mid that in resourcing diminishing 

institutions it is rarely a matter of turning the clock 

back ~o the older patterns 7 even if the number on the roll 

appear to be the same"" (51) 
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~Q!~~iv~!y li~tl~ n~~ li~~~ ~pp~~~~ to h~v~ ~~~n 

th~ow~ o~ ~~® issu~ of ~~~ i~~~l siz~ fo~ ~ s®cond~~y 

schooll. a The? l-986 Coii"15Ull!. ~a1~i on Dccum~n't nacogflli ses;; th.at 

"fd~®V'"G B\n~ rm~ny sm~llll !f:I«:U"liooll 'lB in whi c~ 9JOO!dl '\te.mcha:?f"§ hi:!V@ 

dlornm rnucGil '{tl[j) ov~~com~ th<a> li.wi'ltrn{):iolill~ 4dJ{f ~ii.z~"(S2»~ but 

~~ilili m~ii.nt®ii.fll~ t~~t ncnoo!s shoul~ no{): f~ll ~~!ow sii.~ fof"rn 

~n'ltf"y ~f" th~t sixtU"li fo~m~ in com~~~h~nsive schools shoulld 

h~v~ fcew~rr than ll.50 s'tuden'ltsa (53) "Schools below t.hes!E! 

sizes should! not. b~ f"e't.min~d if '\th~ educ~tional!. and 

Thi!$ 

sugg~st~ th~~ thef"® h~$ been l!.itt.l~ ch&rng~ in official 

policy since t.h~ perriod of ~xp~nsion morr~ th~n twenty years 

~go an~ t.h~ issuing of Cif"cul!.rnrr ll.0/65a (55) 

However~ m rr~cent. Audit Commission f"~port. cl!.~ims 

attention to the f~c~ t.h~t. ne~rrly half th~ schools are too 

small "to deliver ~ satisfactory curriculum economic~l!.ly 

~nd that. 76 p~ cern~ of sixth fof"m~ af"Q ~~low th~ 

'il:.lh~esholl.dlo (5@) 

Th~ commission notes that 'lthe~e will be 900 9 000 

surplus secondary pl~ces by !99n and th~ removal of one 

thi~d would sav~ £60 million in non-teaching costs 

~lonea (57) They ~lso maint~in that 9 because more schools 

are fall!.in~ below the desired minimum size "the best answer 

ff"om an educational or economic point of view would b~ to 

amalgamate orr close schools in an af"ea or to reorganise age 
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ranges. C58l) 

x~ 198~ ~he Commission hill~ main~ained tha~ the costs 

o~ fa~li.lli.ng to re~tiona~lise seconddlry school capacity werre 

not merely economic. Indeed 9 it was stated ~hat all 

prroposals to close secondary school§ werr~ made not on 

economic grounds at all 9 but on educational onesg " •• there 

comes a time when LEA's cannot afford to provide teacherrs 

to support a reasonably broad curriculum in small 

schools". (59) 

Information in tables 1.2 Cp 17> and 8.1 (p 207) 

suggests that during the period of falling rolls there has 

been a tendency towards a narrower rrange of school sizes. 

For example the number of very large Cover 1500) schools 

fell by 41 per cent between 1975 and 1986 whilst the number 

of very small (below 400> fell by 62 per cent. The average 

size of secondary schools varied remarkably little. 

Between 1979 and 1984 the averrage fluctuated in the range 

885 to 893 9 falling only slightly to 863 by 1986. 

Although 47 per cent of schools in 1988 had between 

600 and 1000 pupils 9 compared with 39 per cent in 1975 and 

only 22 per cent in 1965 there is still considerable 

variation. Perhaps the most significant effect of falling 

rolls 7 at least as far as politicians and administrators 
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~~~ conce~ned is the ~eduction in the numbe~s o~ ve~y l~~ge 

and v~~y smalX schools 9 without suggesting a p~ecise 

optimum siz~o For" teachers and pupi!s 9 howev~if 9 the 

consequences hav~ been mo~e t~aumatic at t~e pe~son~l 

level 9 and it is impossible to gene~alise on the changes 

which have taken place since the late 1970'so 
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9a~ [n~~oduction 

CH~PTER ~ 

SUMMARV 

~~ ~~~~rnp~ h~s be~~ ~~~@ i~ ~h~ ~~evio~~ ~igh~ 

ch~pt~~~ ~~ surnro~~is® ~ncl ev~!u~~~ ~~i~ing on th~ issu~ o? 

f~ust~ating in so fa~ a$ it seemed that ve~y feoo 

publica~ions dealt speci?ic~lly with the question of 

second~~y school sizeo Howev~~ many boo~s and a~ticles do 

Two majo~ 

p~ob!erns we~e encountered~ th~ pe~iod of time cove~ed 0 and 

a sh~t~ge o~ qu~n~ifiable evidenceo 

Th~ ea~liest wo~~ s~udi®d 9 (Lynn (1)) 9 was w~itten 

thi~ty yea~s befo~~ the most ~~cent publicationso In the 

late 19so·s 9 th~ough to th~ 1970·s~ the majo~ issue in 

seconda~y educ~tion was th~t of comp~ehensive 

~e-o~ganisationa Schools we~e mainly selective 9 and by 

Kn ~ecent yea~s attention has 

been switched to the p~oblems of falling ~olls 9 educational 

standa~ds 9 and mo~e ~ecently 9 changes in the curriculum and 

the development of GCSEa Much of the literature is 

concerned with contemporary educational developments 9 and 

size has tended to be a secondary issueo Often the 

question of size has been brought into arguments 9 probably 

most frequently in the debate over comprehensive 
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~e-o~ganisationa Suppo~te~s of g~ammar schools frequently 

used the size factor wh~n the ~eal issue§ were their fearfi 

over fall!. i-ng -standa~ds~ or the threatened dli sappearance of 

an olid established schoolo 

The second difficul~y h~s been that many w~ite~s had 

very definite views on the question of sizeo Some 9 for 

example Halsall 9 and the Ame~icans Barker and Gump 9 favour 

small schools 9 whilst othe~s 9 including Rhodes Boyson and 

Briault and Smith 9 are perhaps even mo~e fo~th~ight in 

their suppo~t of la~g~~ institutionsa Others 9 particularly 

David 9 believe that size is not a se~ious issue when 

assessing the influences on a schoola Very few write~s 

suppo~t their views with evidence which would be regarded 

as conclusive in other branches of sciencea 

Therefore there does appear little on which all 

writers appear to concuro The~e is general ag~eement that 

very small schools have serious financial drawbacks and 

also that it is difficult to measure the inputs and outputs 

of the educational process with any real p~ecisiona 

Perhaps this second point should not be considered 

su~prising 9 for write~s draw on experience from widely 

differing backgroundso All conclusions a~e inevitably 

subjective and many write as though they are p~esenting the 

case for a particular size of schoola 
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9,2 Kn~liu~ncw of siz@ on org~nis~~ion of school~ 

Wl?ui.!s't '\there i~ considmwaiOll.~--ldlisagreemenrt c'3lbou:t many 

issuw~ ~f~~c'\t~d by sc~6oli si~®~ '\th®~~ is lii~t!@ a~gum~n'\t 

wit~ 'It~~ no'\tfton '\th~~ &~ si~~ in~r~~~@S ~h~ o~g~nis~tion of 

th~ school b~com~s mo~~ com~!~~c 

Will.ll.i~m~ suggests that on~ of the r~asons for 

educa~ion Ministers aclop:tin~ ~ d~ fac~o limit of about 

1 9 500 pupill.~ w~s tha~ th~ &~tributes that went to make ~ 

good teacher woull.d b~ ~he attribu~e~ needed ~o be a good 

headl'l:~~clh~err in a medium sizedl schooJl. 11 "but when a school 

has 2 9 000 pupill.s or mor~ it doesn·~ need a good teache~ 9 it 

needs a manager and that is al'\togetlh~r a different 

thingo (2» 

James (3} says that the prim~ difficulty of a larrge 

schooll. is communic~~iono !n a small school much of what 

happens c&n b~ set~l~d by instant worrdl of mouth 11 bu~ large 

si~® requires formal m~etings and much documentationc He 

comments ~hat "this can make 9 for ins~ance 9 ~h~ 

organisation of an afternoon excursion a formidable 

operation" 11 and continues to s~ate tha~ anyone with 

experience of management o~ administration knows that the 

problem of running large organisations are intrinsically 

different from 9 and more complex than 9 those of small ones. 
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Richards (4) makes a similar observation, pointing 

out that conventional systems of management worked when the 

Head and deputies were 1n direct daily contact with every 

member of staff. Once a staff grows beyond 40 a system of 

checks and balances has to be instituted. If thet-e are 100 

members of staff there will be many ccmmittees 9 many 

conflicting interests, and a very rigorous system of 

management becomes essential. 

Midgley (5} wonders how it is possible to retain a 

sense of intimacy and community in a large, split site 

school of over 1,500 pupils, and asks how such a complex 

orga~sation should be managed. The answer~ he says 9 1s 

that the school must be run like a business organisation. 

Teachers are expected to be efficient in operating a 

centrally laid down system 9 and guidelines cover almost 

every aspect of the schools' life. ~The school is run like 

ICI, and while the systems may be perfect they do not allow 

fot- human fr-ailty" (sic) 

Grubb (6) suggests that some of the large school s 

problems are due to poor management and administration. 

Writing at the time of comprehensive reorganisation 9 <1974) 

he argues that large schools need to be run on different 

lines from grammar and moder-n schools, which were 

considerably smaller. 
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9a3 Claim~ ~ha~ gJlze has li~~li~ inf!u@nc~ on schools 

Pais~y (7) does not enti~ely ag~ee with views 

-expressed in the previous sect-i-ona Whilst recognising that 

~he siz~ of a school in ~~~t d~termines th~ or-gani5a~ional 

syst@m~ he sugg2sts that the na~ur~ is open to different 

H~ concurs with Taylor (8) in saying that 

~he size of the school is commonly a topic of concern 9 and 

is often thought to be a "critical variable in te~ms of 

engaging the 'whole person' in the work of the 

organisation" (9)a Howev~r it is no~ necessarily true that 

large places are bad places in which to work~ small schools 

can also be bad! "Control 9 integration 9 flexibili~y and 

freedom from stress in an effective organisation are the 

common objectives of all organizations 9 irrespective of 

sizea" (10) Paisey maintains that it is too simplistic to 

assume that the amount of 'managemen~ activity' increases 

with sizea A small school may be highly complex and 

require more organising than a large schoola (11) 

A major difficulty in trying to assess the 

relationship between an "input" variable~ for example 

school size 9 and any outcome 9 for example attainment or 

standards of behaviour 9 is that it is impossible to isolate 

size from all other variables 9 as might be possible in 

other branches of scientific research= Goldstein <12) 

refers to this problem 9 taking as an example attempts to 

determine whether small schools result in pupils attaining 
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high~~ sea~~~ in M~them~tic§ ~~s'll:so H~ say~ 'll:h~t th~ 

schools would hav~ to di~f~F o~Xy i~ §iZ~ 9 so th&'ll: any 

subs~OJuent ldli f f_ei'"snccg'& couhjJ brs .;'lt'il:.ITli. buted to that factoi"' 

typic~!liy 9 ~® c~nnot ~Tandomliy ~ssi~n chilidiT~n to schoo!~ 9 

nc~T ensufi'"e that schools di~fer on only & singl~ facto~ 9 

such as size 9 and ~~ h&ve to s~~i'"ch felT a!te~Tnative 

appiToaches" < 13) 

Heath does not mention size in an article ITeplying 

to c~Titicism of comp~Tehensive organisation~ based mainly on 

performance in external examinations. In the language of 

statistics he claims that "the school is more often a 

dependent li'"'ather than an independent variable". <14) 

Mu!i'"'phy (15) comments on studies of school influence 

andl observes that Coleman <16» and Rutteli'"' (17) disagree. 

The former suggests that schools m~y have little influence 

in ~ne11T puplls-development 9 whilst Rutte~T says this is not 

so. Jencks would appear to side with Coleman 9 estimating 

that school based factors explain perhaps only 2 per cent 

of the variation in attainment between pupils. He states 

firmly that "the character of a school's output depends 

largly on a single output, namely the character of its 

entering children. Everything else the school budget, its 

policiesv the characteristics of the teachers ••• is either 

secondary or completely irrelevant" <18). Reynolds (19>~ 
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rtllho quotes Jencks 11 conclud<as "Schoo]. differences in other 

words 9 make no difference". 

conc-JI.-usion as peGsimi!:ttic. 

Woodhall <20) regards Jencks' 

Murphy goes on to suggest that th~ debate on school 

effectiveness is on subjective lines. "Th~e question of 

whether schools have an effect on their pupils turns not on 

evidence but on what is pnHerred as evidence". <21) 

Blaug (22> maintains that we face a "pervasive 

ignorance" between school inputs and outputs (as 

conventionally measured by achievement scores> and that "we 

cannot specify the educationa]. production function or even 

begin to distinguish unambiguously betrtlleen parameters and 

variables. He is mainly concerned with educational systems 

and planning rather than with individual schools 9 though he 

does refer to class size. 

Wyatt and Gay (23) conclude that siz® should not be 

seen as an independent variable 9 maintaining that the 

linear relationship "small is good 9 therefore large is bad" 

is too simplistic and inadequate. They suggest that the 

notion of "best size" should be carefully examined every 

time it is used. They do not regard this as inconsistent 

with their earlier observation that " ••• [available 

evidence] suggests that smaller institutions are more 

beneficial to students 9 although the reasons for this are 
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no~ cle&r-" (24) 

Conbrli.but:or-s to "!Big and! Beaut.-iful-" believe that 

school size is not ve~y impor-tan~. Fogelman (25) states 

t.hat. ther-e is consistent and clear- evidence t.o suppor-t. the 

claim that. "whilst. less tangible aspects of school life may 

well be of impor-t.ance 9 they ar-e indepen~ent of th~ school's 

size 9 which does not matter in itself". Wilcox and 

Gar-for-th (26) agr-ee 9 stating that. school size alone is 

unlikely to be a "dominant. and unequivocal influence" on 

the perfor-mance of a school. Th2y claim that the attempt 

to identify a statistically significant r-elationship 

between a criter-ia measur-e and a single var-iable will 

probably pr-ove fr-uitless. "The pur-suit. of single 

over-ar-ching var-iables with high pr-e~ictive power- is likely 

to prove a chimera" (cf David (27)). Wilcox and Garfor-th 

appear- to agree with Mur-phy when they conclude that the 

pr-esumed effects of single var-iables 9 such as school size 9 

ar-e not immutable 9 but. ar-e capabla of transformation by 

human ingenuity.<28> 

Adams (29) r-efers t.o the 'widely held' belief that 

small must mean 'good' 9 but believes there is little 

evidence to suppor-t this view "The great school size 

contr-over-sy seems to have become a non event". He suggests 

that correlation between school size and other- var-iables 

may be spurious. 
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B~nft a~cl Simon (30) do no~ wi§h ~o give ·~h~ 

impression- Jthe.~<Q:h~ size:> of & schooll is; Ulnli.mpof"'i(:&n~o They 

th~y COii"ii(!:ll udle2 thl&lt '"th~ ~ucc~ss; o~ tho compli'"G~hon5i V€f school 

- in so Mwny ~izG ~~ng~s - i~ ~f"'oof of th~ f~c~ th~t Jth2 

f~ctofi"" of siz~ c&nnot b@ wAllow~ to b~ th~ overriding 

f~ctofi"" 9 when so ffi~ny oth®fi"" f~citofi""S ~f"'~ o~viously just as 

cruci~l in d~terrnining ~ compr~hansivw school"s succ~ss". 

David (3!) is forthright in hrn? views 9 despit~ the weight 

of evidenc® which suggests th~it ~n optimum size of school 

c~n ~ found ito ~chiev@ ~II puli'"poses wheth~r conJtfi""&dictof"'y 

Ofi"" noJt. 

Murnane <32» disagrees. In ~ slightly contradictory 

papefi"" he st~tes th~t in early stu~ies physical facilities 

did place ~ prominen~ rol~ in school effectiveness research 

but that they wefi""~ not system~ticallly rel~ted to student 

achievement. However 9 he goes on to say that physical 

facilities 9 class size and instructional strategies can be 

seen as secondary resources that affect student learning 

through their influence on Jthe behaviour of teachers and 

students. <33) He conclludes that there is compelling 

evidence that schooling does make a difference in 

determining the cognitive s~ills of children. Consequently 
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~~rn s~~~c~ *o~ s~~~tegi~s ~o rn~k@ schoo!ing mo~~ ~*fectiv@ 

i~ ~ ~o~~~~hiR~ qu~s~.<3~» 

RwR~~iv~Ry li~tl~ m~t~i~li ~~p~~~~ to h~v~ been 

~ublished c~ ~ho vi~w~ of pupil~ ~~d thei~ p~~~nts 9 though 

p~~h~ps p~~~n~§ h~v~ becom® mo~@ vocif~~ous on ~h~ issues 

Pa~ental choice 

sn~ influ®nc~ is ~ ~ey featu~e of the p~ovisions of the 

198~ Educ~tion Act 9 but the~e is Rittle evidence to suggest 

~ha~ pa~ent~ att~ch much impo~tance to the size of thei~ 

chilid~en"s schools. Fiske <35~ says that size is neithe~ an 

issu~ no~ a significan~ facto~ in choice of school. In a 

su~vey of 26 Mancheste~ schools 9 five of th~ eight which 

we~e significantly ove~-subsc~ibed had ove~ 1 9 000 pupils. 

Howeve~ he does comment that size is occasionally mentioned 

as a ~eason fo~ ~equests to t~ansfe~ 9 if a child has not 

settled happily in a pa~ticul~~ school. 

Fogelman (36) obse~ved th~t in the NCD study pa~ents 

we~e asked whethe~ they we~e satisfied with thei~ 

child~en"s education. Responses of pa~ents whose child~en 

attended selective schools we~e un~elated to size 9 though 

fo~ comp~ehensive schools the p~opo~tion favou~ing smalle~ 

schools was slightly large~. He suggests that 9 as this was 

not linked to any objective c~ite~ia 9 it might be a 

reflection of media opinion. In the collected papers from 
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~h® NC~ s~udy <37) h~ adds ~h~~ p~~~nt~l s~tis~ac~ion does 

~o~ s~~M st~ongly ~ela~ed t~ f~cto~s which ~~~ usually the 

sub j_ee~ of much deb~~e 9 in~~ u~:HnQJ scJlooll si~ e ~ pup i ll. 

irnpo~ta~t f~cto~s &pp0~~ ~o ~~ th~ liev~l of th~ chill.d's 

performance and the type of schoo~ they ~ttend~ though 

the~~ 5e~ms to b~ a f~ir p~opo~~io~ of p~~ents who ar~ 

satisfied with th~i~ chi!d~en's education 9 even if they 

appe~r to be doing badly. 

I~ thei~ study of She*field schoo!s 9 Wilcox and 

Garfo~th (38) found no signific~nt co~~elation between 

schoQli size and th~ numbe~ of paFent§ wishing to t~ansfe~ 

to a school outside their catchment area. Sizo wa§ ve~y 

~a~ely mentioned as a ~eason for wishing to go to anothe~ 

school!.. 

Taylo~ <39) is non-coiMiittcnll. about school size~ 

notes th~t many pa~ents and teachers see the la~ge numbers 

involl.ved as a g~eat disadvantage. Later he claims that the 

g~eatest cause fo~ public concern has always been about 

s:li.ze. Many parents a~e anxious that the youngest children 9 

in pa~ticular 9 will find the size and complexity 

overwhelming. <40) 

The "Readers Digest"/MORX su~vey <41> of parents' 
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attitudes to the way their children are educated in state 

secondary schools did not refer to school size. However, 

in response to a letter, Michele Corrado, Senior Research 

Executive of MORI gave the following information, obtained 

from the survey, but n~ published.(42) 

Table 9.1 Parents• views on the size of their children's 
secondary schools 

Q. And would you say your children's secondary schools are 
too large, too small or about the right size? 

A. 
Too large 
About right 
Too small 
Don't know 

X of parents 
29 
58 

5 
8 

Size of sample 304 

Source: Michele Corrado, Senior Research Executive Market 
and Opinion Research International. Letter 2 
November, 1987. Unpublished answer to question in 
survey undertaken for "Readers· Digest". 

In response to another question on discipline, 

---··'~- -··----.a.-.-1 ~L..-~ _, -----..L- __ .__ _ ---- .....,.. •• 
• - --- __ --~~----- ...,. • .,._ -...,, ,.,"'-AI ..,.,,'-_, IFWII...,. Wto:::l e;; ':Jt=fttiii't IS.&. A 7 

satisfied with discipline, 67 per cent described their 

children's school size as "about right", whilst only 26 per 

cent said schools were "too small". (43) 

9.5 Studies which do not mention school size 

A number of publications do not make any reference 

to school size, implying that the issue is not considered 

important. For example the DES Statistics of School 
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le&vers <44> does not refe~ to size in a publication of 

almost 40 tables 9 whilst the~~ is aliso no reference in 

their ~O __ pag~ booklet. an recent <!978) initiatives covering 

alil aspects of educationc (45) 

Although the Chartered Institute of Public Finance 

and Accountancy <46> suggest that small schools may 

experience difficulty in maintaining a broad curriculum 9 

they do not include school size as being an influential 

factor in thei~ Input/Output analysis of the education 

system. Indeed school size is not included amongst the 16 

"performance indicators" fo~ secondary educationc (47) 

There is no mention of school size in Williams' <48) 

chapter on education 9 nor is there in the survey by Aitkin 

and Langford <49) of several recent large scale British 

studies of school effectiveness. 

9.6 The wo~ks of Elizabeth Halsall 9 Barker and Gump 

Of all writers on the issue of schooli size in Great 

Britain 9 Elizabeth Halsall has probably written in greatest 

depth 9 whilst Barker and Gump's (50) work is the most 

detailed study of American schools. Some years have 

elapsed since their works were published 9 but their 

findings are still largely relevant. 

Halsall's major work 'The Comprehensive School'(51). 

published during the period of secondary reorganisation 9 
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<R973) de~lis wi~~ ~ wid~ ~8~~® of in~e~-~~R~t2d issueso 

Sh~ i~ a consis~en~ &~voca~~ of th® srn~RR school 9 ~hough 

~dmi li:~ilJ"'_~ _j t~ pot~n~~_alll. cncad~mic _&ndl CUfi""i"'i c;ul &~f" ~-<E'!f ~<;;~?a 

T~® li~fi""~~ school's ~~o~R~m~ afi""o~ sh® m~int~in~g ~hose of 

fP<ID§'J:@fi""&li C~fi""G? ~ rnov<IDm~n'C:: ~ndl cont~liluni c.mt ion o !9oth g~oups of 

cli~ficultie~ c&n b~ ovei"'com~~ though H~lsal1 sugges~s that 

thos® ~* thw !~fi""9~~ school will i"'equii"'~ compl~x and 

~xpensiv~ solution~o(52) Inevitably teachef"~ wil! need to 

wo~~ ~ai"'dler and will b® §ubj~ct ~o gi"'eater sti"'esso (53) 

She suggests that~ on educational grounds 9 the ideal 

size should be b~tween 400 and i 9 000 pupils 9 whilst if 

administrative and cost ~actofi""s are ta~~n into account the 

desirable fi""ange increases to between 800 and 1 9 200o (54) 

This *igu~e is rathefi"" lowe~ than suggested by writers 

referfi""ed to earliei"'o Combining the thi"'e~ criteria the 

optimum i"'ang~ is na~rowed tc between 800 and 1 9 000 pupils~ 

Ofi"" fiv~ to six fof"ms o* enti"'ya Six forms of entry is the 

acceptable by the (55> Department of Education ~nd Science 

in Cifi""cu!afi"" 10/65 and 'Be~tefi"" Schools' a (56) 

Even i~ such a size wei"'e to be regarded as the norm 9 

it is unlikely that many mo~e than a quarter of schools 

will be in that range (See table lal page 16)o The uneven 

geog~aphica! distfi""ibution of the population is such that in 

many cases the ·natural' catchment areas will contain fewer 
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evi~~nc~ ~c sugges~ that ~~tiflici~l so!u~icns such ~s 

"bussi~g" ~rw justifi~bl®~ ~~d in ~ny c~s@ d~mog~aphic 

changes may resul-t ill11 numsr-icallly S<3l~:ii.sfac:to~y o1;11i'""i""angement.s 

bein~ short-llive~a 

s~~~~~ ~nd Gump st~die~ schools in ~ V2~Y differ2nt 

system and~ it is difficul~ ~o r-®l~t~ p~~ts of their

findings to Br-i~ish ~xper-ienceo Also much of their

r-~se~rch appear-s to deal with sociological r-ather than 

or- th~ r-elationship 9 if any 9 between size and levels of 

a~tainmento However~ where their paths do coincide they 

are i~ broad agreement wi~h H~lsall in that the lar-ge~ the 

institution the lower- the degr~e of ~a~ticipation by 

students" C57) Xnde~d school§ can grow to such a size that 

"mor-e of the students becom<a> less needed! and [even] 

~edundlanta" (58) 

They do not mention an ideal size fo~ a school~ 

admitting that then cur-r-ent <n964) r-esear-ch did not enable 

them to reach a conclusiono They do suggest 9 in common 

with other- wr-iter-s 9 that more r-esearch is needed into the 

r-elations between "school size 9 school settings and student 

pa~ticipation" <59) 
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9a7 CoU'le:ll.u!05li.on 

Th~ inilu~nc~ of sli.z~ on ~~~ p~~fo~m~nc~ of schools 

li. $ p~ob<!!bll Y- most ~ca>l c:?VdllrlLt wh@n _dli scussi ng ~h~ rel_a~ed 

Ji.5§U@~ of fli.n~lillC~ ~ndJ CUF~li.~UlJ.Ulfflo V~~y 5M~llJ. SChOOlJ.S do 

app~~F t~ ~® ~~ a dlli.s~dvan~a~~ li.~ ~ot~ th~s~ &F~&s fo~ 9 

~lmost in~vi~ably 9 they lack sufficient fun~s ~o employ 

sp~ciall.i~~ teache~s 9 ~i""ovid~ w~ll.ll. Qquli.pped faciliti~s and 

off~i"" ~ sufficientll.y wid~ i""ange of ~cademic and ex~i""a 

often offset by t~~ willingness of ~eache~s to adapt and 

im~i""OViSe 9 Wi~h consid~i""ab!~ SUCC@SSo 

Xf the smalll.es~ schooll.s 9 of which there are very 

few 9 a~e discounted 9 ~he influence of size is less 

noticceabl<eo Thw various s~udies ~eferred to in Chapter 2 

tend to suggest that economies of scale do exist 9 but the~e 

does not app~ar to be a common optimum size on purely 

financial!. g~oundsa Some evidenc~ would lead ~o the 

conclus1on that the most cost e~~ectiv~ s~ze ~s be~ween 

1 9 000 and A9 200 pupils whils~ othe~ s~udies favour ove~ 

1 9 600a Schools of this larger size &i""e rai""ely found in 

Britain a Whichever optimum figui""e is taken there is a 

genei""ally accepted view that diseconomies of scale also 

exist 9 but the evidence is not conclusive and some writers 

ai""e not convinceda 

Curriculum p~ovision is inevitably linked to 
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financial conside~ations~ though the latest DES 

consultation document on the cu~~iculum <60) makes no 

refe~ence to finance or school size. Again.the very small 

schools tend to be at a disadvantage. Thei~ teachers and 

pupils would not necessarily ag~ee 9 believing that they can 

compensate fo~ their inability to offe~ a very broad ~ange 

of subjects. One is left with the conclusion that 9 unless 

class sizes of a ~easonable size may be achieved .without 

combining age g~oups in the same class (fo~ example Lowe~ 

and Upper Sixth Advanced level g~oups) o~ a~~anging 

teaching on a mixed ability basis 9 the pupils will be at a 

disadvantage. The~e a~e teachers who favou~ mixed ability 

teaching on g~ounds totally unconnected with school size9 I 

am not one of them. 

Once a certain size (say 4 form entry> is reached 9 

there is relatively little to choose between schools of 600 

to 1 9 200 (or even mo~e) pupils in terms of cu~~iculum 

provision. The majority of pupils are able to choose from 

a sufficiently wide ~ange of subjects 9 though in some 

circumstances only in the largest schools are subjects such 

as second languages 9 classics 9 music and commerce as widely 

available as one would wish. 

Children themselves do not appear to regard the size 

of their school as an important issue. This is not 

particularly surprising 9 for only a small percentage will 
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have experience of schools of differing size. 

Participation levels in school activities, standards of 

behaviour and attendance may be slightly better in smaller 

schools. However, results are not statistically 

significant, and it is likely that any correlation between 

size and these outcomes is spurious. Social and family 

backgrounds appear to have more influence. The ' family ' 

atmosphere of the smaller school, whilst being welcomed by 

many children and teachers, may lack the benefits of the 

more formal organisation of larger establishments. Perhaps 

Houlton (61) assesses children's priorities correctly, when 

commenting on the effect of the growth of Stocksbridge 

Schoql on school meal provision. "Curriculum, discipline, 

homework shrink into unimportance when set alongside the 

quality of potatoes or the warmth of the custard". 

Levels of attainment, too, do not appear to be 

greatly influenced by size, especially if the smallest 

~--- - r .L.L- - -- L -..-c .. ..--- • LL a • • • -'t.J•••- ._. • "-' •tw: :::.. ..... ....,~,.::. .,.. \,.I I ~I IC u-=~ L. 

academic records are very large, whilst other large schools 

have poor results. The evidence suggests that intake and 

family backgrounds are the most important determinants of 

performance. It seems inevitable that teaching standards 

must also be important, though some of the studies referred 

to earlier in this chapter suggest that teachers have less 

influence than might have been expected. 
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AR~hough m~ny in~ividu~R te~ch~~5 heRd ~e~inite 

view~ on th~ in~luenc~ of siz~ on th~ schools in which they 

~o~~u ~h~~w ~o®~ no~ see~ to b~ ffi ~e~e~~R con~®n$U~a 

Xnd~~~ th~ issu~ anRy ~~~lly c~m~ to th® ~o~~ wh@n it 

b~c~m~ ~pp~rent throt fa!lin~ rolla would lead to ~educed 

Even he~~ th~ cent~aR p~oblem appears 

to b® th~t fewer chil~ren inevitably mean fewe~ teachin9 

posts~ @Sp~cially at senio~ R~vels~ a~e available" 

R~o~ganis~tion b~ought about ~y ~alling ~olls has ha~ 

little direct ~ffect on school sizes 9 except that many of 

the very small schools have been closed or combined 9 whilst 

at t~e opposite end of the spect~urn the~e are fewer very 

l~rg~ establishments" 

My teaching expe~ience ove~ 19 years has been in 

schools ranging f~om 435 to 1 9 500 pupils 9 though only 

ra~ely wer2 numbers in any one school constant 9 due to 

pe~iods of expansion or cont~actiona There is no daub~ 

that much of the material studie~ was influenced by the 

changing conditions which were prevalent at the time of 

writinga 

When X commenced my ~esearch in 1985 I had been 

working for fou~ terms in a small schoola My immediate 

past experience had been in two la~ge comprehensives of 

Both were in the early stages of 
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cont~action at the time K lefto As a teache~ I felt 

happie~ in the small school" Despite its limitations I 

ce~tainly felt that 9 as my children app~oached second~ry 

age 9 they would benefit f~om th~ less impe~sonal atmosphe~e 

of a school much sm~lle~ than 1 9 400 pupils. Th~ee yea~s 

late~ I hold th~ same views 9 though it cannot be ove~stated 

that these a~e pu~ely subjectiv~o Had we lived and wo~ked 

in diffe~ent catchment a~eas 9 my expe~iences and opinions 

might have been ve~y diffe~ento 

Indeed there a~e many teache~s and parents who a~e 

enthusiastic suppo~te~s of the la~ge school. The writers 

of the lite~ature studied have views on the influence of 

size which cover the full range of possibilities - from 

those such as Hodgetts who enthuse over the work of schools 

of under 100 pupils to those who maintain that at least 

1 9 500 are needed to enable the school to offer a full range 

of educational opportunities. Also 9 there are those who 

believe that size does have a considerable influence 9 

whether for better o~ worse. Others concluded that it is 

virtually impossible to quantify the effect of sizeo Yet 

another body of opinion maintains that size does not have 

any significant effect on the overall pe~formance of a 

school. 

My ove~all impression is that the last group are 

probably 9 and surprisingly 9 nearer the truth 9 despite my 
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own preference for the small school. Furthermore I believe 

it is very unlikely that researchers will ever be able to 

reach -def-i-nite conclusions in the way in which others have 

establiished that smoking is detrimental to health~ or that 

the wearing of car seat belts reduced the number and 

severity of injuries sustained in road accidents. It is 

impossible to isolate size from all the other influences on 

the performance of a secondary school 9 and therefore the 

argument must be inconclusive. My initial reaction 9 when 

it was becoming apparent that this would be the probable 

outcome 9 was one of disappointment for I had expected to 

reach more definite conclusions" However 9 on reflection 9 

the lack of consensus amongst writers on the issue of 

school size makes any other verdict unattainable" 

Schumacher wrote "Small is Beautiful"(63) and the 

'Secondai""y Heads Association published "Big and Beautiful"" 

It is pei""haps permissible to quote Hungerford in the novel 

"Molly Bawn" that "beauty is in the eye of the beholdei"""a 

Within the range of size covei""ed by the vast majoi""ity of 

Bi""itish secondary schools <ie about 600 to 1 9 200 pupils) 9 

the number of pupils has !""elatively little influence on the 

academic and personal development of its pupils" 
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